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Abstract
A mechanically stressed film can cause a bending of the underlying substrate.
Usually, the substrate deforms elastically, but in special cases a plastic or viscous
deformation can be observed. Such deformations are mostly unwanted. However,
methods have been developed by several people to specifically deform plate-like
substrates via the generation of plane stress components inside a near-surface region,
and by this to correct errors in the surface topography of thin optical components
(figure correction). It was also proposed to make use of the viscous deformation of
a glass substrate due to a stressed film for forming of optical components. Excimer
lasers are applied in precise structuring of glass surfaces and patterning of dielectric
films on glass substrates.
In this thesis, I report on the deformations and stresses in two systems related
to the application of an ArF excimer laser (193 nm, 20 ns). The first system consists
of sheets of the borosilicate glass Schott D263M. When irradiated, a large tensile
stress is generated in a surface-near region. From the deformation of the samples,
I measured the integrated stress in dependence on the irradiation parameters, its
long-term temporal evolution and the stress distribution in direction normal to the
surface. Further, I show that antibiaxial plane-stress components can be generated
by irradiation with a line pattern. I performed a proof of principle for an application
of the laser induced stresses in figure correction. The results also demonstrate the
relevance of long-term thermal stresses in excimer laser ablation of glasses.
The second system consists of continuous or laser patterned thin films of a substoichiometric silicon oxide on plate-like substrates of vitreous silica. By high temperature (> 1000 ◦ C) annealing of the samples, a large viscous deformation of the
substrate is induced, which depends on the film pattern. I measured the deformation for different film patterns and for different atmospheres during annealing. By
comparison to the results of a finite element simulation and analytic calculations, I
show that the deformation can be understood by analogy to the case of an elastic
substrate and stresses due to the oxidation of the film. The results pave the way for
an application for forming of plates by a patterned film.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is a common issue of thin film technology that the films are stressed after deposition [4, 5]. Such film stresses can lead to film cracking [6], delamination of the film
[7, 8] or even to a significant bending of the underlying substrate [5, 9, 10]. In case of
bending of the substrate, a compressive/tensile film stress leads to a convex/concave
deformation of the coated side of the substrate (Fig. 1.1) [4]. For a continuous and
homogeneous film of stress σf and thickness tf on a plate-like substrate of thickness
ts , the film-substrate system develops a homogeneous curvature if the deflection of
the substrate is much smaller than its thickness [1]. If further tf  ts and the substrate is mechanically isotropic and homogeneous, the curvature can be calculated
by the Stoney equation [11]
6(1 − νs ) tf
σf
(1.1)
Es
t2s
where Es and νs are the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the substrate,
respectively. The curvature k is proportional to the film stress σf and the film
thickness tf and is inversely proportional to the square of the substrate thickness ts .
Rt
The integral N = 0 f σf (z)dz (z direction: normal to surface) is the integrated film
stress (or line stress) and is used to quantify the overall force that the film exerts
on the substrate.
k=

compressive stress

tensile stress

ﬁlm
substrate

Figure 1.1: A compressive film stress means that the film is hindered in its lateral
expansion by the substrate. Therefore, a convex sample curvature evolves. In contrast, a film with a tensile stress tends to reduce its lateral dimensions and causes a
concave curvature.

A more thorough analysis of the deflection of a substrate by a stressed film
13

was performed by Brenner and Senderoff [12]. They distinguished between different
boundary conditions for the substrate during thin film deposition, considered the
influence of the film thickness tf and of different elastic properties E and ν of film
and substrate. From Eq. (33) of [12], an approximate equation
6(1 − νs ) tf
1
σf
2
Es
ts 1 + 4Er tr − tr

k=

(1.2)

normalized curvature

was derived in [13] for the curvature in the case of a finite film thickness tf . Here,
tr = tf /ts is the thickness ratio of film and substrate, and Er = Bf /Bs is the ratio
of the biaxial moduli Bi = Ei /(1 − νi ) for i = f, s. Although the stress-curvature
relation is still linear, the slope is changed by a correction factor that considers the
thickness ratio tr and the ratio of biaxial moduli Er . This correction factor is plotted
in Fig. 1.2 for realistic values of tr and Er .
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Figure 1.2: The correction term of the Brenner-Senderoff Eq. (1.2), i. e. the predicted curvature normalized by the curvature calculated by the Stoney Eq. (1.1), in
dependence on the thickness ratio tr for different ratios of biaxial moduli Er .
In many technologically important cases, not only a single film but a film stack
(multilayer) is deposited. For that case, it was demonstrated that the overall curvature is the superposition of the curvatures each individual layer would induce
[14].
More complex behavior of the curvature was observed for the case of large deflections [1, 13, 15, 16]. In [1], the ratio δ = A0 /A0c is introduced with A0 = 4 · N · rs2 /t3s ,
A0c denoting a critical value of A and rs being the lateral radius of a round, platelike substrate. Three regimes for δ are distinguished: For small values of δ . 0.2,
the Stoney Eq. (1.1) is valid and the curvature is uniform. For intermediate values
0.2 . δ < 1, the curvature would be overestimated by the Stoney equation and
becomes non-uniform, i. e. its magnitude is smallest at the center and largest at
the rim of the sample. At δ = 1, a bifurcation of the curvature is observed. In one
direction it increases with increasing δ while in the orthogonal direction it decreases.
14

The above considerations are based on the assumption of a film of laterally
uniform thickness and laterally uniform equibiaxial stress. However, in many applications, the film thickness or the film stress are non-uniform. The case of a
non-uniform film thickness and a laterally non-uniform isotropic strain inside the
film is studied theoretically in [17]. It is demonstrated that the relations between
the film stress and the system curvature are non-local, i. e. that a local film stress
can affect the curvature at other positions of the substrate surface. The calculated
relations were verified in [18].
A special case of a non-uniform film thickness distribution is a continuous film
patterned into periodic lines of height tf , width b and distance d (Fig. 1.3a). This
case was studied in [3, 19, 20] for stresses caused by the difference in thermal expansion of substrate and film (thermal stresses). It was found that patterning of
the film leads to a laterally anisotropic curvature of the system, that is described
by a large absolute curvature value |kp | in direction along the lines and a smaller
absolute curvature value |ks | in direction across the lines [19] (Fig. 1.3b). The ratio
ks /kp decreases with increasing aspect ratio ρ = tf /b of the lines and even becomes
negative for large ρ. For ρ → ∞, it approaches ks /kp = −νs , while the stress σs
in the lines in direction across them approaches zero [3, 19]. In [3], an analytic
theory was derived, that can be considered as an extension of the Stoney Eq. (1.1).
According to this theory, the curvatures


kp
k =  ks 
(1.3)
2kps
are given by
k=

6(1 − νs2 ) tf
σf
Es
t2s




1 − χ(ρ)νf
b −1 
1 − χ(ρ) 
P
d s
0

(1.4)

where σf is the stress inside the film before patterning, χ(ρ), which was derived by
analogy to a cracked composite material [21], is a function of the aspect ratio ρ of
the line structures and


1 νs
0
.
0
Ps = νs 1
(1.5)
0 0 (1 − νs )/2

Because the deformation of a substrate due to the deposition of a functional film
can lead to a degradation of the part’s quality [5, 9, 10], different approaches exist to
reduce the amount of deformation. The intuitive approach is the reduction of the film
stress by optimization of the deposition process [5] or by post-deposition treatment,
like annealing of the film-substrate system [22–24]. Another common approach is
the choice of thick substrates because the curvature k decreases by 1/t2s (cf. Stoney
Eq. (1.1)) [5]. The side effects are increases in weight, volume and material costs.
There are, however, applications where at least one of these parameters needs to be
small. A current example is the Lynx x-ray observatory, a mission concept under
15
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Figure 1.3: (a) Scheme of the line geometry in the theory of Wikström et al [3]. A
continuous film of thickness tf has been patterned into lines of width b and period
d. (b) The curvatures, normalized by the curvature for a continuous film with
consideration of the duty cycle b/d, for a system of a line patterned film of SiOx
on SiO2 calculated by the model. The material parameters in Tab. A.1 have been
used.
consideration by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [25].
Its Wolter-Schwarzschild optics would consist of 37492 thin mirror segments, that
need to be lightweight for launch into space and thin because of optical issues.
The third common approach to reduce the deformation is the deposition of a
compensating coating [5, 9, 24]. This is a film of specific integrated stress that ideally
causes the inverse deformation of the substrate, i. e. compensates the mechanical
influence of the functional film (Fig. 1.4). It can be deposited opposite to the
functional film on the backside of the substrate. In that case, a film with the same
integrated stress as the functional film is needed, which is why often the deposition
of the functional film is repeated for the backside. If the application allows it, the
compensating coating can also be deposited on the same side as the functional film.
In that case, an integrated stress of opposite sign is needed. The application of a
compensating coating requires a simple geometry of substrate and film, if the coating
is deposited on the opposite side to the functional film, and a good reproducibility
of the integrated stress of the functional coating and the compensating coating. The
condition of a simple geometry is violated, if both sample sides are not identical. An
example for such an optical component, for which the approach of a backside coating
would fail, is given in [5] by a laser mirror with a through-hole of 45◦ inclination
to the flat front side. Besides film stress, other reasons for a large surface (figure)
error can be stresses introduced or removed during substrate manufacturing [26, 27],
stresses induced by the holder of the optical part [28]1 and even the gravitational
influence [9, 28].
To correct for more complex figure errors, different approaches have been pursued. A powerful method is ion beam figuring (IBF), that is based on local removal
1

Recently, I found that Edmund Optics, an established distributor of optical components, sells
so called stemmed mirrors to reduce the deformation of the mirror surface when mounted [29].
This shows that deformation by the mount is not just an academic problem.
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functional ﬁlm
substrate

deposition of
compensating
coating

compensating coating

Figure 1.4: The deformation of a sample due to the deposition of a functional film
can, in certain instances, be compensated by deposition of a film with the same
integrated stress on the opposite side.
of material via ion beam sputtering [30]. Instead of removal, material can also locally
be added to the surface [31, 32]. This is achieved by local variation of the deposition rate of a coating. The idea of a compensating coating on the backside of the
substrate has also been seized, refined and generalized to different kinds of surfacenear, laterally varied stresses [33–37]. Recently, the possibilities of such methods for
deformation of a thin and flat plate have been analytically studied [38]. For this, the
plane stress state at every point of the surface is decomposed into an equibiaxial, an
antibiaxial and a shear component (Fig. 1.5). It was found that by applying only
equibiaxial stress states, the space of accessible deformations is limited. However, by
adding non-equibiaxial stress states, arbitrary deformations can be reached, within
the framework of the assumptions of [38]. Please note that there always exists a
coordinate system in which the shear stresses are zero [39], [40, Sec. 4.3.2]. Thus,
a method for figure correction is fully equipped if equibiaxial and antibiaxial plane
stress states of both signs and arbitrary magnitude can be generated.
Equibiaxial

Antibiaxial

Shear

Figure 1.5: A general plane stress state can be decomposed into an equibiaxial, an
antibiaxial and a shear stress component. Figure according to [38].

Near-surface stresses can be generated by ion implantation, which was studied as
a figure correction method for silicon and glass substrates [36, 39]. For correction of
silicon substrates, Si++ ions of 2 MeV energy were implanted inside the back surface
[36]. Implantation under normal incidence leads to an equibiaxial compressive stress,
that subsequently needs to be stabilized by annealing at 120 ◦ C for 4 h. For the
borosilicate glass Schott D263, the generation of antibiaxial plane stress states for
inclined incidence was also reported [39]. Drawbacks of the method are the complex
instrumental setup (tandem accelerator) and the irradiation in vacuum.
Another method, especially developed for silicon wafers, is based on the oxidation
of the backside surface of the wafer [37, 41]. This leads to a compressive film
stress. By lithographically patterning the oxide layer, a specific deformation can be
reached. Although, to the best of my knowledge, only the generation of equibiaxial
17

stress components has been demonstrated, also antibiaxial components should be
achievable by a fine patterning of the layer [19]. However, the process requires the
fabrication of a unique plastic film photomask for every sample and involves the
application of hydrofluoric acid.
By application of a laser for figure correction, the corresponding process could be
easily adapted to the current sample by calculation of the irradiation pattern, ideally
no application of chemicals would be needed and ideally irradiation would be possible
in ambient air. Such a process has been demonstrated in [35] for figure correction of
fused silica substrates. By focusing a picosecond laser with a wavelength of 524 nm
inside the material, non-linear absorption leads to the generation of stress centers.
In-plane anisotropic stresses [42] and stresses with both signs [43] can be produced.
However, because the stress centers are written one by one, it presumably is a slow
process for processing large areas.
Another kind of laser based process could be the structuring of a stressed coating
via laser ablation [44, 45]. Such a process was demonstrated in [46] for deformation
of silicon substrates by ablation of a grown oxide layer via irradiation with a fs laser
at 2.4 µm wavelength.
A common method for generation of stresses by laser irradiation is the temperature gradient mechanism (TGM, [47, Sec. 3.2.1] and [48], Fig. 1.6). The laser light
is absorbed in a surface-near region of the sample and converted into thermal energy.
The material melts, expands and deforms plastically. During cool down, after the
laser spot has moved on or the pulse is over, the molten material re-solidifies and
contracts. Therefore, a tensile stress is generated in the irradiated area. Usually the
TGM is used for bending of plates along a line [49–53], but it has also been used for
3D forming by following a more complex path with the laser beam [54]. Although
usually metallic materials are bent, it has also successfully been applied to glasses
[50, 51].
laser beam

sample

tensile
stressed

molten
material

Figure 1.6: In the temperature gradient mechanism a sample is irradiated by a
continuous wave or pulsed laser, that causes a local melting of the sample material
(left). After the irradiation, the molten material cools down, solidifies and develops a
tensile stress because of thermal contraction (right). The stress causes a deformation
of the sample.

Excimer lasers are pulsed gas lasers, that usually emit ultraviolet light with pulse
durations in the nanosecond regime [55, Sec. 2.1.6]. The small wavelength of the
emitted light causes excellent absorption in many materials and allows for a high
optical resolution. Additionally, they exhibit large pulse energies of up to 1 J [56]
18

and a nearly flat-top fluence profile of the output beam. Therefore, large areas can
be processed in parallel [57]. For the structuring of surfaces via laser ablation, these
properties allow for ablation of a precisely defined area with a well defined lateral
fluence profile of the laser spot [58]. Thus, smooth features can be realized. This is
an advantage over ultrashort pulse lasers, which are usually focused to a small spot
of Gaussian fluence distribution, that is scanned over an area for material ablation.
By focusing and scanning, stitching artifacts will evolve (see e. g. the patterns in
[59]). Unfortunately, the relatively long pulse durations of excimer lasers, if not a
femtosecond excimer is used, cause a significant thermal load of the surrounding
area by thermal diffusion, that can lead to a pronounced degradation of structure
quality for the case of materials with a high thermal conductivity, like metals [60, Ch.
3]. Therefore, excimer lasers are especially suited for the structuring of dielectric
materials, like silicate glasses, that are transparent in the visible spectral range but
exhibit a sufficient absorption in the UV range and a low thermal diffusion [57, 58,
61–67]. In [68], it was found that laser ablation of fused silica with the light of an
F2 excimer laser (157 nm wavelength, 15 ns pulse duration) leads to tensile stresses
inside the ablated surface. The authors assume that the stresses are created by a
similar mechanism as the TGM. Surprisingly, to my knowledge, this is the only study
that takes a closer look at the stress generation in glasses during structuring with
excimer lasers. Because laser generated stresses are related to crack formation and
the strength of the material [69–71], a better understanding of the stresses induced
during laser ablation could lead to an improved quality of structures produced by
ablation. Additionally, laser induced stresses can be used for selective deformation
[45].
In section 3.1 of the present work, I show experimental results on the generation
of tensile stresses inside the borosilicate glass Schott D263M by irradiation with
the light of an ArF excimer laser (193 nm wavelength, ≈ 20 ns pulse duration). I
measured the integrated stress in dependence on the laser fluence and the stress
distribution inside the stressed surface layer in direction normal to the surface.
Large stresses of up to 400 MPa are generated by the TGM. These results confirm
the observations and interpretations made in [68] for the stresses generated in fused
silica during ablation with an F2 excimer laser. I demonstrate that antibiaxial plane
stress components can be generated by structuring the surface into a line pattern.
Line patterns on glass can be used for diffraction of light [67], light-coupling [72] or
for functionalization of surfaces [73]. My finding could lead to a better understanding
of the mechanical strength (the maximum stress a material can withstand) of line
patterned surfaces and therefore could be relevant for the mentioned applications. I
also show that the magnitude of the generated stress decreases with time for storage
in air. Nevertheless, I propose that the TGM could be used for figure correction of
glass substrates. By use of an excimer laser, large areas of homogeneous, equibiaxial
plane stress could be generated inside a surface layer of a glass sample by irradiation
with one pulse per position. For generation of antibiaxial plane stress components,
a large spot with a line structured fluence distribution could be used.
Up to this point, I only considered the elastic deformation of the underlying
substrate by a stressed surface layer. However, in certain cases, a viscous or plastic
deformation of substrates was observed. In [74], the curvature of silicon wafers,
covered on one side with a silicon nitride film, was measured for annealing at different
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temperatures. It was found that the curvature increased by creep of the wafer. A
plastic deformation of silicon wafers at elevated temperature was also observed in
[75] for diamond films and in [76] for films of TiN and TiAlN. In [77], the creep
of a steel foil during oxidation was observed, and in [78], the curvature increase by
plastic deformation of germanium wafers covered on one side by a silicon film is
reported.
In [79], the curvature evolution of a film-substrate system was simulated for the
case of a viscoelastic deformation of the substrate described by the Maxwell model
(cf. Sec. 2.8.3) of a viscoelastic fluid. It was found that the ratio tf /ts for given
film and substrate materials decides whether the magnitude of the curvature of the
film-substrate system increases or decreases during annealing. For tf  ts , the case
of a thin film on a thick substrate, it increases. Analytic equations for the curvature
evolution in case of viscous flow of the substrate are given in [80] and [81] for quite
general cases.
To my knowledge, the viscous or plastic deformation of substrates due to a
structured film has not systematically been studied, yet. Plus, there is a lack on
experimental studies on the viscoelastic deformation of glass substrates due to a
stressed film. Both aspects are considered in the present work in Chs. 4 and 5. They
are important from a technological point of view because in many applications noncontinuous films are applied, sometimes films need to be annealed or deposited at
high temperatures and silicate glasses are an important class of substrate materials.
For example, the production of a piezoelectric layer on a glass substrate involves a
crystallization step at high temperature, that can cause a permanent deformation
of the substrate [82].
Excimer lasers are not only well suited for the precise structuring of glass surfaces, as was mentioned above, but also for the structuring of dielectric films [83–
85]. An especially good structure quality can be obtained by the so called backside
(or rear-side) ablation configuration if the substrate is sufficiently transparent (Fig.
1.7) [83, 86, 87]. In backside ablation, the laser beam is transmitted by the substrate and the light is absorbed inside the film material, close to the film-substrate
interface. At sufficiently high fluences, the adhesion of the film to the substrate and
the strength of the film are overcome, and the film is removed inside the irradiated
area. If the fluence is not too high, the damage of the uncovered substrate surface
is small [87, 88]. A common system, that is structured this way in our group, is a
film of substoichiometric silicon oxide (silicon suboxide or SiOx ) on a fused silica
substrate [87]. At the common excimer wavelengths of 193, 248 and 308 nm, the
fused silica substrate is highly transparent, but the SiOx strongly absorbing [84].
This allows for the fabrication of SiOx microstructures with steep edges and small
surface roughness [85]. By a subsequent annealing step of the sample at temperatures of 900 ◦ C and above in oxidizing atmosphere, the SiOx can be transformed to
SiO2 . Thus, afterwards a monolithic fused silica sample is obtained, that e. g. can
be used as a phase mask in optical applications [89].
For such samples of a laser structured SiOx film on a fused silica substrate, large
absolute values of curvature were observed after oxidation of the film [90]. Further,
it was observed that, in case of a line structured film, the magnitude of the curva20
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Figure 1.7: In backside ablation of thin films, the laser light is transmitted by the
transparent substrate and absorbed at the substrate/film interface.
ture is larger in direction along the lines than across the lines. Therefore, it was
assumed that complex viscoelastic deformations of the substrate can be achieved by
a structured film, and a method based on structuring and oxidation of substoichiometric oxide films was proposed for the production of optical components [90]. Such
a component could be a freeform, aspheric or off-axis mirror with small absolute
curvature values, where a freeform surface is defined as a surface with no axis of
rotational invariance [91]. Because the use of freeform optics can lead to a reduction in complexity, volume and weight of optical setups, they are relevant for many
different fields of application [91].
In Sec. 5.1 of this thesis, I report on the experimental results for the viscoelastic
deformation of fused silica plates by a continuous or laser patterned SiOx film.
Before that, in Sec. 4.1, I derive simple equations for a better understanding and
interpretation of the experimental results. I annealed samples at 1120 ◦ C in air and
at 1060 ◦ C in oxygen and almost inert atmosphere. Qualitatively, the deformation
is similiar as would be expected in the elastic case, as is verified by finite element
(FE) simulations, but the attained absolute values of curvature are much larger.
A compressive integrated film stress of roughly −10 to −20 N/m is observed, that
presumably is generated by oxidation. Gravity seems to have a large influence on
the deformation, in that it causes a decrease in the absolute curvature after complete
oxidation and a non-uniform curvature. I also studied the behavior of SiOx films
at lower temperatures, of which the results are presented in Sec. 5.2. I found that
backside ablation introduces a tensile stress inside the uncovered fused silica surface,
which could be caused by the TGM. I also found that oxidation in oxygen at 920 ◦ C
is diffusion limited and proceeds faster than for a silicon surface. This work is a
first step in direction to a method for forming of plates by patterned films, as it was
proposed in [90].
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Chapter 2
Materials and methods
As part of this work, I applied an ArF excimer laser for irradiation of samples of
Schott D263M and for patterning of thin films of SiOx deposited on silica substrates.
I measured the deformation of the samples by tactile profilometry and annealed
some of the samples inside a muffle furnace or inside a tube furnace in different
atmospheres. For a better understanding of the experimental results, I performed a
linear elastic and a linear viscoelastic FE simulation by use of the FEniCS project.
In this chapter, I describe my samples and the applied methods in detail.

2.1

Samples

The samples used in this study can be classified in cover glasses of Schott D263M,
round plates of Heraeus Suprasil, and cover glasses of GE124.
I used quadratic cover glasses of the borosilicate glass Schott D263M (supplier:
Plano GmbH, Germany) with a size of 22 · 22 · 0.21 mm3 to study the stresses induced by irradiation with an ArF excimer laser, and to investigate the possibility of
selective deformation and figure correction by these stresses. For good observation
of the deformation, thin samples were needed. D263 exhibits a large linear thermal
expansion coefficient of 7.2 · 10−6 K−1 , which leads to large thermal stresses. By
my own experience, it shows good ablation characteristics at 193 nm and has been
used in many studies on thin mirror substrates for x-ray telescopes [22, 33, 39, 82,
92–94], for which figure correction is a vital method [27]. Due to the manufacturing
process by the down-draw method (cf. [95, p. 147]), the surfaces of the sheets are
fire polished. The pristine samples usually exhibited a deflection of a few to 15 µm
over a length of 20 mm. Therefore, according to [96], a compensation for an initially
non-planar curvature was not necessary in the application of the Stoney Eq. (1.1).
To study the viscoelastic deformation of fused silica plates by a continuous or
structured SiOx film at temperatures above 1000 ◦ C, I used round substrates of
Heraeus Suprasil 1 or 2 (grade A) with a diameter of 25 mm and a thickness of
1 mm. Suprasil is a common silica glass with a high UV transmission [97] and is
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usually applied in our group for structuring of SiOx films via backside ablation and
production of fused silica phase masks [89]. According to [98], it is a type-III vitreous
silica. Therefore, it exhibits a large hydroxyl content of ≤ 1300 µg/g, as given by
the manufacturer [97]. The thickness of the substrates of 1 mm was chosen for a
larger deformation than in case of thicker substrates. Both sides were mechanically
polished by the supplier (Aachener Quarzglas-Technologie Heinrich GmbH & Co.
KG, Germany). Usually, the surface flatness was in the range of a few 100 nm on a
length of 20 mm.
I used cover glasses of the fused quartz material GE124 (supplier: Plano GmbH,
Germany) with a size of 22 · 22 · 0.25 mm3 to gain information on the stresses in
the system of SiOx on vitreous silica by observation of the elastic deformation of
the cover glasses at room temperature. The cover glasses were chosen because of
the low OH concentration of 5 ppm by weight [99], which leads to a high viscosity
at elevated temperatures [100, pp. 14-15], and because of the small thickness, that
allows for large deformations. The surface of the samples was fire polished.

2.2

Thin film deposition

For this study, films of SiOx and chromium were deposited by L. J. Richter (IFNano)
on vitreous silica and Schott D263M, respectively. He used a Leybold Univex 350
evaporation chamber including an Ar sputtering device and a heated, rotating sample holder.
The substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath in acetone, deionized water and
isopropyl alcohol and dry blown with nitrogen. They were mounted on the sample
holder by either fixating at two positions at the rim or, in case of round samples,
at the whole rim. Before deposition of SiOx films, the substrates were cleaned insitu by short time (15 s) application of a radio frequency argon plasma. Pellets of
silicon monoxide were thermally evaporated from a joule heated baffled box made
from tungsten. During deposition, the residual gas pressure inside the evaporation
chamber was typically of the order of 10−6 mbar, the sample holder was heated
to a temperature of about 300 ◦ C and rotated at a speed of 5 rpm. Under these
conditions, the deposition rate was manually controlled by variation of the electrical
current through the baffled box to a constant value of about 1 nm/s. The films
exhibited a brown color, good absorption in the UV spectral region and reflection
spectra close to the ones for pure silicon monoxide. Therefore, it was concluded that
the stoichiometry of the films was close to x & 1.
For deposition of chromium on substrates of Schott D263M, the Cr pellets were
heated inside a crucible by an electron beam. The base pressure of the chamber
was about 5 · 10−6 mbar, and the sample holder heated to about 40 ◦ C. To achieve
a non-uniform film thickness, the sample holder was not rotated during deposition.
The deposition rate was set to a value of 0.8 nm/s.
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2.3

Excimer laser processing

In the course of this work, I applied two different ArF excimer lasers, namely the
models Coherent LPX-Pro and Lambda Physik LPX 300, with a wavelength of
193 nm for surface modification of D263M cover glasses and for ablation of SiOx
films on fused silica substrates. The pulse duration was about 20 ns. The LPX-Pro
and the LPX 300 reached maximum pulse energies of about 100 mJ and 400 mJ,
respectively.
For spatial beam shaping, I used simple mask projection setups (Fig. 2.1) or a
homogenizer setup (Fig. 2.2). In the mask projection setup, the laser light passes
a mask that is imaged with demagnification onto the sample. The masks were
chromium on fused silica, like the ones typically used in lithography, or cut-out steel
sheets. Due to the almost flat-top output beam profile of the excimer, a to a large
degree homogeneous fluence distribution can be obtained in the image plane. For
projection, I usually used plano-convex fused silica lenses and a demagnification of
10 : 1. Nominal focal lengths were typically in the range of 50 to 100 mm. The pulse
energy was adjusted by the discharge voltage of the excimer laser and a variable
attenuator, that was based on a dielectric cut-off filter (cf. [101, Sec. 2.3.3]). For
beam guiding, I used dielectric mirrors (cf. [101, Sec. 2.3.2]). Occasionally, to reach
high pulse energies, I installed a field lens, which I combined in some cases with an
aperture in front of the projection lens to preserve image quality. Fluences of up to
2 J/cm2 were applied in the image plane. For a line shaped beam profile, I used a
slit mask based on two razor blades and a cylindrical projection lens. In that case,
the slit and the long axis of the cylindrical lens were oriented parallel to the long
axis of the roughly rectangular raw beam of the laser.
In the homogenizer setup (Fig. 2.2), the raw beam was segmented by two crossed
arrays of cylinder lenses. Inside the focal plane of a closely installed spherical lens,
the light from the segments was superimposed to form a large rectangular spot of
uniform fluence distribution (cf. [102, pp. 53-54] or [103]). Because the superposition of the light from the segments can be understood by the Fourier transformation
of angles to positions, the lens is called a Fourier lens. The pitch of the cylinder
lens arrays was 4 mm and the focal length 400 mm. The Fourier lens had a nominal
focal length of 125 mm.
The samples were attached to a system of three orthogonal linear stages via
appropriate mounts. Cover glasses of D263M and GE124 were mounted inside a 3d
printed polymer holder with four clamps at the corners of the quadratic samples.
Cylindrical samples of Heraeus suprasil were mounted inside a standard optic holder
for round optics with 25 mm diameter.
I measured the output pulse energy of the laser by a Gentec Joulemeter ED500, a pyroelectric sensor, connected to an oscilloscope. Pulse energy behind the
projection lens was measured by pyroelectric sensors from Ophir Optronics Solutions
Ltd. connected to an Ophir NOVA II display. Division by the area of ablated spots,
measured under the light microscope, resulted in the laser fluence at the image plane.
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Figure 2.1: A scheme of a typical optical setup used for processing by an ArF
excimer laser. A mask is imaged with demagnification onto the sample surface via a
projection lens. In case high fluences were needed, a field lens, sometimes together
with an aperture in front of the projection lens, was used. The pulse energy was
controlled by a variable attenuator or the discharge voltage of the excimer laser.
The sample position was adjusted via three linear stages.
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Figure 2.2: In a few cases, a homogenizer setup was used to achieve a large laser spot
with a homogeneous fluence distribution. The cylinder lens array segments the laser
light and the Fourier lens superposes the light from the segments in its focal plane.
The pulse energy was controlled by a variable attenuator or the discharge voltage
of the excimer laser. The sample position was adjusted via three linear stages.
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2.4

Tactile profilometry

An important part of my experimental work was the measurement of height profiles
of surfaces by tactile profilometry. I used short range profiles to determine film
thicknesses and the texture of structured surfaces. And I used long range profiles
to measure the form and curvature of surfaces.
In tactile profilometry, a tip, called stylus, is drawn across a surface, and the
vertical displacement of the stylus is set in relation to its lateral position to achieve
a height profile [104, Ch. 6.6.1]. The measured height profile is influenced by the
finite radius r of the stylus. For example, a simple estimate for the maximum
measureable amplitude Qmax of a sinusoidal surface profile with a period of d is
given by [105]
Qmax =

d2
.
4π 2 r

(2.1)

If d is too small, the stylus does not reach the bottom of the pits, and the amplitude
of the structure is underestimated by the measurement.
At the beginning of my work, I used a Sloan Dektak 3030 with a diamond stylus
of 2.5 µm tip radius. Later on, it was replaced by a Bruker Dektak XT-A with a tip
radius of 2 µm. Typical contact forces of the stylus were in the range of 3 (30) to
6 mg (59 µN). For form and curvature measurement, I usually used a measurement
length of 20 mm with a measurement duration of 50 s at a sampling rate of 0.1 µm−1
for the Dektak 3030 and a duration of 120 s at a sampling rate of 1.80 µm−1 for the
Dektak XT-A. The calibration of the vertical scale was achieved by measurement of
certified step height standards with heights of 905 nm ± 5 % and (992.2 ± 5.2) nm,
respectively. I corrected all measured height profiles for the slope by subtraction of
a linear function. I neglected the error induced by this false rotation of the profiles.
It was demonstrated in [106] that the Dektak 3030 can be used for curvature
measurements. Anyhow, I verified the form accuracy by measurement of the surface
of an optical flat with a flatness of λ/20 at λ = 632.8 nm, corresponding to an
amplitude of 32 nm. Fig. 2.3 shows typical height profiles of the surface of such an
optical flat. The specification of the optical flat is met if isolated peaks are neglected.
These peaks are usually produced by dirt or surface errors. Therefore, they do not
represent the surface form.
To avoid movement of the samples during form measurement, I designed two
sample holders1 for quadratic samples of 22 mm edge length and for round samples
of 25 mm diameter, respectively. Fig. 2.4 shows photographs of the holders with
mounted samples inside the Dektak XT. The samples rest on three steel balls for
defined boundary conditions, and the lateral movement is restricted by steel posts.
The measurement directions were always chosen to be in such a direction that the
sample movement would be hindered by the posts if they were tagged along by the
stylus.
1

The holders were manufactured by Andreas Spata (IFNano).
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Figure 2.3: Typical height profiles of a λ/20 optical flat measured by (a) the Dektak
3030 and (b) the Dektak XT.

(a) Cover glass

(b) Round plate

Figure 2.4: Photographs of the sample holders used for reproducible form measurement by tactile profilometry. (a) The holder used for quadratic cover glasses of
22 mm edge length. A strongly deformed GE124 cover glass coated with a SiOx film
is mounted. (b) The holder used for round plates with a diameter of 25 mm. A
Suprasil sample is mounted. In both pictures the stylus of the Dektak XT can be
seen.
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For form measurement, I usually obtained two height profiles in orthogonal and
defined directions. The orientation of the height profiles is sketched in Fig. 2.5.
Ideally they cross each other at the center point of the surface. For orientation, I
usually marked one edge of the quadratic samples with a diamond scribe. In case
of the round samples, I placed a mark at the rim or used a feature of the film for
orientation.
25 mm

22 mm

direction 1

direction 1
20 mm

20 mm

11 mm

direction 2

12.5 mm

direction 2

20 mm

1 mm

20 mm

2.5 mm
12.5 mm

42

1 mm

sample
number

2.5 mm

11 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: This scheme shows how the measured height profiles were typically positioned on the sample surface of (a) quadratic cover glasses and (b) round plates. (a)
The samples were typically marked with their number, which helped in orientation
of the samples. (b) For rotational orientation typically a feature of the coating or a
mark at the rim were used.

For calculation of the curvature profiles k(x), the measured height profiles h(x)
were smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian function by use of the function
Gaussian filter1d of the module Ndimage in SciPy 0.19.1[107] in Python 3. The
applied standard deviation was usually on the order of a few 100 µm. Please note
that Gaussian filtering is the standard approach in surface topography measurement
for removing non-interesting spatial frequencies from the experimental data [104, Ch.
8.2.3]. Subsequently, the curvature was calculated via [108, p. 251]
k(x) =

d2 h(x)/dx2
(1 + (dh(x)/dx)2 )3/2

.

(2.2)

The derivatives of Eq. (2.2) were calculated by use of the central difference quotient.
In many cases I do not state the curvature k(x) but the curvature difference (or
curvature change) ∆k(x) = k(x) − k0 (x) with respect to some reference curvature
profile k0 (x), that, for example, corresponds to the pristine sample.
Gaussian filtering has two major effects on the calculated curvature profiles.
First of all, it reduces the noise to a tolerable level. However, there will be some low
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spatial frequency fluctuation left in the curvature profiles. Although in the experimental curvature profiles this noise seems mostly reproducible from measurement to
measurement (cf. Fig. 5.1e), it is not for artificial test data (Fig. 2.6). This means,
that it is not a systematic artifact of the algorithm but related to the low frequency
noise of the instrument. For the sake of simplicity no attempt was made to compensate for it. In contrast, the second major effect of the Gaussian filtering, namely
the divergence at the endpoints of the curvature profiles, is indeed an artifact of the
algorithm (Fig. 2.6). However, it does not significantly disturb the interpretation
of the curvature profiles.
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Figure 2.6: Two artificial curvature profiles. For calculation, a parabolic function
was blurred by addition of random noise, and the same procedure as for the experimental data was applied. The curvature profiles diverge at the end points and some
low frequency spatial noise can be observed.

To estimate the influence of gravity and the stylus on the measured height profiles, the linear elastic sample deformation during measurement was simulated by
the finite element method (FEM) (cf. Sec. 2.8.2). By combination of Eq. (6.2.68)
with Eq. (3.6.18) of [109] and insertion of the gravitational force F = ρm · g with
mass density ρm and gravitational acceleration g, the dependence
umax
=
z

48(1 − νs2 )gρm l4
π 6 Es
t2s

(2.3)

for the maximum gravitational deflection of a square plate with simply supported
boundary conditions is achieved. In Eq. (2.3), l is the edge length of the plate, ts
its thickness, νs its Poisson’s number and Es its Young’s modulus. It can be seen
that the displacement increases with the factor l4 /t2s . For a point load in the middle
of the plate surface, the combination of Eq. (6.2.71) and Eq. (3.6.18) of [109] leads
to a l2 /t3s dependence of the maximum deflection. Therefore, the simulation was
only performed for the thinnest samples, namely D263M cover glasses of 210 µm
thickness. For the boundary conditions, a point bearing like the one of the sample
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holder in Fig. 2.4a, was assumed. The stylus was simulated by a Gaussian pressure
distribution with a standard deviation of 2 µm, that was applied in the middle of
the upper surface of the sample. The simulation showed that gravity leads to a
maximum displacement of 280 nm, and a stylus with a contact force of 4 mg to a
maximum displacement of 8 nm.2
For large deformations, the influences of gravity and contact force during measurement were negligible. For small deformations, they canceled out because they
were the same at every measurement, and I always considered the change in curvature or height profiles. I estimated the statistical error of the curvature measurement
by repeated measurements on the same sample at different days. For the Dektak
XT and samples of D263M, I obtained a standard deviation of the average curvature
difference of 0.7 · 10−3 m−1 by 15 measurements on a deformed sample. I assumed
the same value for cover glasses of GE124. 10 measurements on a deformed plate
of Suprasil led to a standard deviation of 2 · 10−3 m−1 . I obtained the total uncertainty of the average curvature values by combination of the statistical error with
the systematic error of the step height standard used for calibration (see above).
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To achieve a more complete picture of the sample deformation, I measured topography maps of the surfaces of some samples as well. For this, I applied two
different approaches. For the large deformation of Suprasil substrates, I used the
internal method of the Dektak XT. This consists of measuring parallel height profiles and placing them side by side. The relative height information of the profiles is
preserved to some extend because the stylus tower is not moved up in between the
measurements. Fig. 2.7a shows a topography map of the surface of a λ/20 optical
flat measured by this method. A height deviation in the range of a few 100 nm can
be observed.
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Figure 2.7: Height maps of the surface of a λ/20 optical flat measured by the
Dektak XT with two different approaches. (a) Internal method of the device. (b)
Measurement of individual height profiles and external assemble.

I used a more precise method for the quantitative analysis of the deformation
of D263M samples. In this case, I measured a few individual height profiles in
2

I verified the simulation results by similar simulations for simply supported boundary conditions and comparison with the predictions by Eq. (2.3) and the corresponding equation for
deformation by a point load. A good agreement was obtained.
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one direction, rotated the sample and the holder by 90◦ around the vertical axis
and measured another height profile in the orthogonal direction. Afterwards, the
relative height information between the parallel profiles was retrieved by the one
height profile in orthogonal direction. A height map of the λ/20 optical flat measured
by this method is plotted in Fig. 2.7b. The flatness of the surface is much better
reflected by this method than by the internal method of the Dektak XT. However,
please note that both methods do not correct for a deviation in the slope of parallel
height profiles. For an even higher precision, I usually obtained topography maps
in both measurement directions and combined them. I found that the root-meansquare (RMS) deviation of such height maps obtained from the same sample on
different days was about 40 nm. Thus, reproducibility was quite good.

2.5

Transmission and reflection measurements

I measured the optical transmission of the samples at normal incidence via a Perkin
Elmer Lambda 19 UV/VIS/NIR spectrometer usually in the wavelength range of
190 to 860 nm at a step width of 1 nm and a slit width corresponding to a resolution
of 2 nm. For determination of film thicknesses, I also measured optical reflection
spectra of the coated side of samples. In the beginning of my work, I also used the
Lambda 19 for this purpose by application of a reflection sample holder. In that, a
polished fused silica sample served as a reference.
Later on, we bought a reflectometer (Filmetrics F20UV), that is especially designed for optical film thickness measurement. It delivers the light of a deuterium
and a halogen lamp by one branch of a Y-fiber and collects the reflected light by the
other branch. The reflected light is analyzed by a CCD spectrometer. For reference
I used silicon and Schott BK7 samples delivered by the manufacturer of the reflectometer. To evaluate the thickness of SiO2 layers grown on SiOx and Si samples, I
fitted the obtained reflection spectra by the software of the F20UV via adjustment
of the film thickness of the prior defined layers. For the SiO2 material, I used the
optical properties of the internal database of the software. For SiOx , the internal
optical properties of SiO worked also fine although a small overestimation of the film
thickness compared to the thickness determined by measurement of a film step was
observed. This was accepted because in most cases I was interested in the thickness
of the SiO2 layer.

2.6

Annealing

I annealed samples in a muffle furnace in air or in a tube furnace in oxygen, nitrogen or argon flow. The muffle furnace was a Nabertherm L5/13/B410. The furnace
chamber had a volume of 5 l and was heated from both sides by four filament coils
on each side. Temperature was controlled by a thermocouple type S, leading to a
measurement uncertainty of ±1 K. Typical heating and cooling curves for a processing temperature of 1120 ◦ C are plotted in Fig. 2.8. Usually, I programmed a linear
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temperature increase with time for heating. No active cooling was applied. Inside
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Figure 2.8: Typical heating and cooling curves of the Nabertherm L5/13/B410 muffle furnace for a processing temperature of 1120 ◦ C. For heating, a linear temperature
increase was set. Cooling happened passively via natural heat loss.
the muffle furnace, samples of Heraeus Suprasil were laid on a ground fused silica
plate of 4 mm thickness (horizontal orientation, Fig. 2.9a) or oriented vertically (Fig.
2.9b) by clamping between two fused silica rods3 . In both cases, they were placed
inside a ceramic box covered by a ceramic plate in case of horizontal annealing.
For annealing in determined atmospheres, I applied a tube furnace (Nabertherm
R50/250/13). Fig. 2.10 shows a scheme of the experimental setup. The sample is
placed inside a fused silica tube of 38 mm outer diameter, 2.4 mm wall thickness and
≈ 700 mm length. Thus, the inner volume of the tube is about 0.6 l. Also in this
case, I usually placed the samples on a ground fused silica underlay of 3 to 4 mm
thickness. The fused silica tube lies inside another tube of Sillimantin, an alumina
based ceramic material, with an outer diameter of 50 and an inner diameter of
40 mm. The oven is heated by a filament coil wrapped around the Sillimantin tube,
and the temperature is controlled via a thermocouple type S placed beneath the
Sillimantin tube. A steady flow of oxygen (purity ≥ 99.95 %), nitrogen (≥ 99.999 %)
or argon (≥ 99.998 %) can be realized by two variable area flowmeters (rotameters).
Typical flow rates were between 50 and 100 l/h. I found that, even without gas
flow, the actual temperature inside the inner tube deviated significantly from the
temperature measured by the internal thermocouple. Therefore, for a more precise
temperature measurement, I introduced a type K thermocouple from the gas outlet
of the fused silica tube. For annealing at a set temperature of 1120 ◦ C (actually
1060(10) ◦ C), I usually used a heating rate of about 18 K/min. Cooling happened
via natural heat loss.
I checked the quality of the inert atmospheres inside the tube furnace by anneal3

This way of vertical orientation was first performed by Lukas Janos Richter (IFNano).
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fused
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substrate
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Figure 2.9: Coated fused silica samples were annealed in the muffle furnace in ambient atmosphere in horizontal (a) or vertical orientation (b). For the former, the
sample was placed on a ground fused silica plate with a diameter of 28 mm and a
thickness of 4 mm. For the latter, the sample was clamped between two rods of
fused silica.

fuse silica tube

Sillimantin tube

N2/Ar

sample
O2
tube furnace

rotameter

Figure 2.10: Scheme of the experimental setup at the tube furnace for annealing in
different atmospheres.
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ing of pristine silicon samples and subsequent measurement of the oxide thickness.
For annealing at 1060(10) ◦ C for a duration of 5 h, an oxide thickness of about 20 nm
grew in nitrogen flow, while oxygen flow led to a thickness of about 312 nm. This
shows that oxygen and water concentration was effectively reduced, but still some
oxidation was to be expected for annealing of SiOx films.

2.7

Etching experiments

To remove surface material from the samples, I applied different solutions of potassium hydroxide. I used aqueous solutions of different concentrations of Deconex 15
pf-x (Borer Chemie), a KOH based detergent, in combination with an ultrasonic
cleaner for simple removal of debris (small particles generated during laser ablation)
and reduction of laser generated stresses. I also applied a 5 wt% solution of KOH for
systematic removal of the laser generated stresses during a 90 min treatment inside
an ultrasonic bath (EMAG Emmi-08 ST) at a temperature of about 80 ◦ C.
For a better reproducibility of the etch rate, I applied a precisely mixed 1.000(2) mol/l
(≈ 5.3 wt%, supplier: Carl Roth) aqueous KOH solution inside a PTFE beaker of
25 ml volume, in which the samples were put. The beaker was placed inside an
ultrasonic bath (Elmasonic P) for precise temperature control, and covered to avoid
losses due to evaporation. I used a temperature of 80 ◦ C and controlled the etching
duration with a stopwatch. No ultrasonification was applied. The maximum duration of one etching step was 15 min and the KOH solution was renewed and reheated
before each etching step. I estimated that the change in concentration due to the
consumption of OH− ions during such an etching step is below 1 · 10−3 mol/l.

2.8
2.8.1

Finite element simulations
Introduction to the finite element method and the
FEniCS project

The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method for solving partial
differential equations on a certain domain Ω [110, 111]. It was used in this study to
simulate the linear elastic and linear viscoelastic deformations of the samples and
to gain a better understanding of the experimental results by comparison with the
simulation results.
The FEM is based on variational methods (weighted residuals or Rayleigh-Ritz)
and the discretization of the function that is used for approximation of the solution [112, Ch. 8]. The method of weighted residuals is used to convert a partial
differential equation into a system of ordinary differential equations. Consider the
equation
Du(x, t) = f (x, t)

(2.4)
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for the scalar field variable u(x, t) and the differential operator D. For a good
approximation ũ(x, t) of u(x, t), the residual
R(x, t) = Dũ(x, t) − f (x, t)
should be small. For this, the expansion
X
u(x, t) ≈
ai (t)φi (x)

(2.5)

(2.6)

i

is made, in which φi (x) is a complete set of basis functions and the ai (t) are some
weights. By demanding that R(x, t) is small, the ai (t) can be found. However, there
exist different measures, like collocation, least-squares or Galerkin, for the ’size’ of
R(x, t). In the Galerkin method,
Z
R(x)wi (x)dx = 0
(2.7)
is set, where wi are a family of nontrivially related weighting functions that are
usually chosen to be the same as the φi .
In the FEM, the φi = wi are also chosen such that they are nonzero only on small
regions of the domain, called the elements, and such that the ai (t) adopt the values
of u(xi , t) at certain points (nodes) xi [112, Ch. 8]. These conditions can be fulfilled
if the φi are polynomials that are zero at all but one node. Such functions are
the Lagrange interpolation functions. The points (or nodes) are created by division
(and usually also approximation) of the domain Ω into a set of primitive geometrical
elements, like e. g. tetrahedra for a three dimensional domain (Fig. 2.11). This, so
called meshing, is an elementary step of a FE analysis.
If the interpolation functions are applied in Eq. (2.7), a set of ordinary differential
equations is obtained, which, in matrix form, involves sparse matrices [112, Ch. 8].
Solving of such matrices is another important step of a FE analysis. Via partial
integration, the order of the highest derivative in Eq. (2.7) can be reduced and the
differentiation partially shifted on the weight functions. The obtained equation is
called the weak form because it poses weaker requirements on the φi [110].
For the main part of the FE analysis, I used the FEniCS platform [113, 114].
It is an open-source platform for solving partial differential equations by the FEM,
which was developed by scientists and programmers. It exhibits a Python interface,
which I used. For me, the advantage of the FEniCS platform was that it does mostly
all the algebra by itself. Basically, the user has to implement the physics in form
of the weak form of the partial differential equation, the mesh and the boundary
conditions. Further, the user needs to specify the kind of interpolation functions. I
also changed the solver for the assembled equations (the set of ordinary differential
equations) and the numerical tolerance, in order to obtain a good solution. I used
FEniCS 2018.1.0 (dolfin-version) on a Linux subsystem on Windows 10.
I used polynomial interpolation functions of first or mostly second order. Depending on the problem, I applied different solvers and preconditioners. For small
problems, I used the built in Gaussian elimination method, which ran into memory
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errors for larger problems. Therefore, I switched to the MUMPS solver, which is a
direct method, or to the conjugate gradient method.
For the generation of meshes, I used the open-source finite element mesh generator Gmsh 4.3.0 [115] on the operation system Windows 10. The meshes were saved
in the .msh format (file version 2) and converted to .xml files via DOLFIN [116], a
component of the FEniCS platform. A typical mesh is shown in Fig. 2.11. I always
used tetrahedral elements, with sizes of roughly 100 µm to 1 mm in the lateral dimension. For thin films, the mesh size in the direction normal to the surface was
usually the same as the film thickness. Although this led to very small angles inside
the corners of the tetrahedra, a good simulation accuracy was still achieved.

Figure 2.11: A mesh for simulation of the deformation of a 25 mm diameter plate
with a line structured film, as viewed in Gmsh. The lines exhibit different colors
because I created them as individual objects, which I unified with the substrate.
The mesh size in the lateral direction is 200 µm.

2.8.2

The linear elastic simulation

I wrote a three dimensional linear elastic simulation for comparison with the experimentally measured deformations. For this, I assumed that the mechanical behavior
of the materials is isotropic and homogeneous. The deformation is described by the
displacement field u, that depends on the sample geometry, the boundary conditions and the material parameters. The underlying differential equations are the
Lamé-Navier equations [40, Eq. (7.2.17)]
µ∇2 u + (µ + λ)∇(∇ · u) + ρm f = ρm

∂ 2u
,
∂t2

(2.8)

where µ = G = E/(2(1 + ν)) and λ = νE/((1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)) are the Lamé constants,
f is the body force vector and ρm is the mass density. I only considered the static
2
case ∂∂tu2 = 0. On the boundary of the domain, either the displacement field u or the
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traction T = n̂ · σ is specified, where n̂ is the unit normal vector to the boundary
surface and σ is the stress tensor [40, Sec. 7.2.2.4].
The weak formulation of Eq. (2.8) for the static case is [117]
Z
Z
Z
σ(u) : (w) dx − f · w dx −
T · w dA = 0
Ω

Ω

(2.9)

∂ΩT

with
σ(u) = λ(∇ · u)1 + 2µ(u) − Σ0 ,

1
∇w + (∇w)> ,
(w) =
2

(2.10)
(2.11)

 being the strain tensor, w a test function (a weight function), ∂ΩT being the
fraction of the boundary
on which the traction T is specified and 1 the unity matrix.
P
The term σ :  = i,j σij ij is the double-dot product (cf. [40, Sec. 2.5.2]). Please
note that I added the tensor Σ0 to Eq. (2.10) to account for any prestress inside the
materials.
To define different material parameters in different domains, I used the Expression class in combination with C++ strings, as is demonstrated in [117, Sec. 4.3.1].
I tested the simulation by comparison of the results for a continuous film with the
predictions of the Stoney Eq. (1.1). A good agreement was achieved. Further, I obtained faith in the simulation by the good agreement of measurement and simulation
results for the case of laser induced stresses (cf. Figs. 3.4, 3.5, 3.21).

2.8.3

The linear viscoelastic simulation

An elastic deformation is instantaneous (movement at the speed of sound), recoverable [100, p. 371] and for small displacements (linear elasticity) there is a linear
relation between stress and strain [40, Sec. 6.3.1]. Thus, the material behaves like
an ideal spring with the stress strain relation σ = kspring  in one dimension and the
spring constant kspring [40, Sec. 9.2.2]. In contrast, the viscous deformation is a nonrecoverable flow of material [100, p. 371]. This can be idealized by a dashpot with
the stress strain relation σ = ηd/dt with viscosity η [40, Sec. 9.2.2]. Therefore, to
model viscoelastic behavior, usually a combination of spring and dashpot elements
is considered [118, Ch. 2]. Inside this thesis, I will only deal with the Maxwell
model [40, Sec. 9.2.2], which is a serial combination of one spring and one dashpot
(Fig. 2.12) and therefore is the most simple description of a viscoelastic fluid. For a
constant stress σ0 applied at time t = 0 (creep response), the strain


t
σ0
1+
(2.12)
(t) =
kspring
τ
evolves linear with time. Here, τ = η/kspring is the relaxation time. The other way
round, for a constant strain 0 applied at t = 0 (relaxation response), the stress


t
σ(t) = 0 kspring exp −
(2.13)
τ
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Spring

Dashpot

k

η

Figure 2.12: The maxwell element consists of a spring and a dashpot in series and
describes the behavior of a simple viscoelastic fluid.
relaxes exponentially with time.
In general, a much more complicated combination of springs and dashpots in
serial or parallel can be used for description of a viscoelastic material [40, Sec. 9.2].
For an isotropic linear viscoelastic material the stress-strain relations take the form
[40, Eq. (9.3.19)]
t

X
dij (t0 ) 0
dt
+
δ
σij (t) = 2
G(t − t )
ij
dt0
−∞
k
Z

0

Z

t

−∞




dkk (t0 ) 0
2
0
dt ,
K(t − t ) − G(t − t )
3
dt0
0

(2.14)
where δij is the Kronecker delta. Please note that the stress at time t depends on the
strain (t0 ) at all times t0 < t. The material is now described by the bulk modulus
K and shear modulus G (instead of the Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν),
which represent the dilatational (volume changing or hydrostatic) and deviatoric
(shape changing) deformations, respectively [118, Ch. 2]. For the simulation, I
assumed that the dilatational deformation is purely elastic, i. e. K(t) = const.,
which is a good approximation, as long as the sample is only constrained along two
axes [118, Sec. 7.7]. And I assumed that the deviatoric deformation is described by
the Maxwell model, i. e. G(t) = G0 exp(−t/τ ) with relaxation time τ = η/G0 and
shear viscosity η.
In analogy to Eq. (2.9), the weak form for the elastic problem, the weak form of
the current viscoelastic problem can be written as [119, 120]
Z
IA (u(t), w) −

t

IB (t, s, u(s), w)ds − L(t, w) = 0

(2.15)

0

with
Z
IA (u, w) =

σA (u) : (w)dx

(2.16)

σB (t, s, u) : (w)dx
Z
f (t) · w dx +
T(t) · w dA

(2.17)

ZΩ
IB (t, s, u, w) =
ZΩ
L(t, w) =
Ω

(2.18)

∂ΩT
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and



2
σA (u) = K − G(0) ∇ · u · 1 + 2G(0)(u)
3


2
1
σB (t, s, u) = G(t − s) − ∇ · u · 1 + (u) .
τ
3

(2.19)
(2.20)

The time integral in Eq. (2.15) is solved numerically between time steps t0 and ti
by the trapezoidal rule (cf. [121, Sec. 6.2]) with time interval ∆t:
Z ti
IB (ti , s, u(s), w)ds
0
"
#
i−1
X
1
1
= ∆t IB (ti , t0 , u0 , w) +
(2.21)
IB (ti , tj , uj , w) + IB (ti , ti , ui , w)
2
2
j=1
for i ≥ 2.
Unfortunately, the second summand (the sum term) on the right hand side of Eq.
(2.21) depends on all prior solutions uj and therefore is a potential bottleneck regarding simulation speed. A solution to this problem is given in [122, Sec. 5.3] by
rewriting into a recursive formula:
i−1
X


 i−2
ti − ti−1 X
IB (ti , tj , uj , w) = exp −
IB (ti−1 , tj , uj , w) + IB (ti , ti−1 , ui−1 , w).
τ
j=1
j=1
(2.22)

Now, the sum term can be calculated at every time ti from the value at time ti−1
and from the prior solution ui−1 . Any prestresses were implemented as in the elastic
case in Eq. (2.10) by addition of a stress tensor Σ0 to Eq. (2.19).
I extensively tested the code by comparison to the results of simple linear viscoelastic calculations for the deformation of a cube under different boundary conditions. I calculated the analytic solutions by the viscoelastic analogy, which I describe
in Sec. 4.1. For the case of a continuous elastic film on a linear viscoelastic substrate,
I also obtained a good agreement with linear viscoelastic solutions I derived in Sec.
4.1.1 and 4.1.2, if sufficiently small time intervals ∆t were used (cf. Fig. 4.4).
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Chapter 3
Elastic deformation of borosilicate
glass plates by laser induced
stresses
3.1

Experimental results

I found that cover glasses of Schott D263M can be bent significantly by irradiation
with the light of an ArF excimer laser with a wavelength of 193 nm and a pulse
duration of about 20 ns. I studied this effect in detail and here I report on the
results. We already published many of the results in compressed form in [123].

3.1.1

Example for deformation due to irradiation

A typical irradiation pattern used in this study is shown in Fig. 3.1 as a light microscope image of the surface of a cover glass of D263M after irradiation. The quadratic
laser spot, generated by projection of a quadratic mask and a demagnification by
a factor of ten, had an edge length of 200 µm. The sample was scanned with a
step width of 220 µm in both lateral directions. At each position, one laser pulse
with a fluence of 2.0(1) J/cm2 was used in this case. The irradiated area is sharply
bounded and homogeneous in appearance, indicating a flat top beam profile in the
image plane of the optical setup.
An example for the deformation of a D263M cover glass by irradiation is shown
in Fig. 3.2. The surface of one side of the sample has been fully irradiated by a
pattern as shown in Fig. 3.1. The laser fluence was 360(30) mJ/cm2 . Fig. 3.2a and
Fig. 3.2b show the height profiles of the non-irradiated side of the sample, which
are oriented as indicated in Fig. 2.5a. The profiles of the pristine sample exhibit
a concave shape with an amplitude in the range of 1 to 16 µm. By irradiation,
the profiles become relatively more convex (less concave). After a 100 min etching
process in a 5 wt% KOH solution at about 80 ◦ C during ultrasonic treatment, the
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Figure 3.1: A reflected-light (RL) microscope image of the irradiated surface of a
D263M cover glass taken with differential interference contrast (DIC). The 200 µm
sized quadratic spot was scanned with a period of 220 µm. Each position was irradiated with one laser pulse at a fluence of 2.0(1) J/cm2 .

profiles retrieve their pristine shape.
For a quantitative analysis, I calculated the profiles of curvature difference k (i) (x),
plotted in Figs. 3.2c and 3.2d, with respect to the curvature profiles of the pristine
sample and i = 1, 2 marking the measurement direction. The diverging curvature
at the ends of these profiles is an artifact of the smoothing procedure. Aside from
this artifact, the curvature change is rather homogeneous. Therefore, it can be
represented by the arithmetic mean < k (i) > of all values of curvature change of the
profile in between 2.5 and 17.5 mm. I again averaged the values of < k (i) > for both
measurement directions i = 1, 2 to achieve the isotropic curvature change < k >.
For the data shown in Fig. 3.2, it is < k >= −0.259(1) m−1 after irradiation and
< k >= −0.0003(4) m−1 after etching.
To investigate the effect of the irradiation pattern on the deformation, I irradiated
two samples with the macroscopic patterns sketched in Fig. 3.3. The blue colored
area was irradiated by stitching a homogenized laser spot (setup like in Fig. 2.2)
with an approximate size of 1 · 1 mm2 with a bit of overlap. In both cases, one pulse
per irradiation position was applied.
Fig. 3.4 shows the measured height profiles and calculated profiles of curvature
difference for the sample irradiated as in Fig. 3.3a with a fluence of about 220 mJ/cm2
in the homogeneous area of the laser spot. In the direction orthogonal to the transition line, the irradiated and non-irradiated areas can be clearly distinguished by the
deformation (Fig. 3.4b and Fig. 3.4d), whereas in direction parallel to the transition
line, a homogeneous curvature change can be observed (Figs. 3.4a and 3.4c). I also
simulated the deformation of the sample by the FEM, assuming a ts = 209 µm thick
substrate that is partly covered by a stressed film, of which I arbitrarily chose the
film thickness to be tf = 300 nm. By use of the average curvature difference kp in
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Figure 3.2: An Example for deformation of a D263M cover glass by laser irradiation. One side of the sample was irradiated with a regular pattern of 200 µm sized
quadratic spots with a period of 220 µm at one pulse per position and a fluence
of 360(30) mJ/cm2 . Subsequently, the sample was etched in KOH solution. The
height profiles of the non irradiated side of the pristine sample, of the sample after
irradiation and after etching are shown in (a) and (b) for two orthogonal measurement directions. Please note that there is an almost perfect overlap of profiles of the
pristine sample and after etching. The corresponding profiles of curvature difference
are plotted in (c) and (d).
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Figure 3.3: Irradiation schemes for the samples shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. The height profiles have been measured on the non-irradiated side of the
sample and are indicated by the arrowed lines. In (b), the period was d = 4 mm and
the line width b = 2 mm.
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direction parallel to the transition line and the Stoney Eq. (1.1), I calculated the
film stress σf to be
σf = −2

t2s
Es
kp = 252 MPa
6(1 − νs ) tf

(3.1)

with the Young’s modulus Es and Poisson’s ratio νs of Schott D263, as given in
table A.1 in the appendix. Please note that a factor of −2 has been introduced to
account for the fact that the surface is only half coated by the film and that the
curvature of the non-irradiated sample side is considered. The simulated profiles
agree very well with the measured data.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of deformation of a D263M cover glass due to irradiation
and the simulated deformation by the FEM. One half of one side of the sample was
irradiated by a pattern of homogenized laser spots with a lateral size of about 1 mm.
The spot was scanned with a bit of overlap, a fluence of about 220 mJ/cm2 and one
pulse per position. For the finite element simulation, the experimentally determined
integrated stress was applied. The change in surface height by irradiation is shown in
(a) and (b) in directions parallel and orthogonal to the transition between irradiated
and non irradiated area. In (c) and (d), the corresponding profiles of curvature
difference are shown.

In Fig. 3.5 the experimental results are shown for the irradiation pattern sketched
in Fig. 3.3b for a fluence of about 2.0 J/cm2 . The pattern of wide lines is clearly
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visible in the profiles orthogonal to the lines (Fig. 3.5b and Fig. 3.5d). Again,
parallel to the lines a homogeneous curvature change (Fig. 3.5c) is observed. For
the simulation, a film stress of σf = 872 MPa for a hypothetical film thickness
of tf = 300 nm was calculated. The calculated film stress is remarkably higher
than in the preceding paragraph because of the higher laser fluence applied (cf.
Fig. 3.6). Experiment and simulation fit very well. This example and the one in
Fig. 3.4 demonstrate that the deformation of the samples can be understood by a
stressed surface layer in the irradiated areas. This opens up a way to deform samples
in a certain way, but also makes it necessary to gain a better understanding and
characterization of the mechanism behind the generated stress, because deformation
is also expected to occur at any instance such samples are irradiated by an ArF
excimer laser, for example in the case of micro-structuring of the surface.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of deformation of a D263M cover glass due to irradiation and
the simulated deformation by the finite element method. One side of the sample was
irradiated by a line pattern of homogenized laser spots with a lateral size of about
1 mm. The period of the line pattern is about 4 mm and the width of the lines is
about 2 mm (to rows of spots). The spot was scanned with a bit of overlap, a fluence
of 2.0 J/cm2 and one pulse per position. For the FE simulation, the experimentally
determined integrated surface stress was applied. The change in surface height by
irradiation is shown in (a) and (b) in directions parallel and orthogonal to the lines.
In (c) and (d), the corresponding profiles of curvature difference are plotted.
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3.1.2

Integrated stress in dependence on fluence, pulse number and spot area

In the preceding section, I demonstrated that a surface-near and equibiaxial plane
stress is generated by irradiation. For a quantitative analysis of the underlying
mechanism for stress generation, I systematically varied the fluence, pulse number
and spot size and calculated the integrated stress of the stressed surface layer by a
slightly modified form of the Stoney Eq. (1.1).
Again, I irradiated one side of the sample by a pattern of non overlapping square
spots and measured the average curvature difference k to the pristine surface of the
non irradiated side. I used this value for calculation of the integrated stress N via
a modified form of the Stoney Eq. (1.1)
N ≡ σf · tf = −

Atot Es t2s
k.
Airr 6(1 − νs )

(3.2)

Here, σf is the mean stress of a thin surface layer with thickness tf . I introduced
the factor Atot /Airr of total area to irradiated area to account for the non irradiated
space between neighboring irradiation positions and justified its introduction by
a FE analysis of the deformation of a cover glass by a stressed thin film that is
structured the same way as in the experimental case. I also introduced a factor −1
to account for the fact that I measured the curvature on the non-irradiated side.
Fig. 3.6 shows the integrated stress as a function of the laser fluence for one
pulse per position, whereas a positive sign corresponds to a tensile stress inside the
irradiated surface. The edge length of the laser spot was 200 µm and the period
of the irradiation pattern was 220 µm. A step-like dependence of the integrated
stress is observed between 100 and 500 mJ/cm2 . For lower fluences the integrated
stress is zero and for higher fluences it stays roughly at 250 N/m up to a fluence of
2 J/cm2 . I etched four of the irradiated samples after irradiation in the same way as
explained in the preceding section. Thereby, the curvature change and, accordingly,
the integrated stress returned to zero. I also etched another six samples before
irradiation. They follow the same trend as the samples without etching.
Inside the fluence range of the step in Fig. 3.6, I observed a transition in the
height profiles of the irradiated surface. For fluences between 150 and 250 mJ/cm2 ,
the surface height increased inside the irradiated areas with respect to the nonirradiated areas in between. An example for this behavior is shown in Fig. 3.7a. In
contrast, from 360 mJ/cm2 upwards, the surface height decreased due to irradiation
as shown in Fig. 3.7b, indicating the onset of ablation.
The dependence of the integrated stress on the number of pulses per position
is plotted in Fig. 3.8a for three different fluences, namely 149(9), 250(10) and
1000(50) mJ/cm2 . Again, I applied the regular pattern of 200 µm sized spots and
used a repetition rate of ≤ 10 Hz at each irradiation position. The data indicate no
strong dependence on the number of pulses. However, an increase in the integrated
stress from one to two pulses might be suspected.
By change of the projected mask in the optical setup (cf. Fig. 2.1), I achieved
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Figure 3.6: The measured integrated stress (positive sign: tensile stress) as a function of the laser fluence. Each sample was irradiated by a regular pattern of 200 µm
sized square spots with a period of 220 µm at constant fluence and one pulse per position. Four of the samples were etched in KOH solution after irradiation. Another
six samples were etched before irradiation.
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Figure 3.7: Height profiles measured by profilometry of the irradiated side (one pulse
per position) of two of the samples shown in Fig. 3.6. At a fluence of 250(20) mJ/cm2
(a), the surface height increased by irradiation, while it decreased at a fluence of
360(30) mJ/cm2 (b). The high roughness in (b) is probably due to debris deposited
after each laser pulse.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Dependence of the integrated stress on the number of pulses per
position for irradiation by a regular pattern of 200 µm sized square spots with a
period of 220 µm at constant fluence. The repetition rate was chosen to be ≤ 10 Hz
at each irradiation position. (b) Dependence on the spot size at one pulse per
position and a fluence of 730(40) mJ/cm2 . For a high coverage of the surface, the
period of the irradiation pattern was varied.
different spot sizes for a fluence of 730(40) mJ/cm2 and one pulse per position. For a
high coverage of the sample surface, the period of the irradiation pattern had to be
adapted as well. The integrated stress in dependence on the area of the laser spot
is plotted in Fig. 3.8b. It seems like there is a systematic increase in the integrated
stress with increasing spot area. However, this is covered by the measurement
uncertainty of the integrated stress. As the relative uncertainty in the spot size
increases with decreasing spot size, the error of the integrated stress is largest for
the smallest spot size applied. Thus, no significant dependence can be observed.

3.1.3

Etching in potassium hydroxide solution

In the preceding section, the maximum integrated stress that can be induced was
determined to a value of about 250 N/m. Unfortunately, this value does not provide
any information on the thickness of the stressed layer and on the stress distribution
in direction normal to the surface. Both were obtained via etching experiments.
In the preceding sections, I already demonstrated that, by etching of irradiated
samples in KOH solution, the pristine shape could be retained. For a quantitative analysis, I refined these experiments by abandoning the ultrasonification during
etching, by use of a precisely mixed 1.000(2) mol/l (≈ 5.3 wt%, supplier: Carl Roth)
aqueous potassium hydroxide solution, by carrying out an improved temperature
control, a monitoring of the change in structure height during etching and a measurement of the etch rate of the pristine material. The curvature difference plotted
against the total etching time for a sample irradiated at 0.99(5) J/cm2 with a pattern of 200 µm sized square spots with a pitch of 220 µm and one pulse per position
is plotted in Fig. 3.9a in dependence on the total etching time. The curvature
difference increases until at about 45 min a value of zero curvature is reached. A
control sample, which was simultaneously ’etched’ in deionized water, exhibited only
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a slight dependence on the etching time (not shown). Based on the data shown in
Fig. 3.9a, I estimated the stress distribution along the axis normal to the surface by
the procedure described below.

224.0

sample thickness ( m)

curvature difference (m 1)

Fig. 3.9b shows the data for determination of the etch rate at 80 ◦ C of the pristine
material. I measured the thickness of a non irradiated D263M cover glass after seven
etching steps with a micrometer gauge. At each step, I calculated the average of
ten measurement results and subsequently estimated the uncertainty of the average
value by the standard deviation of the ten measured values. By a linear fit, I
determined the thickness change to be −920(70) nm/h. As both sample sides were
etched during the experiment, the etch rate is half of this value.
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Figure 3.9: Demonstration of results for the refined etching procedure. (a) The curvature difference of a sample irradiated at 0.99(5) J/cm2 with one pulse per position
plotted against the total etching time. (b) The thickness of a pristine sample etched
the same way as in (a) as a function of total etching time. (c) The structure depth
for the same irradiation conditions as in (a) as a function of total etching time. (d)
By combination of the results of (b) (pristine) and (c) (additional), I calculated the
total etch depth of the irradiated material (total).

For determination of the etch rate of the irradiated material, I irradiated a
D263M cover glass with only a few spots, each of which was at least 2 mm apart from
its neighbor, and measured the structure height of five identical spots before and
between the etching steps. The large distance of the spots served for reduction of the
influence of debris on the measurement results. Fig. 3.9c shows the average structure
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depth in dependence on the total etching time for six different measurements at 5
different spots. The structure depth increases almost linearly with increasing etching
time until 45 min. For longer times, it stays constant. This shows that the material
modified by irradiation is etched faster than the pristine material. A control sample
similarly ’etched’ in water instead of potassium hydroxide solution exhibited a small
increase of about 15 nm in structure height after the first etching step (not shown).
For the subsequent steps, no relevant change in structure depth was observed.
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Figure 3.10: Results of the etching experiment on a sample irradiated with
0.99(5) J/cm2 and one pulse per position. The integrated stress is plotted against
the total etching depth on the left ordinate (blue circles). The stress, estimated
by differentiation of the integrated stress, is plotted on the right ordinate (orange
squares).
By combination of the etch rate of the pristine material and the measured change
in structure depth, I calculated the total etch depth for each time step. This is
shown in Fig. 3.9d, where the calculated etch depth of the pristine material, the
structure depth (additional) and the sum of both (total etch depth) are plotted
against the total etching time. By use of the modified Stoney Eq. (3.2), I calculated
the integrated stress at every time step and, by use of the data in Fig. 3.9d, I plotted
it against the etch depth (Fig. 3.10). The integrated stress decreases almost linearly,
which is an indication for a constant stress value, until a depth of about 600 nm is
reached. By differentiation of this data via a central difference method, the stress
at a certain etch depth can be roughly estimated. This is also demonstrated in Fig.
3.10. Please note that the points of the stress have been positioned in the middle
position between the measurement points used for calculation. Fig. 3.10 shows that
a stress of about 400 MPa is reached inside the surface. This stress roughly stays
constant up to a depth of 500 nm and decreases sharply for higher depths. In between
a depth of 600 to 700 nm, the stress has totally vanished. Thus, the stressed surface
layer has a total thickness of about 650 nm. For a laser fluence of 2.0(1) J/cm2 , I
similarly (with less precision) measured a thickness between 500 and 800 nm of the
stressed surface layer.
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I need to mention that after etching of the irradiated samples, cracks were observed under the light microscope inside some of the ablation spots (Fig. 3.11).
These cracks had not been observed before the etching procedure. Thus, either they
were covered by debris or they grew or were created during etching. A systematic
study, in which the pulse number was varied, showed that similar cracks can be
observed at pulse numbers > 15 at a fluence of 1 J/cm2 for non-etched samples.

Figure 3.11: A DIC light microscope image of an ablation spot (2.0(1) J/cm2 , 1
pulse) on the surface of a sample after etching. A few cracks can be observed, which
are confined to the irradiated area. Before etching, no cracks could be observed.
For most of the samples only some ablation spots exhibited cracks, and for most of
these spots the number of cracks was less than in the present example.

3.1.4

Antibiaxial plane stress component by line pattern

So far, the overall curvature difference was the same in both measurement directions,
which indicates that equibiaxial plane stress components were generated. It is known
that antibiaxial stress components can be generated by structuring a stressed film
attached to the underlying substrate [3, 19, 20]. For this, a line pattern of an aspect
ratio & 0.1 can be used (cf. Fig. 1.3b). To reproduce this result with laser generated
surface stresses, I changed the quadratic mask in the irradiation setup (cf. Fig. 2.1)
to a mask with a 5 · 5 mm2 sized field of lines with a period of 80 µm. The resulting
laser spot with an edge length of about 500 µm was scanned in a regular pattern
over the surface of one side of the sample with a distance between the irradiation
positions of 520 µm. In between the samples, I varied the number of pulses and the
fluence. In the following, I estimated the fluence in the lines of the projected line
pattern by assuming a binary fluence distribution with a duty cycle (irradiated area
divided by total area) of 0.5 inside the laser spot. This approach neglects any loss
of contrast of the optical image compared to the mask.
The surface of a sample irradiated with 20 pulses per position and a nominal
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fluence of 0.9 J/cm2 is shown in Fig. 3.12. The line pattern has been successfully
transferred to the sample surface, as can be seen under the light microscope (Fig.
3.12a). However, it is more pronounced in the center of the spot than at the border,
probably due to spherical aberrations of the projection lens. For taking the scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image shown in Fig. 3.12b, I cleaned the sample in a
KOH based detergent (Borer Chemie DECONEX 15 PF) in an ultrasonic bath to
remove the debris deposited during ablation and deposited a thin (≈ 20 nm) gold
film on the surface. Pronounced grooves can be observed.

2 µm

(b)
(a)

Figure 3.12: An example for a sample irradiated by a line pattern. (a) A RLDIC microscope image of the irradiated surface. The about 500 µm sized spot was
scanned over the sample surface with a pitch of 520 µm. The spot exhibits a line
substructure with a period of about 8 µm. At each position, the fluence (assuming
a duty cycle of 0.5) was 0.9 J/cm2 and the pulse number was 20. (b) A SEM image
of the lines in the center of the spot after cleaning in a KOH based solution and
deposition of a thin gold film. The sample was inclined by 45 ◦ .

The curvature difference of the sample shown in Fig. 3.12 after irradiation is
plotted in Fig. 3.13 for the directions along and across the lines. In both cases, the
curvature difference is uniform, but the magnitude differs by a factor 0.6. Thus, an
antibiaxial stress component has been generated by irradiation with the line pattern.

As a measure of anisotropy, I calculated the curvature ratio ks /kp of average
curvature difference in directions across (ks ) and along (kp ) the lines, respectively.
This is plotted against the pulse number for different fluences in Fig. 3.14a. It
decreases with increasing pulse number. To check if the ridges of the line structure
have also been irradiated, I neglected the line substructure of the laser spot and
calculated the integrated stress N corresponding to the average curvature difference
k = (ks + kp )/2 via the modified Stoney Eq. (3.2). The obtained values of the
integrated stress are plotted in Fig. 3.14b for different pulse numbers against the
calculated fluence (assuming a duty cycle of 0.5) in the trenches. The integrated
stress saturates at a value of about 240 N m−1 for a large number of pulses. Because
this value is close to the maximum value for irradiation with a uniform fluence
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Figure 3.13: The profiles of curvature difference in directions across and along the
lines of the sample shown in Fig. 3.12 after irradiation.
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distribution (cf. Fig. 3.6) of 250 N/m, it seems plausible that by irradiation a stress
was not only generated in the trenches but also on the ridges of the line pattern.
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Figure 3.14: (a) Plot of the curvature ratio ks /kp of curvatures across and along the
lines against the pulse number per position for different fluences. The error of the
curvature ratio has been magnified by a factor of ten for better visibility. (b) The
calculated integrated stress as a function of calculated fluence in the trenches of the
lines for the same samples as in (a).

For estimation of the structure depth, I obtained height profiles of the irradiated
surfaces via tactile profilometry. However, because of the finite size of the stylus (cf.
Eq. (2.1) for the maximum measurable amplitude of a sinusoidal profile), the results
were unreliable for large structure depths. Therefore, for the two samples of largest
structure depth, atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements were performed
by Jens Oltmanns (IFNano). Unfortunately, the measurements took place after
cleaning of the samples for SEM analysis. Thus, structure depth could have already
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curvature ratio ks/kp

slightly changed compared to the irradiation step. Nevertheless, the curvature ratio
ks /kp (directly after irradiation) is plotted in Fig. 3.15 in dependence on the structure
depth. It decreases with increasing depth. In Fig. 3.15 also the curvature ratio as
predicted by the Theory of Wikström et al. for a duty cycle of 0.5, Eq. (1.4), is
plotted. In Sec. 3.2.3, a simple combination of this theory with the one of Stoney is
made, that is also plotted.

experimental (y-error*10)
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Figure 3.15: The curvature ratio ks /kp of curvature across and along the direction
of lines with a period of 8 µm as a function of the depth of the lines. I calculated
the theoretical dependencies by Eq. (1.4) (Wikström) and Eq. (3.11) (Wikström and
Stoney) derived in Sec. 3.2.3. The error of the curvature ratio has been magnified
by a factor of ten for better visibility.

For SEM analysis, I cleaned some of the samples in a KOH based detergent.
As demonstrated in the preceding sections, this leads at least to a partial removal
of the stressed surface layer. Surprisingly, also the ratio ks /kp of curvature change
across and along the lines was reduced by this procedure, as can be seen in Fig.
3.16d. For the sample irradiated at the highest fluence of 1.3 J/cm2 and the highest
pulse number of 20 pulses per position, cracks were observed after the cleaning
step. Under the microscope (Fig. 3.16a) cracks can be seen at the border of the
spot. Additionally, inside each trench of the line structure runs a crack, as can be
observed via SEM analysis (Fig. 3.16b).
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(d) After cleaning in KOH based solution.

Figure 3.16: The sample irradiated with a fluence of 1.3 J/cm2 and 20 pulses per
position. (a) A RL-DIC light microscope image after cleaning in KOH based solution. Please note the cracks at the boundary of the spot. (b) An SEM image of the
line pattern obtained at 45 ◦ inclination after cleaning. A crack runs at the bottom
of the trench. (c) The profiles of curvature difference after irradiation. (d) The
profiles of curvature change after the cleaning step. The curvature ratio changed
from 0.478(2) to 0.048(2).

3.1.5

Long-term temporal evolution of the integrated stress

For an application of the above discussed deformation by excimer irradiation, stability of the generated surface stress is desirable. Hence, I measured the curvature
difference with respect to the pristine curvature of samples irradiated with 200 µm
sized spots and 1 pulse per position in dependence on storage time at room temperature in ambient air. The results are shown in Fig. 3.17a for a fluence of 250 mJ/cm2
and a fluence of 1 J/cm2 . There is a significant decrease of the curvature, which
slows down over time. The relative curvature change is less for the sample irradiated at 1 J/cm2 than for the sample irradiated at 250 J/cm2 . This also holds for
the absolute values of curvature difference (not shown). Thus, the generated surface
stress is not stable over time.
Fig. 3.17b shows the normalized curvature difference in dependence on the total
annealing time in air for irradiation at a fluence of 1 J/cm2 . One sample was annealed
at 100 ◦ C, while the other sample was simultaneously stored outside the oven at
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Figure 3.17: (a) The curvature difference normalized to the value after irradiation
in dependence on the storage time in days for two samples irradiated at different
fluences. The samples were stored at room temperature in ambient air. (b) The normalized curvature difference plotted against the total annealing time for annealing
at 100 ◦ C in ambient air and for a fluence of 1 J/cm2 . The results of a control sample
for ’annealing’ at room temperature are also shown. In both figures, irradiation was
done by a pattern of 200 µm sized squares with a period of 220 µm and one pulse
per position. The errorbars for the relative curvature difference have been magnified
by a factor of 10 for better visibility.
room temperature. The normalized curvature difference decreases clearly faster at
100 ◦ C than at room temperature. Interpretation of the course of the normalized
curvature difference in Fig. 3.17b has to be done with care, because, as was shown
in Fig. 3.17a, also the storage time of the samples between the annealing steps has
an influence on the curvature. A non-irradiated sample, that was simultaneously
annealed at 100 ◦ C, did not exhibit a relevant change in curvature.
The samples were analyzed for cracks under the light microscope. Neither after
storage for more than 170 d in ambient conditions nor after annealing for more than
100 h at 100◦ C, cracks could be observed. I also observed a decrease in normalized
curvature for a sample treated in deionized water at a temperature of 80 ◦ C (not
shown). In this case, I found cracks inside some of the about 1 · 104 spots.

3.1.6

Application for figure correction

The described laser generated surface stresses could be applied for figure correction
of thin mirrors. The approach for a proof of principle of this application is sketched
in Fig. 3.18. A deformation of a cover glass was induced by an approximately 90 nm
thick film of chromium, which was deposited by electron beam evaporation1 . I chose
chromium because of its good adhesion to silicate glass surfaces and high melting
temperature, that allows for large tensile intrinsic stresses if deposited as a thin
film [124, 125]. For example, for a 120 nm thick film of chromium on a D263M
cover glass, I measured an average stress of about 1.4 GPa. After the deposition,
1
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The deposition was done by L. J. Richter (IFNano).
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I compensated the deformation induced by the chromium film by irradiating the
non-coated side of the sample with a pattern of 200 µm sized squares and one pulse
per position. For this, according to Fig. 3.6, one could in principle choose a uniform
irradiation pattern and adjust the fluence at every irradiation position to achieve
the right local value of equibiaxial integrated stress. But, for simplicity, I used
a different approach: From Fig. 3.6, I chose an appropriate fluence, that was kept
constant during irradiation. In contrast, I adjusted the irradiation pattern to achieve
a certain integrated stress at a certain position. This approach is similar to the one
in [126] for lithographically structuring the oxide film on the backside of a silicon
substrate in hexagons of different size.
Deposition
of Cr ﬁlm

backside
irradiation

Cr ﬁlm

cover glass

with varying
spot density

Figure 3.18: Scheme for a proof-of-principle for figure correction of thin substrates.
A D263M cover glass is coated by a thin, continuous or non-continuous chromium
film. Due to the tensile film stress, the cover glass is deformed. This deformation
is compensated by irradiating the backside (non-coated side) of the sample surface
with a proper irradiation pattern at a constant fluence.
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Here, I show the results for one sample in detail. Before and after the chromium
deposition, I measured a height map of the coated side (front side) of the sample by
tactile profilometry. The difference of these height maps provides the deformation
of the sample due to the coating, which is shown in Fig. 3.19a. A bowl shaped
deformation can be observed in agreement with a tensile film stress. The RMS deformation and the peak-to-valley (PV) deformation values are 3.76 µm and 16.1 µm,
respectively.
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(b) Average curvature change due to coating.

Figure 3.19: Map of height difference (a) and of direction averaged curvature difference (b) of the coated side of a D263M cover glass after coating. For deformation,
an about 90 nm thick chromium film was deposited, and during deposition two areas
at the sample boundary were intentionally covered. The height map of the pristine
sample has been subtracted from the measured height map.
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As I measured the height maps in two orthogonal directions (named directions 1
and 2), the curvature difference k1 (x, y) and k2 (x, y) in these two directions can be
extracted from them. I obtained the average curvature difference k(x, y) by taking
the arithmetic mean of those two curvature maps k(x, y) = 1/2(k1 (x, y) + k2 (x, y)).
The average curvature difference k(x, y) after coating is displayed in Fig. 3.19b. To
achieve a non-uniform coating, a significant part of the surface was intentionally
covered by clamps during the deposition. At these positions (bottom left and top
right) the curvature change is clearly smaller than on the rest of the surface. In
addition, to achieve a film thickness gradient, the sample holder was not rotated
during deposition.
From the average curvature difference, I estimated the local integrated stress via
the Stoney Eq. (1.1). For an irradiation at a constant fluence of 600 mJ/cm2 and
spotsize of 200 · 200 µm2 , I then translated the integrated stress into a spot density
for irradiation (explained below), which led to the irradiation pattern shown in Fig.
3.20a, which I used for irradiation of the non-coated side of the sample with one
pulse per position. For illustration, Fig. 3.20b shows a microscope image of the
irradiated sample surface. Irradiated and non-irradiated areas can be distinguished.
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Figure 3.20: (a) The irradiation pattern for the sample of Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.21.
(b) A RL microscope image of the irradiated surface taken with DIC. Irradiated and
non-irradiated areas can be observed.

For calculation of the irradiation pattern, I virtually divided the measured surface
area into square sized cells of 1 mm edge length. Thus, at a spot size of 200 µm, the
cell could be filled by 25 spots without overlap. I calculated the number of spots
per cell with index i via
i
nispots = 25 · rA

= 25

i
Ntarget

Nirr
25 Es t2s
=
ki
Nirr 6(1 − νs )
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i
i
Here, rA
is the fraction of the area, that needs to be irradiated, of cell i, Ntarget
is the desired integrated stress to be induced in the area of cell i and Nirr is the
integrated stress that will be induced by irradiation with the chosen fluence. For
i
Eq. (3.5), the desired integrated stress Ntarget
was approximated by the Stoney Eq.
(1.1) with N = σf · tf . For this, I measured the sample thickness ts and used the
direction averaged curvature difference ki of cell i, which was caculated from the
deformation of the plate (cf. Fig. 3.19b). Please note that any non-local mechanical
effects are neglected by this approximation [17, 18]. The number of spots per cell
nispots was rounded to a positive integer value and the corresponding amount of spots
was randomly distributed inside each virtual cell of 1 mm2 size.

Fig. 3.21a shows the deformation of the coated side of the sample after irradiation. The PV value has been reduced by a factor of 10 to 1.6 µm and the RMS
value by a factor of 14 to 0.26 µm compared to the deformation after coating. This
demonstrates the potential of the method for figure correction. Fig. 3.21b shows
the curvature change (sign changed for better comparability) of the coated side of
the sample induced by irradiation. A comparison with Fig. 3.19b shows that the
curvature change by the coating has been very well reproduced. I simulated the
deformation expected by the figure correction (irradiation) step via the FEM by
assuming the deposition of a thin film structured according to the irradiation pattern on the backside surface, corresponding to the non-coated (irradiated) surface
in the experiment, of a flat plate. Fig. 3.21c shows the expected deformation after
the correction (irradiation). It would have led to a PV value of 0.92 µm and a RMS
value of 0.16 µm. Thus, a slightly better correction could have been obtained under
perfect conditions. By comparison of the simulated curvature change (Fig. 3.21d)
with the obtained curvature change (Fig. 3.21b) it can be concluded that the experimentally obtained integrated stress was slightly smaller than the optimal value.
Still, the correction worked very well.
Tab. 3.1 gives an overview of three samples that were deformed by deposition of
a 90 nm thick chromium film and figure corrected the same way as explained above.
All samples were coated simultaneously. In the case of sample 3, the example mentioned above, a large area of the surface was covered by clamps during deposition.
Therefore, the factor of improvement is lower than in the case of the two other samples. However, for all three samples, the RMS deformation was improved by more
than a magnitude.
Table 3.1: Summary of the results for figure correction of three samples. All samples
were coated simultaneously with about 90 nm of chromium. During deposition the
sample holder was not rotated. Additionally, in the case of sample 3, the clamps
holding the sample were intended to cover a large area of the sample surface.
RMS deformation [µm]
sample after coating after correction
1
3.88
0.22
2
3.80
0.2
3
3.76
0.26

factor of improvement
18
19
14
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(c) Simulated heightmap after correction.
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(d) Simulated curvature change.

Figure 3.21: Map of deformation of the sample after the figure correction step (a)
and of direction averaged curvature change by the irradiation (b). For irradiation, a
square spot with a size of 200 µm at a fluence of 600 mJ/cm2 at one pulse per position
was used. In (c), the simulated result of the figure correction step is shown. (d)
Shows the simulated curvature change by the applied irradiation pattern. Please
note that I inverted the sign of the curvature change in (b) and (d) for better
comparison to Fig. 3.19b.
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3.2

Discussion

In section 3.1, I presented experimental results on the deformation of borosilicate
cover glasses of Schott D263M via the light of an ArF excimer laser. I demonstrated that the about 210 µm thick cover glasses can be significantly deformed via
irradiation, and that the deformation can be precisely described by a linear elastic
deformation due to a tensile stressed surface layer in the irradiated areas (Figs. 3.4
and 3.5). I estimated the thickness of this stressed surface layer to be in the range
of a few hundreds of nanometers (Fig. 3.10) and its integrated stress to be as high
as about 250 Nm−1 (Fig. 3.6). This integrated stress depends on the laser fluence
(Fig. 3.6), but there is no pronounced dependence on the pulse number or the area
of the laser spot (Fig. 3.8). The absolute value of the induced curvature change
decreases with time for storage in air (Fig. 3.17). Further, I demonstrated that antibiaxial plane stress components can be induced via irradiation with a line pattern
of a period of 8 µm (Fig. 3.14a). A possible application for such stresses could be a
figure correction method. For this, I performed a proof of principle. Here, I discuss
the results with regard to the mechanism for stress generation, the reason for the
time evolution of the stress, the generation of antibiaxial stresses and the possible
application of the stresses.

3.2.1

The origin of the stress

A common process in laser beam bending is the temperature gradient mechanism
(TGM) [48],[47, Ch. 3.2.1]: Due to heating, plastic deformation and re-solidifying of
a surface layer, a tensile stress is developed at the irradiation position. I assume that
the TGM is the main cause for the observed surface stress, which is in accordance
with the interpretation in [68] for the bending of fused silica sheets via irradiation
with an F2 excimer laser.
On the basis of the TGM, the measured step-like dependence of the integrated
stress on the fluence in Fig. 3.6 can be qualitatively explained (Fig. 3.22): At fluences below about 100 mJ/cm2 the absorbed energy is too small to induce a sufficient
viscosity decrease of the glass material for plastic deformation and a tensile stress
after cooling down. Therefore, no curvature change is induced. At higher fluences a
layer of ’molten’ and re-solidified material develops at the surface, which exhibits a
tensile stress. The thickness of this layer increases with increasing fluence because
of the decay of the light intensity inside the material and thermal conduction. However, at fluences above the ablation threshold, the material closest to the surface is
removed by laser ablation. Thus, the thickness of the stressed surface layer is limited
and a step-like dependence of the integrated stress in dependence on the fluence is
observed, as in Fig. 3.6.
The above interpretation of the experimental results is supported by the measurements of the change in surface height of the irradiated area with respect to the
non-irradiated area (Fig. 3.7). The increase of the surface height for irradiation with
a fluence in between 150 and 250 mJ/cm2 could be a result of melt expansion and
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Figure 3.22: Scheme of a section of the sample after irradiation. In the irradiated
area, the material is ablated to certain depth. Below the ablated area, the material
is heated to such a high temperature that (partial) relaxation of the thermal stresses
occurs. During cooling the material contracts and a tensile stress is generated inside
the modified material.
indicates that no major ablation took place. In contrast, the decrease in surface
height at fluences of 360 mJ/cm2 and above indicates the removal of material by
laser ablation. Therefore, the onset of laser ablation happens roughly in the middle
of the step-like region in Fig. 3.6, which is exactly the position one would expect it
to happen following the above interpretation. For ablation of Schott D263T eco, a
threshold fluence of about 400 mJ/cm2 was reported [127, Tab. 5.8]. Additionally,
for Schott BK7, another borosilicate glass, a threshold fluence of 260(50) mJ/cm2
for ArF excimer irradiation was experimentally determined [65]. These values agree
well with my rough estimation for D263M.
If the sample is etched after irradiation, the stressed surface layer is removed and
the curvature change returns to zero, as is demonstrated in Fig. 3.2, 3.6 and 3.9a.
As described in section 3.1.3, etching also allowed to estimate the maximum induced
stress and the extent of the stressed surface layer. I measured a maximum stress of
about 400 MPa and a thickness of about 650 nm for a fluence of 1 J/cm2 . For the
stress, a rough theoretical estimate based on material parameters can be achieved
under the assumption that the glass behaves purely elastic below the transformation
temperature Tg = 557 ◦ C [128] and exhibits a sufficiently small viscosity above it,
such that any stresses relax virtually instantaneously above Tg :
E
th
1−ν
E
=
α (Tg − T0 )
1−ν
=354 MPa.

σ=

(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)

Here, I used the biaxial modulus E/(1 − ν), the thermal strain th = α(Tg − T0 ),
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the linear thermal expansion coefficient α and the temperature T0 = 20 ◦ C of the
sample/the laboratory during irradiation. For the material parameters E, ν, α and
Tg , I used the values in Tab. A.1 in the appendix. Please note that the value of α is
only specified in the range between 20 and 300 ◦ C. The theoretical value in Eq. (3.8)
fits well to the experimentally estimated value of 400 MPa. This is another argument
for the hypotheses of melting induced stresses by the TGM. For the irradiation of
fused silica with an F2 laser, an average tensile stress of about 80 MPa was observed
inside the stressed surface layer after irradiation [68]. The smaller value compared
to D263M can be explained by the much smaller coefficient of thermal expansion of
fused silica. According to Eq. (3.7), α ≈ 0.5 · 10−6 K−1 and Tg ≈ 1150 ◦ C, a stress
value of 49 MPa would be expected. This value also is in good agreement with the
experimental value of 80 MPa.
According to the above explanation of the step-like dependence of the integrated
stress on the fluence, the measured thickness of 650 nm of the stressed surface layer
can be considered as the maximum possible thickness because the fluence of 1 J/cm2 ,
at which this value was measured, is well above the step region in Fig. 3.6. This
thickness can be compared to the thermal diffusion length
√
Lth = 2κτL =

s
2

λc τL
≈ 150 nm,
ρ m Cp

(3.9)

as defined in [129]. Here, κ = λc /(ρm · Cp ) (see e. g. [100, p. 207]) is the thermal
diffusivity of Schott D263, λc the thermal conductivity, ρm the mass density, Cp the
heat capacity at constant pressure and τL ≈ 20 ns the duration of the laser pulse.
For the material properties of D263 the values in table A.1 in the appendix were
used. The calculated thermal diffusion length is, although of the same order of
magnitude, clearly smaller than the measured thickness of the laser affected zone.
This discrepancy could be explained by a penetration depth of the incident laser
light of a few hundred nanometers2 . Further, the discrepancy demonstrates that
valuable information about the ablation process can be obtained by measurement of
the stress distribution inside an ablated surface. For irradiation of fused silica with
an F2 laser, a thickness of the stressed surface layer of about 275 nm was measured
[68]. This value is of the same order of magnitude as my result of about 650 nm
thickness. Further, it was noted that the thickness does not depend on the laser
fluence [68], which supports the same assumption I made above.
In Fig. 3.9c it is shown that the etch rate in a KOH solution at 80 ◦ C is apparently
faster inside the irradiated area than in the non-irradiated area. I mentioned above
that the height of the irradiated surface increases if ablation is not present. Thus, the
mass density of the material is lowered by irradiation. It is reasonable to assume
that this tensile stressed material with a lower density is etched faster than the
pristine material. If the sample is etched before irradiation, the integrated stress as a
function of the fluence still follows almost the same curve as for the pristine samples,
which is shown in Fig. 3.6. This is in accordance with the above interpretation
of the stress generation because etching is supposed to just thinning the sample.
2

Please note that for glasses there can be a difference between the linear absorption according
to the Lambert-Beer law and the effective absorption of the excimer laser light [130–132].
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However, etching could also change the surface texture, which could explain the
slight deviation from the curve of the pristine samples in Fig. 3.6.
I observed no pronounced influence of the pulse number per irradiation position
on the integrated stress (cf. Fig. 3.8a). The same was reported in [68] for the
irradiation of fused silica and would be expected from the above interpretation of
the stress generation because, at the low repetition rates (6 10 Hz) applied, the glass
presumably cools down in between individual pulses3 . I. e. there is no cumulative
heating effect and the glass is just melted again and again during each pulse, leading
to the same stress and thickness of the re-solidified layer. However, there could be
a difference between the first and second pulse because the first pulse hits a pristine
surface. For all three fluences in Fig. 3.8a we see an increase in the integrated stress
from the first to the second pulse. This could be a hint to an incubation effect,
namely a change in absorption of the material due to defects generated by the laser
irradiation [133, Secs. 12.3 and 13.4.2]. In laser ablation, incubation manifests itself
by a decrease in the ablation threshold with increasing number of pulses [133, Sec.
12.3]. Since incubation has been observed for excimer laser ablation of Er/Yb-doped
borosilicate glass [64] and fused silica [62, 63], it would be no surprise if it would
happen in the present case as well.
It is well known that the fast cooling of glasses from a temperature regime of low
viscosity can give rise to a permanent compressive stress inside a surface near region
due to the temperature gradients during the cooling process (see for example [134,
Ch. 9.4.4]). Thus, on the first glimpse another mechanism to explain our experimental results could be that the sample surface is compressively stressed due to the
manufacturing process and this stress is reduced locally by irradiation. Therefore, a
relatively tensile stress would be produced locally at the sample surface that would
lead to the deformations shown in Fig. 3.4 and 3.5. This hypothesis of a compressively stressed surface layer could also explain the behavior of the integrated stress in
dependence on the fluence shown in Fig. 3.6 for pristine samples and samples etched
after irradiation: Increasing fluence leads to a more pronounced stress reduction,
and at a fluence of about 500 mJcm−2 the stress has been been reduced through the
whole thickness of the stressed layer. Therefore, no further increase of the integrated
stress will be observed. And via etching, the stressed surface layer is removed on the
whole sample surface. However, this alternative model fails at explaining why the
samples behave almost the same way when irradiated after etching as without etching. One would expect that if the compressively stressed surface layer is removed
due to etching, the subsequent irradiation would lead to a totally different behavior
of the integrated stress on the fluence. This is obviously not the case. Additionally,
a strong dependence of the integrated stress on the pulse number at small fluences
would be expected. This is also in direct contradiction to the experimental results
of Fig. 3.8a, where no pronounced dependence on the pulse number can be seen.
Therefore, this alternative model, based on a compressively stressed surface layer,
for explanation of my experimental results is presumably wrong.

3
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See for example the calculations made in [84]
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3.2.2

Stability of the integrated stress and crack formation

In the preceding section, I argue that the observed stressed surface layer is generated
by the TGM, namely via thermal contraction of the laser heated surface layer.
Apparently, the stress is not stable over time. It is demonstrated in Fig. 3.17 that
the generated surface stress decreases over time in ambient air at room temperature
and at 100 ◦ C. Further, Fig. 3.17b shows that the surface stress is less stable at
increased temperature. These findings raise the question of the underlying processes
responsible for the decline in absolute integrated stress.
It is interesting to compare the experimentally estimated value of the maximum
stress of about 400 MPa (Fig. 3.10) to the strength (maximum stress without rupture) of the bulk material. A typical tensile strength of a glass in a water-free
environment is about 70 MPa, and the maximum design strength for use in ambient air is about 20 MPa [100, p. 363]. Thus, the observed stress is an order of
magnitude larger than the expected strength of the glass. A similar, although not
as much pronounced, discrepancy between surface stress and material strength has
been observed in [68] for fused silica ablated with an F2 excimer laser. The authors
speculate that there is some strengthening mechanism of the surface material due
to the laser irradiation. However, it could be more appropriate to compare the
measured stress values to the strength of thin films of the same material because of
the sub-micron thickness of the stressed surface layer. For example, for 1 µm thick
beams of amorphous SiO2 , tensile strength values of 364(57) [135], 426(63) [136]
or 810(60) MPa [137] have been reported. They are an order of magnitude larger
than the bulk values, which is explained in [135] by the necessarily smaller size of
surface flaws than for a macroscopic sample. This could indicate that the short-time
annealing or ablation leads to a reduction of the flaw size of the surface in the irradiated area. However, in [68] the authors argue against such a process by noting
that optical polishing induces defects inside the surface. Therefore, further study is
necessary to explain the large strength of the stressed surface layer of glasses after
excimer laser irradiation.
In [137] it is demonstrated for a thin film of SiO2 that, although the strength of
this film is significantly higher than in the bulk, the fracture toughness (resistance
to crack propagation) is the same in both cases. This means that any flaws in the
thin film material behave similarly as in the bulk and allows for sub critical crack
growth (SCCG, a slow crack propagation process, see e. g. [138]) as a possible,
but highly speculative, explanation for the decrease in absolute integrated stress
with time. In certain regimes of SCCG, the crack velocity increases with increasing
relative humidity in a gaseous enviroment and with increasing temperature [138–
140]. Indeed, for thin films of SiO2 , a smaller strength and fracture toughness have
been observed for testing in air than in vacuum, which was explained by humidity
[141]. As I stored my samples in ambient air, humidity might have had an influence
on them. Additionally, I demonstrated a faster decrease of the integrated stress at
100 ◦ C than at room temperature in Fig. 3.17. These observations could be a hint to
SCCG of many nano-sized cracks inside the stressed surface layer as an explanation
for the decrease in integrated stress with time.
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Indeed, I observed cracks in the irradiated area after etching, both in the case of
the quadratic spot (Fig. 3.11) and for the spot with a line pattern (Fig. 3.16). Much
less often I also observed cracks after treatment in water. In both cases, these cracks
are definitely caused by the irradiation as they only appear inside the laser spots
and are sharply bounded by the borders of it. In laser irradiation of glasses, crack
formation is occasionally encountered [61, 63, 69, 70] and in [70] it is associated
with the tensile stresses inside the solidified molten layer. Surprisingly, in my case
the cracks become more pronounced with the ongoing etching procedure and do not
vanish when the integrated stress does. Thus, they seem to be also located inside the
pristine material below the solidified molten layer. Therefore, they could be, at least
partly, a different phenomenon than the above assumed cracks inside the solidified
molten layer. This interpretation is supported by the absence of cracks after longterm storage or annealing of the samples (Sec. 3.1.5). In [69] it has been argued that
cracks are also formed during laser heating of the surface by the thermal expansion
of the heated material and the resulting tensile stresses at the bottom (the border
between heated and pristine material) of the laser affected zone. Such a mechanism
could explain the cracks observed inside the pristine material.
An alternative or additional effect on the evolution of the generated stresses
could be a change of the elastic stress by water absorption. For vacuum deposited
SiO2 films, water uptake has been demonstrated [142], and it has been suspected
that it has a significant influence on the film stress [143].
For further investigation of the instability of the generated surface stress and the
mechanisms for crack formation, it might be enlightening to have a closer look on
the laser affected material in a high resolution cross-sectional view via TEM, SEM
or AFM and to study the decrease of the integrated stress in dependence on the
humidity of the gaseous environment.

3.2.3

Generation of antibiaxial stress components

In section 3.1.4, I demonstrated that an antibiaxial plane stress component can be
generated via irradiation with a line pattern with a period of 8 µm and a duty cycle of 0.5. To the best of my knowledge, a similar result has not been reported,
yet. Kakehata et al. presented anisotropic surface stresses for laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) on the surface of yttria-stabilized zirconia ceramics
[144]. However, they concluded that the stress was generated by a phase change
and domain switching. Opposite to my experiments, they observed a larger magnitude of stress across the lines than along them. Thus, presumably the governing
mechanisms are different in their experiments and in mine.
In [19], an anisotropic surface stress was generated by oxidizing a silicon surface
and subsequently lithographically patterning into fine parallel lines. The curvature
ratio ks /kp of such a line pattern is a function of the aspect ratio (height divided by
width) of the stressed lines [3, 19]. Therefore, I assume that a similar mechanism is
responsible in my case for the anisotropic deformation. This hypothesis is supported
by the measured decrease of the ratio ks /kp of curvature change ks across and kp
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along the lines with increasing structure depth (Fig. 3.15). However, in [19] only the
ridges (the lines) are prestressed, but in my case one would naively assume that the
highest integrated stress is in the trenches of the line structure, because, in case of
a perfect mask projection, these are the irradiated areas. This assumption has been
addressed in Fig. 3.14b where the integrated stress is plotted against the calculated
fluence inside the trenches. Although for calculation of the integrated stress the line
profile of the laser spot has been neglected, the integrated stress saturates at a value
of about 240 Nm−1 , which corresponds surprisingly well to the saturation value in
Fig. 3.6 of about 250 Nm−1 . If only the trenches would be prestressed, I would expect
half of this value for the integrated stress. Thus, at higher fluences and higher pulse
numbers, the irradiation conditions led to a significantly stressed surface layer also
on the ridges of the line structure. This is probably caused by a low value of the
Modulation Transfer Function of the optical setup. For a higher contrast, spherical
aberrations should be reduced by changing the lens to an aspheric or achromatic
one or decreasing the size of the mask. Another possible contribution to a stressed
surface layer on the ridges can be observed in [65]. In this publication the line
patterning of the borosilicate glass BK7 by an ArF excimer laser is investigated. It
is demonstrated that a considerable amount of molten material is deposited on the
ridges of the lines during patterning. If this material exhibits a good adhesion to
the underlying surface, it could as well contribute to the surface stress on the ridges.
For my case, a simple analytical model can be deduced by combination of the
model of Wikström et al. (1.4) [3], for the anisotropic contribution of the ridges,
with the Stoney Eq. (1.1) [11], for the isotropic contribution of the trenches:
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I introduced the minus signs to account for the the fact that I measured the curvature
of the non-irradiated sample side. The curvature ratio ks /kp , calculated by the
theory of Wikström et al. (1.4) and by the above combination (3.11), is plotted
in Fig. 3.15 as a function of the structure depth for a line pattern with a period
of d = 8 µm and a duty cycle of b/d = 0.5. For both equations, the curvature
ratio decreases with increasing structure depth. However, the above theory (3.11)
results in higher values of the curvature ratio than the basic theory of Wikström
et al. A comparison with the experimental data shows that for smaller depths, the
curvature ratios agree well with the extended theoretical description (3.11), while
the two points of largest depth lie between both theoretical curves. Please note
that a change in the width of the ridges in between the samples is not considered
in Fig. 3.15. Also, the theory of Wikström et al. does not consider the film stress
distribution in direction normal to the surface before patterning. Additionally, for
the sample with the smallest curvature ratio, I observed cracks running parallel to
the lines after cleaning (Fig. 3.16b). If they were there also before the cleaning
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procedure, when the curvature was measured, according to the Wikström theory,
they would have increased the effective structure depth but would have only slightly
increased the measured depth. The decreased curvature ratio after cleaning (cf.
Figs. 3.16c and 3.16d) could therefore also be explained via crack growth. Thus,
from Fig. 3.15 one might suspect that Eq. (3.11), the combination of the theories of
Wikström et al. and Stoney, could be a good description of the experimental results.
This assumption should be verified by an improved experiment. A better homogeneity of the structure depth over the laser spot could be achieved by use of
a smaller mask area and an achromatic projection lens instead of a spherical one.
The influence of the debris could be reduced by irradiation in vacuo or in helium
atmosphere for a more precise measurement of the structure depth.
The finding of a strong anisotropy of the surface-near stresses in case of a laser
generated micro-structure is, in my opinion, a valuable result for understanding the
side effects in laser structuring. My results and further investigation could help to
understand and predict crack orientations, strength reduction and deformation of
thin or small parts.

3.2.4

A method for figure correction?

In section 3.1.6, I made a proof of principle for a figure correction method by a laser
induced stressed surface layer. Although an approximate method for calculation
of the necessary integrated stress field was applied, the RMS height error could be
reduced by more than a magnitude. Therefore, the factor of figure improvement
is comparable to the factors obtained in [36] for correction of Si substrates by ion
implantation, which were deformed by a magnetron sputtered chromium film. Still,
there is a significant difference between the simulated and the achieved surface topography after correction (Figs. 3.21c and 3.21a). This could be caused by errors in
the generated integrated stress or by a non-uniform sample thickness.
A possible workflow for the proposed method for figure correction is shown in Fig.
3.23. The process could be used to correct the deformation of optical parts based
on a thin glass substrate and some functional film on the front side of the substrate.
A correction of the shape of the front side of the substrate might be needed due to
inaccuracies in the manufacturing process or the deposition of a stressed functional
film (e. g. a mirror coating). In either case, the deviation of the front surface is
measured and an irradiation pattern for the backside surface is calculated. For
calculation of the irradiation pattern, the field of integrated stress, that is to be
induced, must be known. In [38], different analytic approaches for calculation of
the integrated-stress field are given for the case of a round plate. The authors show
that if also non-equibiaxial stress components are considered, a perfect correction
can be achieved. The authors of [38] did not consider non-local mechanical effects4 ,
4

I conclude this statement from the observation that Eqs. (9) of [38], which are supposed to be
an exact integrated-stress field, are a set of local equations. Further, a similiar set of equations
has been derived in [145] (Eqs. (34)) explicitly for the case of uniform strains inside the film. Eqs.
(34) did not follow for an arbitrary (lateral) strain distribution inside the film.
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as they were described in [17, 18]. However, in Figs. 3.4d and 3.5d of this thesis,
a non-zero curvature in the non-irradiated areas can be observed and is confirmed
by simulation. This demonstrates the influence of non-local mechanical effects.
Therefore, depending on the application, such effects should also be considered in
the calculation of the integrated-stress field. Irradiation could be performed with
an ArF excimer laser, as in my experiments. Subsequently, the induced stress has
to be stabilized by an annealing procedure and the success of the correction step
should be controlled.
functional ﬁlm
glass substrate

3D form
measurement

Calculation of
irradiation pattern
including non local
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stress states
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Figure 3.23: A proposed workflow for figure correction of glass substrates by laser
induced stresses. Based on a measurement of the deviation of the deformed part,
an irradiation pattern for the non-functional side of the part is calculated. By irradiation, the deformation is over compensated because the subsequent stabilization
step causes a partial relaxation of the laser induced stress.

This process has some advantages compared to similar figure correction methods. As a laser process, it can be easily adopted to each sample and is free of any
hazardous chemicals. Although excimer lasers have moderate repetition rates, I expect it to be a fast process because of the high pulse energy of excimer lasers of
up to a few hundred millijoules at 193 nm wavelength5 . I. E. an area of a few tens
square millimeters could be processed at a fluence of 1 J/cm2 with a single pulse. If
a flattop beam profile is used, which is easily accomplished with an excimer laser,
only one calibration curve is needed for all spot sizes. I expect this to be much more
complicated in the case of a non-uniform intensity distribution inside the beam or
in case of non-linear absorption, like it was used in [35]. The optical setup shown
in Fig. 2.1 is simple, robust and exhibits a large depth of focus. Thus, handling of
the setup is easy, and in many applications, adjustment of the image plane would
not be necessary during irradiation of a slightly curved surface. As I demonstrated
in section 3.1.4, generation of antibiaxial plane stress components is also possible.
This extends the range of correctable deformations significantly [38].
However, there are also some serious disadvantages of this proposed process.
Most problematic is the non-stability of the induced stresses, which impedes a precise long-term correction. I therefore suggest to stabilize the stress by an annealing
step after irradiation. Annealing of samples after film deposition is a common procedure in thin film technology [9, 22, 23], and an annealing step is also needed in
figure correction by ion implantation [36]. But it is still unclear if annealing leads
to a stabilization, and if the expected decrease in absolute stress during annealing
is precisely reproducible. Additionally, even if the stress can be stabilized for use
at room temperature, it could still be quite sensitive to higher application temperatures, thereby reducing the utility of the method. If the instability of the induced
stresses is caused by their large magnitude, another approach for obtaining a stable
5

Coherent COMPex 201[56]: 400 mJ at 193 nm.
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stress could be to irradiate the sample when it is already at an increased temperature. A raised temperature of the sample surface would lead to a smaller elastic
thermal contraction of the laser-molten material during the cool down and thus to
a smaller value of absolute stress (cf. Eq. (3.7) for the thermal stress) [69].
Because I observed crack formation, the strength of the irradiated samples after
irradiation and long-term use is another serious issue. Nano- or microcracks may
lead to a reduced strength and subsequently to failure of the part under everyday
usage. If failure happens in a space application, the result would be catastrophic
because exchange of the broken part is impossible. Thus, extensive tests on the
strength and fatigue of figure corrected parts have to be done before the method
can be commercially applied.
Another disadvantage is the limitation to generation of tensile stresses. Thereby,
surface figure errors can only be corrected in one direction. This is fine if the surface
error is the result of a tensile stressed functional film deposited on the front side
of the sample. But in many other cases it might exclude the method. It has been
reported that a laser induced shockwave can also lead to a permanent bending of the
sample in direction away from the laser [45], while the TGM leads to a bending in
direction towards the laser. Thus, by changing the laser system from a nanosecond
excimer laser to a picosecond or femtosecond laser system, both signs of surface
plane stress might be accessible. In this case, a tensile stress could still be produced
by cumulative heating with many pulses.
Another extension of the above method to compressive plane stresses, and actually also an alternative to it, is to deposit a stressed film on the backside sample
surface and to structure it via laser ablation for achieving a certain elastic deformation of the sample. This approach is mentioned in [45] for correction purposes
in microelectromechanical systems or microoptoelectromechanical systems and has
been patented [44]. It has also been studied for the figure correction of silicon substrates via femtosecond laser ablation of a grown oxide film on the backside of the
substrate [46].
In my case, a film of silicon suboxide, deposited by thermal evaporation of silicon monoxide, could presumably be used for this approach. For deposition at low
vapor pressure and high deposition rate, the film develops a tensile stress on a glass
substrate [146]. However, at high vapor pressure and low deposition rate, a compressive film stress is generated [146]. In a preliminary experiment6 , I measured an
average compressive film stress of less than −200 MPa for 70 nm of silicon suboxide
on D263M deposited at a background pressure of about 1 · 10−5 mbar, a deposition
rate of about 0.5 nm/s and a temperature of about 260 ◦ C. The film was still highly
absorbing in the ultraviolet spectral region and could be well ablated in front side
orientation with the light of an ArF excimer laser7 .
A possible work flow for this process is sketched in Fig. 3.24. In addition to the
one of Fig. 3.23, the form measurement is first used to estimate the thickness of
silicon suboxide needed. After deposition of the silicon suboxide, the second form
6
7
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measurement is used to calculate the integrated stress of the film. Based on this
result, the irradiation pattern is calculated. At each location, the silicon suboxide
film can be removed to a certain depth by a certain amount of pulses to precisely
adjust the integrated stress at this position. If it is totally removed at a location, a
tensile stress can be (and probably will be unavoidably) induced inside the cleared
glass surface. This stress will need to be stabilized, as discussed above.
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Figure 3.24: A possible work flow for figure correction of glass substrates. By use of
a compressively stressed silicon suboxide film, also convex deformations of the front
surface can be compensated.
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Chapter 4
Theoretical considerations for the
linear viscoelastic deformation of
plates
In the preceding chapter, I considered the deformation of plates of D263M by a thin
stressed layer at the surface, that was generated by irradiation with an ArF excimer
laser. As demonstrated by the etching experiments (cf. Sec. 3.1.3), the deformation
was elastic. However, at increased temperature (decreased viscosity), glasses show
viscoelastic behavior [118, Ch. 3], and in Ch. 5 I report on the viscoelastic deformation of vitreous silica substrates by a laser patterned film of SiOx , for which I applied
similar methods as in the preceding chapter. The current chapter is supposed to
establish some background on the linear viscoelastic behavior of the substrates for
a better understanding and interpretation of the experimental results. I make the
transition from the elastic case to the viscoelastic case in Sec. 4.1, where I use the
viscoelastic analogy to derive some equations for the curvature evolution due to a
stressed film out of known elastic equations. Subsequently, in Sec. 4.2, I make use
of the linear viscoelastic FE simulation to consider the gravitational deformation of
the substrates.

4.1

Deformation by a stressed film

The plastic or viscous deformation of substrates due to a stressed film is a common
phenomenon [74–78], and a few approaches were made to describe the behavior in
case of a continuous film [75, 79–81, 147]. In [79], a numerical model was used to
estimate the influence of the thickness ratio tf /ts of film and substrate, respectively,
on the curvature evolution of a film-substrate system for the case of maxwellian
stress relaxation. In [75], the curvature evolution of a silicon substrate was modeled
by introduction of a yield stress. In [147], the stress evolution in film and substrate
are calculated by the viscoelastic analogy for the cases of viscoelastic behavior of
the film or the substrate. Unfortunately, the curvature evolution is not considered.
The stress evolution is also considered in [80] from a quite universal perspective and
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a complicated equation, combining the rate of stress change in the film with the rate
of curvature change in the substrate, is given. And in [81] a more practical equation
for the rate of curvature change is calculated.
However, to the best of my knowledge, a compilation of simple, closed form
equations for the curvature evolution of film-substrate systems with linear viscoleastic deformation of the substrate is still missing. Plus, the case of non-continuous
films on linear viscoelastic substrates has, again to the best of my knowledge, not
been studied, yet. However, such simple, although approximate, equations are, in
my opinion, important to achieve an impression on the overall behavior and dependencies of the curvature evolution. This impression is important for interpretation
of experimental results and estimation purposes. Therefore, it is the goal of this
section to give an analytical impression for the case of a closed film and a line structured film. Although Eqs. (4.7), (4.19), (4.28) and (4.35), that are derived in this
section, might also be deduced from [81] or [80], I followed a path based on existing
approximate solutions for the purely elastic case via the viscoelastic analogy.
The viscoelastic analogy can be used to achieve an analytic impression of the
viscoelastic behavior of mechanical systems by relatively little effort [118, Chap.
7]. For that, only an elastic solution is needed. In this section, the viscoelastic
analogy for the Stoney Eq. (1.1), the equation of Brenner and Senderoff (1.2) and
the equation of Wikström et al. (1.4) are calculated. I believe that these equations
give valuable insights in the behavior of viscoelastic substrates when deformed by
the stress of an elastic film or by a film with exponential stress decay.
For the calculation, two important simplifications are made. First, it is assumed
that the shear relaxation modulus can be described by the equation [118, Eq. (7.31)]1
G1 (t) = 2G0 exp (−t/τ )

(4.1)

with time t, instantaneous shear modulus G0 and relaxation time τ = η/G0 , where
η is the Newtonian viscosity. Thus, delayed elasticity is neglected and the viscous
behavior is assumed to be as simple as possible. Second, dilatational relaxation is
neglected.
Under these assumptions, the calculation of the viscoelastic analogy is performed
by the following scheme [118, Chap. 7]:
1. Calculate the Laplace transform L[f (t)](p) of the elastic solution f (t) with
respect to the parameter v = t/τ . The transform parameter is denoted by p.
2. In L(p), replace the Young’s modulus E and the Poisson’s number ν by [118,
Eq. (7.81)]
M=
1

Ep
p + 2(1 + ν)/3

(4.2)

The shear relaxation modulus G1 (t) defined here and the shear modulus G(t) defined in section
2.8.3 differ by a factor of two. This is because of different definitions in [118] and [40], respectively.
This conflict does not influence the value of the instantaneous shear modulus G0 .
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and [118, Eq. (7.82)]
N =

νp + (1 + ν)/3
,
p + 2(1 + ν)/3

(4.3)

∗
respectively. This leads to the Laplace transformation fve
(p) of the solution
of the linear viscoelastic problem. Here, the superscript ∗ is used as a short
form for L.
∗
3. If necessary, prepare for the inverse transformation by expansion of fve
(p) into
partial fractions.

4. Achieve the viscoelastic solution fve (v) by the inverse Laplace transformation
∗
fve (v) = L−1 [fve
(p)]. The inverse Laplace transformation is found by use of
corresponding tables ([118, Tab. 7.1] and [108, p. 1118-1123]).

4.1.1

The viscoelastic Stoney equation

Elastic film with constant thickness
The most simple equation for calculation of the curvature k of a substrate with
thickness ts , Young’s modulus Es and Poisson’s number νs coated by a continuous
film of thickness tf and film stress σ is the Stoney equation [11]
k=

6(1 − νs ) tf
σ.
Es
t2s

(4.4)

By Laplace transformation and replacement of Es and νs , the Laplace transformation
of the viscoelastic version is obtained:
∗
kve
=

6(1 − N ) tf
σ/p.
M
t2s

(4.5)

Inserting Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) (with E → Es and ν → νs ) for M and N , respectively,
and expansion into partial fractions leads to


6tf
1 − νs 1 + νs
∗
kve =
σ
+
.
(4.6)
Es t2s
p
3p2
The inverse Laplace transformation in combination with v = t/τs results in the
viscoelastic version of the Stoney equation


1 + νs t
6tf
σ 1 − νs +
kve (t) =
.
(4.7)
Es t2s
3 τs
Eq. (4.7) is plotted in Fig. 4.1. A linear dependence of the curvature on time
is observed. The slope increases with increasing film stress σ and decreases with
increasing relaxation time τs . Please note that for t = 0 the elastic Eq. (4.4) is
necessarily obtained.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the calculated viscoelastic versions of the Stoney equation
(4.7) and the equation of Brenner and Senderoff (4.35). The time t is given in units
of the relaxation time τs and the curvature is normalized by the elastic curvature
kve (t = 0) calculated by the Stoney Eq. (4.4). A film thickness of tf = 1 · 10−3 ts and
elastic properties of Ef = Es and νs = νf = 0.2 have been assumed.
Parabolic film growth with exponential stress decay
Related to the experimental part of this thesis, we now seek an analytic description
of the curvature evolution for the case that the film stress is generated by a parabolic
oxidation process (cf. [2]) and that the stress in the oxide layer relaxes exponentially
with time. First, the elastic case is considered. For this, the integrated stress
Z
N=

tf

σf0 (x)dx

(4.8)

0

is introduced with the stress distribution σf0 (x) inside the oxide layer. We now
assume a parabolic rate law for the film thickness x in dependence on time s:
r
p
1 Bdg
ds.
(4.9)
x = Bdg s ⇒ dx =
2
s
Inserting Eq. (4.9) into Eq. (4.8) the equation
p
Z
Bdg t σf (s)
√ ds
N (t) =
2
s
0

(4.10)

is obtained for the integrated stress in dependence on time t and for a film stress
σf (s). It is now assumed that the film stress decays exponentially with the relaxation
time τf after creation at time s. Thus,
σf (s) = σ0 exp [−(t − s)/τf ] .
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By insertion into Eq. (4.10) and substitution of σ · tf in the Stoney Eq. (4.4) by
N (t), an extended version of the elastic Stoney equation
p
Z
3(1 − νs ) Bdg σ0 t exp [−(t − s)/τf ]
√
k(t) =
ds
(4.12)
Es t2s
s
0
is obtained. Please note that Eq. (4.12) and its derivation are related to the calculations made in [148], [149] and in [81] for the oxidation of a silicon or a metal
surface, respectively.
For calculation of the viscoelastic version of Eq. (4.12), the substitution t = τs · v
is made, the Laplace transformation is calculated, and Es and νs are substituted by
M and N , respectively:
∗
kve
=a

1−N
L [I(v)] .
M

(4.13)

Here, the abbreviations
p
3 Bdg σ0
a=
t2s

(4.14)

and
Z
I(v) =
0

v·τs

exp [−(t − s)/τf ]
√
ds
s

(4.15)

have been introduced. By insertion of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) for M and N , respectively,
the equation
∗
kve
=

a(1 − νs )
a(1 + νs )
L [I(v)] +
L [I(v)]
Es
3Es p

(4.16)

is obtained. The inverse Laplace transformation of the first term can be readily
obtained. However, for the inverse Laplace transformation of the second term, the
Laplace transform L [I(v)] has to be evaluated. In section B in the appendix, it is
demonstrated that
√
1
L [I(v)] = π · τs √
.
(4.17)
p(p + τs /τf )
Insertion into Eq. (4.16) and expansion into partial fractions leads to

√ 
a(1 − νs )
a(1 + νs )τf π 1
1
∗
kve =
−√
L [I(v)] +
.
√
Es
3Es τs
p3/2
p(p + τs /τf )

(4.18)

By use of Eq. (4.17), the inverse Laplace transformation of this equation is calculated, and by insertion of Eq. (4.15) and Eq. (4.14), the final expression for the
linear viscoelastic version of the extended Stoney Eq. (4.12) is obtained:
p

Z t
3σ0 Bdg
exp [−(t − s)/τf ]
√
(1 − νs )
kve (t) =
ds
2
Es ts
s
0



Z t
√
(1 + νs )τf 
exp [−(t − s)/τf ] 


√
+
2 t
−
ds .
(4.19)

|{z}
3τs


s
0
|
{z
}
square root term
integral term
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In Fig. 4.2, the integral term
Z t
0

exp [−(t − s)/τf ]
√
ds
s

(4.20)

√
and the square root term 2 t of Eq. (4.19) are plotted in dependence on the time
t measured in relaxation times τf . For large times t  τf the integral term and the
elastic deformation can be neglected, and the curvature evolution is described by
2(1 + νs )σ0 τf p
Bdg · t
Es t2s
τs
2(1 + νs )σ0 τf
x(t).
=
Es t2s
τs

kve (t) ≈

(4.21)
(4.22)

Thus, by comparison with Eq. (4.9) for the oxide thickness, it canpbe seen that
the curvature kve (t) is proportional to the oxide thickness x(t) = Bdg · t. The
intuitive explanation of the square-root behavior in Eq. (4.21) is that the rate of
curvature change is determined by an effective film thickness that is limited by the
stress relaxation in the film and depends on the current oxidation rate. However,
due to the parabolic oxidation process, the oxidation rate decreases with on going
oxidation. Thus the effective film thickness decreases and consequently the curvature
evolution flattens with time. Only at small oxidation times t . τf , the effective film
thickness is not limited by the stress relaxation but by the oxidation process. This
explains the substraction of the integral term (4.20) in Eq. (4.19): It corrects for
the fact that the film thickness starts at zero, and therefore, the viscous flow rate
has to be zero at t = 0.

integral term
square root term

4
3
2
1
0

0

1
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3

4

time in relaxation times f of the film

5

Figure 4.2: Comparison of the integral term and the square root term of the derived
Eq. (4.19) for curvature evolution during parabolic oxidation. The terms are plotted
in dependence on the time t in units of the relaxation time τf of the film.

An estimate obtained by Eq. (4.19) for the curvature evolution of a real sample,
as studied in this thesis, is plotted in Fig. 4.3a. A fused silica substrate of 1 mm
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thickness covered with a thin film of SiOx is considered. During annealing at 1120 ◦ C,
the film shall oxidize by a diffusion limited process. If the stoichiometry of the
SiOx film is close to the one of SiO, the same oxide thickness as in oxidation of a
silicon surface is reached by comsumption of only half the number of oxygen atoms.
Thus, it is assumed that the instantaneous growth stress σ0 is half the value of
σSi = 460(50) MPa [150] for oxidation of a silicon surface, and the parabolic rate
constant Bdg is double the value Bdg,Si = 0.027 µm2 /h [2] for dry oxidation of a
silicon surface at 1100 ◦ C. In [151, 152], the relationship
Ef σf
dσf
=−
dt
1 − νf 6ηf

(4.23)

is given for the change of the film stress σf in dependence on Young’s modulus Ef ,
Poisson’s number νf of the film and material shear viscosity ηf . By insertion of Eq.
(4.11) for the exponential relaxation of the film stress with s = 0 into Eq. (4.23),
and substitution of Ef = 2Gf0 (1 + νf ), the relationship
τf = 3

1 − νf
ηf /Gf0
1 + νf

(4.24)

for the relaxation time τf of the film is obtained. If for the film the mechanical
properties of water-free fused silica are assumed, a value of ηf ≈ 1.6 · 1013 Pa · s is
obtained via Eq. (12) from [100, p. 14], and therefore τf ≈ 0.5 h is estimated. For
the substrate, I assumed a viscosity of ηs = 1012 Pa · s, as given by the manufacturer
for Heraeus Suprasil at 1120 ◦ C. The substrate viscosity resulted in a substrate
relaxation time of τs ≈ 32 s. Fig. 4.3a shows that a complex behavior of the curvature
evolution during oxidation of the first few 100 nm is obtained by Eq. (4.19).
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Figure 4.3: An estimate for the curvature evolution of a 1 mm thick fused silica plate
covered by a film of SiOx that is oxidized at 1120 ◦ C by (a) a diffusion controlled
process and (b) a linear process.

Linear film growth with exponential stress decay
In the calculation above, we assumed a parabolic growth law for the film thickness.
However, from the Deal-Grove model [2] it is known that the oxide thickness grows
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linearly with time for small oxidation times. Now, this kind of a linear growth law
x = C · s,

(4.25)

with film thickness x, time s and linear rate constant C, is considered. Insertion of
Eq. (4.25) and Eq. (4.11) for the exponential relaxation of the film stress into Eq.
(4.8) for the integrated stress leads to the expression



t
N (t) = C · σ0 · τf 1 − exp −
(4.26)
τf
for the integrated stress of the film after time t. By substitution of N = σ · tf in the
Stoney Eq. (4.4), the extended elastic version of the Stoney equation



t
6(1 − νs )Cσ0 τf
1 − exp −
(4.27)
k(t) =
Es t2s
τf
is achieved.
A similar calculation as in the above two cases leads straight forward to the
viscoelastic version of this equation:








6Cσ0 τf 1 − νs
t
1 + νs
t
kve (t) =
1 − exp −
+
t − τf 1 − exp −
.
t2s
Es
τf
3Es τs
τf
(4.28)
For t >> τf , the curvature grows linearly with time t. Thus, also in this case the
curvature kve is proportional to the oxide thickness tf = C · t. Further, if the elastic
deformation is neglected, the same Eq. (4.22) as for the parabolic growth law is
obtained. Therefore, this can be understood as above: At large oxidation times the
effective stressed film thickness is C · τf . Only at small oxidation times the effective
stressed film is still growing.
As in the preceding section, Eq. (4.28) has been plotted for the case of a 1 mm
thick fused silica plate covered by a thin SiOx film (Fig. 4.3b). For the linear rate
constant C = Bdg /Adg , the same value for Bdg as above and Adg = 0.09 µm [2] were
assumed. A comparison of Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b shows that the curvature is of the
same order of magnitude at similar oxide thicknesses.

4.1.2

The viscoelastic version of the equation of Brenner
and Senderoff

If the assumption tr = tf /ts << 1 is not valid, the Stoney Eq. (4.4) loses its
justification and the ratio
Er =

Bf
Bs

(4.29)

of the biaxial moduli Bs = Es /(1 − νs ) and Bf = Ef /(1 − νf ) of substrate and film,
respectively, has to be considered. This is achieved by Eq. (33) in [12] of Brenner and
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Senderoff. They derived this equation for a strip like (length >> width) substrate.
In [13], a version for a plate like (length ≈ width) substrate has been formulated
and expanded to first order in Er tr and tr :
k=

1
6(1 − νs ) tf
σf
.
2
Es
ts 1 + 4Er tr − tr

(4.30)

For calculation of the viscoelastic solution kve , only the term
1 − νs
1
1
=
Es (1 + 4Er tr − tr )
1 − tr Es /(1 − νs ) + a0
{z
}
|

(4.31)

=a

with a0 = 4Bf tr /(1 − tr ) has to be considered. By a Laplace transformation of a
and replacement of Es and νs by M and N , respectively, the equation
a∗ve =

1
1
p M/(1 − N ) + a0

(4.32)

is achieved. Insertion of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) (with E → Es and ν → νs ), for M and
N , respectively, and expansion into partial fractions leads to the equation


1
1
1 1
∗
−
.
(4.33)
ave = 0
a p 1 + a0 (1 − νs )/Es p + a0 (1 + νs )/(3(Es + a0 (1 − νs )))
Calculation of the inverse Laplace transformation and simplification gives



1
1
1 a0 (1 + νs ) t
1 − νs
+
ave (t) =
1 − exp −
.
E + a0 (1 − νs ) a0 1 + a0 (1 − νs )/Es
3 Es + a0 (1 − νs ) τ
(4.34)
This equation has to be reinserted into (4.31) and the result into (4.30) to finally
achieve the viscoelastic version of the Brenner-Senderoff equation:

6σf tf
1
1 − νs
kve (t) =
2
ts 1 + 4Er tr − tr
Es




1 1 − νf 1
Er tr
t
4 1 + νs
+
.
(4.35)
− 1 1 − exp −
4 Ef
tr
3 1 − νs 1 + 4Er tr − tr τ
Eq. (4.35) is plotted in Fig. 4.1. If the absolute value of the argument of the
exponential function is small, the function can be approximated by the zeroth and
first element (exp(x) ≈ 1 + x) of its series expansion:


6σf tf
1
1
1 + νs
t
kve (t) ≈
1 − νs + (1 − tr )
(4.36)
Es t2s 1 + 4Er tr − tr
3
1 + 4Er tr − tr τ
If tr = 0 is assumed, the viscoelastic Stoney Eq. (4.7) is obtained from the above
equation. However, in the case of large times t, the absolute value of the argument
of the exponential function is large and the curvature approaches
klim =

3σf (1 − νf )
.
2ts Ef

(4.37)
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Although the Brenner-Senderoff Eq. (4.30) loses its validity for large deflections of
the substrate [1, 13, 15, 16], Eq. (4.37) is a hint to limitations of the viscous deformation by a stressed film and gives an estimate for the dependencies of the asymptotic
curvature. According to Eq. (4.37), the asymptotic curvature only depends on the
substrate thickness ts , the mechanical properties of the film and the film stress σf .
A comparison of the derived viscoelastic Stoney (4.7) and Brenner-Senderoff
(4.35) equations with the result of a linear viscoelastic finite element simulation
is shown in Fig. 4.4. A substrate of 1 mm thickness with a diameter of 25 mm
is assumed. The substrate is coated by a continuous film of 1 µm thickness and an
initial homogeneous, compressive film stress of −100 MPa. The mechanical behavior
of the film is linear elastic while the substrate behaves linear viscoelastic. For both,
film and substrate, the elastic properties of fused silica at room temperature (see
Tab. A.1) and for the substrate a viscosity of 1012 Pa·s were set. The time increment
of the simulation was 100 µh. As in the experiments, the curvature of the non
coated sample side is observed in the simulation. Thus, a compressive film stress
corresponds to a positive curvature. It can be seen that the simulation results are
well described by the viscoelastic Brenner-Senderoff Eq. (4.35). The deviation is
below 0.13 % after 1 h. On the opposite, the deviation of the simulation from the
viscoelastic Stoney Eq. (4.7) is much larger with about 10 % after 1 h. This result
gives confidence in the derived viscoelastic Brenner-Senderoff Eq. (4.35) and in the
results of the simulation.

linear viscoelastic simulation
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Figure 4.4: A comparison of the results of a linear viscoelastic finite element simulation, the viscoelastic Stoney Eq. (4.7) and the viscoelastic Brenner-Senderoff Eq.
(4.35). A 1 µm thick film with a stress of −100 MPa on a 1 mm thick fused silica
substrate with a viscosity of η = 1012 Pa · s was assumed. The curvature of the
non-coated side of the substrate is considered.

For understanding of the viscoelastic Brenner-Senderoff Eq. (4.35), Fig. 4.5 shows
the film stress calculated by the above mentioned simulation. The absolute value
of the film stress decreases by about 20 % during 1 h of deformation. This shows
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that the decreasing rate of deformation, predicted by Eq. (4.35), is caused by the
elastic relaxation of the film stress due to the deformation of the underlying substrate. Thus, Eq. (4.35) will fail if the film stress is generated not before, but during
the deformation. The latter would be the case if stress generating processes, like
oxidation, happen at the same time as viscous flow.
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Figure 4.5: The time evolution of the film stress in the simulation of Fig. 4.4.

4.1.3

The viscoelastic version of the equation of Wikström
et al.

In [90], experimental data for the viscous deformation of fused silica plates during
oxidation of a deposited SiOx film is mentioned, that suggests that a line structured
film leads to a highly anisotropic deformation. Here, an analytic approach is made
to explain this behavior.
By Wikström et al. an extension of the Stoney Eq. (4.4) was derived for the case
of a line structured film and thermal stresses [3] (Fig. 1.3a). For the elastic substrate,
the theory gives the curvatures kp and ks along and across the lines, respectively, by
6tf σf
t2s Es
6tf σf
ks = 2
ts Es

kp =

b
[1 − χνf − (1 − χ)νs ] ,
d
b
[1 − χ − (1 − χνf )νs ] .
d

(4.38)
(4.39)

In Eqs. (4.38) and (4.39), the factor b/d denotes the duty cycle of the line structure,
calculated from linewidth b and line period d, and quantity χ = χ(ρ) is a function
of the aspect ratio ρ = tf /b of the lines. χ(ρ) is an element of the intervall [0, 1)
with χ(ρ → 0) = 0 and χ(ρ → ∞) = 1 [3].
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For calculation of Versions of Eqs. (4.38) and (4.39) for the case of a viscoelastic
substrate and an elastic film, it is assumed that the geometry of the line structure,
the properties of the film material and the quantity χ are independent of time.
However, the presumably most critical assumption is that χ is the same in the
viscoelastic as in the elastic case. This is because the calculation of χ is based
on stress intensity factors for a homogeneous medium [21] and therefore does not
account for different material properties of film and substrate [3]. Nevertheless, it
is expected that even with this weakly justified assumption something about the
viscoelastic deformation in case of a line structured film can be learned.
Under the above assumptions, the Laplace transform of the viscoelastic version
of Eq. (4.38) is given by
(kpve )∗ = a

1
[1 − χνf − (1 − χ)N ]
pM

(4.40)

with a = 6tf σf b/(ts2 d). By insertion of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) (with E → Es and
ν → νs ), for M and N and expansion into partial fractions, the equation





a
1 2(1 + νs )
νs 1 + νs
ve ∗
(kp ) =
(1 − χνf )
+
+
− (1 − χ)
(4.41)
Es
p
3p2
p
3p2
is obtained. From the inverse Laplace transformation, it follows that


1
t
6tf σf b
ve
1 − χνf − (1 − χ)νs + (1 + νs )(1 + χ − 2χνf )
.
kp (t) =
Es t2s d
3
τs
And analogously to the above derivation, the equation


6tf σf b
t
1
ve
ks (t) =
1 − χ − (1 − χνf )νs + (1 + νs )(1 − 2χ + χνf )
Es t2s d
3
τs

(4.42)

(4.43)

for the curvature across the lines is obtained from Eq. (4.39).
In the derived Eqs. (4.42) and (4.43) the curvature changes linear with time.
However, the rates of change are different for the direction along and across the
lines. Therefore, for large times t, the curvature ratio
krve

=

ksve /kpve

=

1 − χ − (1 − χνf )νs + 31 (1 + νs )(1 − 2χ + χνf ) τts
1 − χνf − (1 − χ)νs + 31 (1 + νs )(1 + χ − 2χνf ) τts

(4.44)

will adopt a constant value given by the the ratio of the slopes:
lim krve =

t→∞

1 − χ(2 − νf )
.
1 + χ(1 − 2νf )

(4.45)

Please note that the final curvature ratio does only depend on χ and νf .
In Fig. 4.6a, the curvature ratio krve is plotted as a function of time t in relaxation
times τs for ρ = 0.1 and νf = νs = 0.165. Starting at the elastic solution (as
it always has to be), the curvature ratio decreases with time and asymptotically
reaches the limit given by Eq. (4.45). In Fig. 4.6b this final curvature value is
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plotted in dependence on the aspect ratio ρ for the same Poisson’s ratio as above. It
is always smaller than the elastic solution. The difference is much more pronounced
for large aspect ratios because the elastic solution tends to kre = −νs = −0.165
for χ → 1 [3], while the viscoelastic solution tends to krve = −0.5 independent of
material parameters. In both cases, the curvature ratio changes its sign from positive
for small aspect ratios to negative for large ones.
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Figure 4.6: The curvature ratio as calculated by the elastic theory of Wikström et
al. [3] and by its expansion to a simple viscoelastic behavior of the substrate (4.44).
For the Poisson’s ratios of substrate and film, νs = νf = 0.165 was assumed. (a)
The curvature ratio in dependence on time measured in units of the relaxation time
τs for an aspect ratio of ρ = 0.1. The elastic solution and the solution for large times
are also denoted by horizontal lines. (b) The solution for large times in dependence
on the aspect ratio ρ compared to the elastic solution.

4.2

Deformation by gravity

If the viscosity of the substrate is low enough for observation of viscous flow due to
a stressed film, a significant gravitational deformation of the substrate might also
happen. That is why, the gravitational sag of linear viscoelastic plates is studied by
the FEM in this section.
For the simulations, an initially flat fused silica substrate with a radius of r =
12.5 mm and a thickness of ts = 1 mm is assumed (Fig. 4.7). For the elastic properties
Es and νs , and the mass density ρm , the properties in Tab. A.1, in the appendix,
at room temperature are used. The viscosity is set to 1012 Pa · s, corresponding
to a substrate made of Heraeus Suprasil and, according to the manufacturer, a
temperature of 1120 ◦ C. The gravitational force points in the −z direction, while
the plate is oriented in the x − y plane with the center point of the upper surface
in the origin. The mesh size is 0.5 mm and the time increment 100 µh. In the
following, for better comparability with the experimental results, the deformation
of the bottom surface is considered. Thus, a convex deformation of this surface
causes a negative curvature2 (Fig. 4.8).
2

To remember the sign of curvature for a convex or concave surface, think of a parabola f (x) =
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y
ux,uz=0
ux=0

x
ux,uz=0

uz=0

Figure 4.7: For the numerical study of the gravitational deformation of a viscoelastic
plate, two different sets (red and green) of boundary conditions were applied.

concave (k>0)

ﬁlm

top surface

bottom surface
convex (k<0)

Figure 4.8: To avoid confusion, two different deformations of a plate are depicted.
Left: The plate rests at the bottom rim. Therefore, gravity leads to a concave
(positive curvature k) deformation of the top surface and to a convex deformation
(negative curvature) of the bottom surface. Right: The plate was deformed by a
compressively stressed thin film on its top surface. Thus, the top surface is convex
and the bottom surface concave.
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4.2.1

Bearing at the lower edge

For the first case, it is assumed that the plate is supported at the lower edge of the
rim (red in Fig. 4.7). Thus, the Dirichlet boundary condition for the displacement
is uz (x, y, z) = 0 at x2 + y 2 = r2 and z = −ts . This boundary condition imitates
the case of a plate with a concave deformation of the bottom surface of isotropic
curvature lying on a flat surface (Fig. 4.8). Fig. 4.9a shows three simulated curvature profiles of the bottom surface of an initially flat plate for the above boundary
condition after 0, 0.5 and 1 h of deformation. The curvature is non-uniform with the
minimum value in the middle of the plate. After 1 h, the minimum curvature lies
at about −0.0055 m−1 . The average curvature in the range of −7.5 up to 7.5 mm of
the curvature profiles, calculated as in the experiments of Ch. 5, is plotted in Fig.
4.9b in dependence on the annealing time. A linear dependence is observed. After
1 h of deformation an average curvature of −0.0046 m−1 is reached.
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Figure 4.9: The curvature evolution of a fused silica plate with a thickness of 1 mm
and a diameter of 25 mm during linear viscoelastic deformation by gravity. The plate
is supported at the edge. (a) The curvature profiles after a specific deformation time.
(b) The average curvature profiles in the middle 15 mm of the plate in dependence
on deformation time. The time increment of the simulation was ∆t = 100 µh. The
curvature of the bottom surface is considered.

4.2.2

Bearing at two opposite points

I now assume that the sample is only supported at two opposite contact points
lying on the y axis (green in Fig. 4.7). Thus, uz (0, ±r, −ts ) = 0. Actually, this
defines an unstable configuration even without deformations allowed. Therefore,
rotation around the y axis is hindered by the additional boundary conditions of
ux (0, ±r, −ts ) = 0 and ux (0, 0, 0) = 0. The whole set of boundary conditions imitates
the case of a plate on a flat surface with a concave deformation of the bottom surface,
which is more pronounced in y than in x direction. Such a deformation can be caused
by a line structured film with the line orientation along the y direction (cf. Sec. 5.1.4).
a · x2 and its second order coefficient a, which, according to Eq. (2.2), denotes half the curvature
at x = 0. If a > 0, the parabola is concave. If a < 0, the parabola is convex.
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Fig. 4.10a shows the resulting curvature profiles on the x and the y axis after
1 h of deformation. The curvature profile in x direction is clearly non-uniform and
exhibits a maximum in the middle of the plate. In y direction a much more uniform
curvature is observed in between −10 to 10 mm. Fig. 4.10b shows the time evolution
of the average curvatures in the range of −7.5 up to 7.5 mm. In the y direction, the
curvature decreases, while in the x direction the curvature increases. Please note
that the decrease in average curvature in the y direction is about five times as fast
than in the above case of support at the full edge.
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Figure 4.10: The curvature evolution of a fused silica plate with a thickness of
1 mm and a diameter of 25 mm during linear viscoelastic deformation by gravity.
The plate is supported at two opposite points on the edge along the y axis. (a) The
curvature profiles along the x and the y axis after 1 h of deformation. (b) The average
curvature profiles in those directions in the middle 15 mm of the plate in dependence
on deformation time. The time increment of the simulation was ∆t = 100 µh. The
curvature of the bottom surface is considered.
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Chapter 5
Viscoelastic deformation of fused
silica plates covered with a
continuous or patterned silicon
suboxide film
It was found that oxidation in air of SiOx films on fused silica substrates leads to
a significant deformation of the samples and that this deformation depends on the
patterning of the SiOx film [90]. It was one of the tasks of this thesis to study this
deformation in detail. For that, substrates of Heraeus Suprasil with a thickness of
1 mm and a diameter of 25 mm were coated with SiOx films1 . I structured the films
by laser ablation and annealed the samples in oxidizing and almost inert atmospheres
at such temperatures that a mostly viscous deformation would be expected. The
results of these experiments are described in the following Sec. 5.1.
I also pursued the idea to change the film stress of the SiOx films via oxidation
at temperatures so low that an entirely elastic deformation of the silica substrate
is obtained. Although this approach was not successful in the end, it led to some
interesting experimental results on the change of the SiOx film during annealing, its
oxidation kinetics, the oxidation stress and the stresses induced during front side
and backside ablation of a SiOx film on a fused silica substrate. These results are
presented in Sec. 5.2. The results of both sections are discussed in Sec. 5.3.

5.1
5.1.1

Results on the viscous deformation
Annealing in air at 1120 ◦ C in horizontal orientation

In this section, results are shown for annealing in air and the samples lying on a
ground fused silica plate with the coated side facing upwards (Fig. 2.9a). I chose the
1

Deposition done by Lukas Richter (IFNano)
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annealing temperature to be 1120(1) ◦ C, which is the annealing point (η = 1012 Pa · s
[134, p. 112]) of the material, as stated by the manufacturer [97].
Fig. 5.1 summarizes the results for annealing of a sample with a 500(6) nm thick,
continuous SiOx film. In Fig. 5.1a transmission spectra of the sample after different total annealing times are shown. The transmission increases with increasing
annealing time and eventually reaches the transmission of the substrate after 9 h of
annealing. This behavior can be explained by the oxidation of the film to silicon
dioxide [87, 153–158]. By analysis of the reflection spectra of the coated sample side
(not shown), I measured the thickness of the grown SiO2 layer on top of the SiOx
film (cf. Sec. 5.2.3). The results are given in the legend of Fig. 5.1a and are plotted
in Fig. 5.1b against the total annealing time. As expected, the thickness increases
with increasing annealing time until after 9 h of annealing no interference peaks can
be observed anymore. Thus, oxidation is complete.
p By fitting the SiO2 thickness
values with a square root dependence xSiO2 (t) = Bdg · t (Fig. 5.1b), I obtained a
parabolic rate constant of Bdg = 0.04596(2) µm2 /h.
I observed the deformation of the sample by each time measuring two line profiles
on the non-coated side (the lower side during annealing) of the sample in between
the annealing steps, which are oriented as in Fig. 2.5b. Fig. 5.1c shows selected
profiles in direction 1. Initially, the substrate is virtually flat but develops a concave
parabolic shape of the non-coated side during oxidation. The deflection increases
with increasing annealing time until, after 9 h, oxidation is complete. For longer
annealing times, the deflection decreases again. A topography map of the non-coated
side of the sample after 9 h of annealing is plotted in Fig. 5.1d. The deformation
is isotropic. This observation is confirmed by comparison of the height profiles
measured in direction 1 (Fig. 5.1c) to the height profiles measured in direction 2
(not shown).
From the measured height profiles, I calculated the curvature profiles, which are
plotted in Fig. 5.1e. Up to 9 h of total annealing time, the curvature is roughly homogeneous along the measurement direction and increases with increasing annealing
time. For longer annealing times, a slightly concave shape in the curvature profiles
evolves. For a quantitative analysis and more simple presentation, I calculated the
average values of the curvature profiles in between 2.5 mm and 17.5 mm and plotted
them against the total annealing time in Fig. 5.1f for both measurement directions.
Please note that the errorbars only reflect the uncertainty in measurement of the average curvature values. They do not contain any statistical variations in the actual
deformation of the sample. The average curvature is the same in both directions.
It increases approximately linearly during oxidation and decreases approximately
linearly afterwards. According to the simulation results of Sec. 4.2.1, the curvature
decrease after complete oxidation could be explained by the influence of gravity and
a constant value of viscosity. In case of a constant viscosity, the approximately linear
increase in curvature during oxidation indicates an approximately constant value of
integrated stress according to the viscoelastic Stoney Eq. (4.7).
To estimate the integrated film stress that causes the curvature increase, I first
estimated the viscosity of the sample at the annealing temperature by a linear fit to
the average curvatures in dependence on annealing time after oxidation is complete
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Figure 5.1: Experimental results for a sample with a continuous film of 500(6) nm
silicon suboxide on a 1 mm thick substrate of Heraeus Suprasil. The sample was
annealed at 1120(1) ◦ C in ambient air in horizontal orientation. (a) The transmission
spectra of the sample after the specified total annealing time. The thickness of the
SiO2 oxide layer is also given. (b) The oxide thickness plotted in dependence on
annealing time and fitted by assuming a diffusion limited oxidation behavior. (c)
Height profiles of the non-coated side of the sample. (d) A height map of the noncoated side after 9 h of total annealing time. (e) The curvature profiles corresponding
to the height profiles of (c). (f) The average curvature values calculated from the
curvature profiles in two lateral directions in dependence on the annealing time.
The error of the oxide thickness in (b) and of the curvature values in (f) has been
magnified by a factor of ten for better visibility.
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(Fig. 5.1f). The fit resulted in a slope of msag = −19.3 · 10−3 (m · h)−1 . I achieved
a similar value of msag = −20.6 · 10−3 (m · h)−1 by a linear viscoelastic simulation,
like the one in section 4.2.1, for a bulk modulus of K = 43 GPa, a shear modulus
of G = 33 GPa, both extracted from Fig. 11 of [159] for a temperature of 1400 K
(= 1127 ◦ C), and a viscosity of ηs = 2.2 · 1011 Pa · s. This value of viscosity is only by
a factor of 5 smaller than the value of 1·1012 Pa·s expected for the annealing point of
the material (see above). Therefore, the obtained viscosity value is another argument
for the gravitational influence on the sample curvature. By a linear fit to the average
curvatures during oxidation, I obtained a slope of mox = 184 · 10−3 (m · h)−1 . Please
note that I excluded the point at 0 h because of any initial processes in the substrate,
like structural relaxation (cf. [118, Part 2]) or delayed elasticity (cf. [118, Part 1]),
and I excluded the point at 9 h because of complete oxidation. Under the assumption
of the same viscosity ηs as obtained above for the data after complete oxidation,
calculation of the time derivative of the viscoelastic Stoney Eq. (4.7), insertion of
N = tf · σ, τs = ηs /Gs0 and Gs0 = Es /(2(1 + νs )) [40, Eq. (6.3.38)] leads to an
integrated stress of
N = −t2s · ηs (mox − msag ) ≈ −13 N/m.

(5.1)

The minus sign stems from the fact that opposite sample sides are considered in the
theory and the experiments.
To study the influence of macroscopic (lateral dimension of structure > substrate
thickness ts ) patterned films on the deformation of the samples, I applied two different patterns in laser structuring of the films. In both cases, I achieved patterning
via backside ablation (cf. Fig. 1.7) of the SiOx films with the light of an ArF excimer
laser and a homogenized laser spot (cf. Fig. 2.2). The about 1 mm sized quadratic
spots were scanned with overlap to achieve removal of larger areas. At each position,
I applied one laser pulse with a fluence of about 500 mJ/cm2 .
Fig. 5.2 summarizes the results for a sample with a 431(8) nm thick SiOx film,
that was removed on one half of the coated side of the sample (Fig. 5.2f). Before
annealing at 1120(1) ◦ C, I annealed the samples at 900 ◦ C for 6 h in nitrogen atmosphere for stabilization of the film. Later on in the course of this work, I abolished
this step because of no observable influence on the results. I measured the height
profiles, as depicted in Fig. 5.2f, across and along the film edge, and they are shown
in Figs. 5.2a and 5.2b, respectively. Across the film edge, the ablated and coated
regions can be clearly distinguished from another by the difference in curvature. In
contrast, along the film edge, a spherical or parabolic height profile is observed.
These observations are validated by the curvature profiles plotted in Figs. 5.2c
and 5.2d for the directions across and along the film edge, respectively. Across the
film edge, a change in sign of the curvature can be observed. In the ablated region,
the curvature is negative and declines with decreasing distance to the center of the
surface area at 10 mm, while in the coated region there is a homogeneous curvature
with positive sign. Along the film edge, the curvature is mostly homogeneous but
develops a slight concave profile with increasing annealing time. Interestingly, the
average curvature, calculated as described above, is almost the same for both directions. This is shown in Fig. 5.2e, where it is plotted against the total annealing
time. It can further be observed that the average curvature increases up to 9 h of
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Figure 5.2: Experimental results for deformation of the non-coated side of a 1 mm
thick Heraeus Suprasil plate by a 431(8) nm thick film of silicon suboxide that has
been removed on one half of the coated side of the sample. The sample was annealed
at 1120(1) ◦ C in ambient air in horizontal orientation. For selected annealing steps,
the height profiles across the film edge (a) and along the film edge (b) are shown.
The corresponding curvature profiles are plotted in (c) and (d), respectively. The
average curvature difference is plotted as a function of the total annealing time in
(e). Please note that the error of the curvature values is magnified by a factor of
ten for better visibility. (f) Scheme of the view on the non-coated sample side. The
measurement directions are indicated.
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annealing time and afterwards decreases again. From the transmission spectra of the
coated sample area (not shown), I can tell that the oxidation process was complete
after 9 h of annealing.
For short annealing times, the profiles of Fig. 5.2 agree surprisingly well with the
profiles from a linear elastic FE simulation, if unrealistic values for the film stress
are assumed. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.3 for a total annealing time of 5 h. For
the simulation, I assumed a film thickness of 431 nm and a substrate thickness of
1.078 mm, the latter measured by a micrometer gauge in the center of the surface. I
calculated the hypothetical film stress of σf = −32.782 GPa from the experimental
data via the arithmetic mean of the average curvature changes in both directions
and the elastic Stoney equation corrected by a factor of two (3.1). For Es and νs ,
I inserted the elastic properties at room temperature, as given in table A.1 in the
appendix. From Fig. 5.3b, it can be seen that the experimental curvature profiles
can be well reproduced by the simulation. However, there are slight deviations in
the direction across the film edge: In the ablated region (< 10 mm), the decline of
the curvature is not in agreement with the simulation. Also, in the coated region
(> 10 mm), the curvature is underestimated by the simulation.
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Figure 5.3: The experimental data for a total annealing time of 5 h of Fig. 5.2
compared to the results of a linear elastic finite element simulation. In the simulation
a film stress of σ = −32.782 GPa was applied.

These differences between experiment and linear elastic simulation become more
pronounced at larger total annealing times, as can be seen in Fig. 5.4, where the
profiles after 25 h of total annealing time are compared to a linear elastic simulation
based on a hypothetical film stress of −29.268 GPa. I could achieve a better match
between experiment and simulation by adding a gravitational body force to the FE
simulation. For this, I assumed simply supported boundary conditions at the rim of
the sample and a homogeneous mass density. I varied the hypothetical film stress
and the hypothetical mass density manually for best fit to the experimental data.
The best result of the simulation with gravity, for a film stress of −54 GPa and a
mass density of 10 kg/cm3 , is also shown in Fig. 5.4. Across the film edge the height
profile (Fig. 5.4a) is much better reproduced by the extended simulation. In Fig.
5.4c, we see that the simulation now reproduces the slope in the curvature profile
and the difference in curvature between ablated and coated region in the curvature
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profile across the film edge. Additionally, the slight concave shape of the curvature
profile along the film edge can be reproduced by the simulation (Fig. 5.4d) as well. I
obtained similar results for a stripe pattern of the SiOx film. They are summarized
in the appendix in section C.1.
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Figure 5.4: The experimental data for a total annealing time of 25 h of Fig. 5.2
compared to the results of linear elastic finite element simulations with and without
a gravitational body force. In the case with gravity, support of the sample at its
lower edge was assumed. The film stress and the mass density have been manually
adjusted for best fit to the experimental data in direction along the film edge.

It has to be emphasized again that the gigantic absolute values of stress and
mass density are caused by assumption of an elastic deformation, which is obviously
not the right physical description. However, the good agreement between the experimental results and the elastic solution demonstrates that the elastic solution can be
used for a prediction of the qualitative deformation for a specific film pattern. This
finding can be understood in light of the correspondence principle (or quasi-elastic
approach), which is an analytic approach for obtaining an approximate viscoelastic
solution from the elastic solution by replacing an elastic modulus with a viscoelastic
(time-dependent) modulus (cf. [118, pp. 295-298] or [40, Sec. 9.3.3]).
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5.1.2

Annealing in air at 1120 ◦ C in vertical orientation

The results of the previous section indicate that gravitational sag has a major influence on the deformation of substrates of Heraeus Suprasil due to a laser patterned
film of SiOx . To further validate this assumption and to reduce the presumed gravitational influence, I studied annealing in vertical orientation, which I simply achieved
by clamping the bottom rim of the sample between two bars of fused silica, as shown
in Fig. 2.9b. I annealed the samples, as in the preceding section, in air at 1120(1) ◦ C.
Fig. 5.5 summarizes the results for a 1 mm thick substrate coated with a 505(4) nm
thick film of SiOx . I removed the film by laser ablation on one half of the coated
surface, as in Fig. 5.2f. The results of a similar sample with a film patterned in
stripes are summarized in the appendix in Sec. C.2. During annealing, the sample
was oriented in such a way that the resulting film edge lay on a horizontal line and
the still coated area was farthest away from the underlying plate. The qualitative
deformation is similar to the one shown in Fig. 5.2 for a comparable sample annealed in horizontal orientation: Across the film edge, the ablated (< 10 mm) and
still coated (> 10 mm) areas can be distinguished by a negative and positive curvature, respectively, and by different magnitudes of curvature. Along the film edge,
an almost homogeneous curvature is observed.
However, there are significant differences to the results of Fig. 5.2 in the evolution
of the deformation in the direction across the film edge. From the transmission
spectra of the coated area of the sample (not shown), I can tell that the oxidation
was almost complete after 9 h and certainly complete after 13 h of annealing. From
Figs. 5.1f and 5.2e of the preceding section, one would have expected an overall
decrease in curvature after oxidation is complete. However, in Fig. 5.5e, we observe
a curvature increase in direction across the film edge and a decrease in direction
along the film edge. This difference could be explained by a different direction of
gravity. In horizontal orientation gravity points in normal direction to the surfaces
of the plate, while in the present experiment it pointed in the direction across the
film edge (cf. Fig. 2.9). Another difference to the case of horizontal orientation in
Fig. 5.2 lies in the slope of the curvature in dependence on total annealing time.
By comparison of Fig. 5.2e and Fig. 5.5e we find that during the oxidation the
curvature change is more than twice as fast in vertical orientation than in horizontal
orientation, although the film thickness is comparable. The reason for this large
difference in slopes is unknown.
Fig. 5.6 shows a comparison of the experimental results after a total of 9 h and
33 h of annealing with the results of a linear elastic FE simulation following the same
approach as in the preceding section. For the simulation, I calculated hypothetical
film stresses of −118.154 and −129.234 GPa for 9 h and 33 h, respectively, and I did
not consider the gravitational influence. For a total annealing time of 9 h (Figs.
5.6a and 5.6b), qualitatively similar results are obtained as in the case of horizontal
orientation and a total annealing time of 5 h (Fig. 5.3). The height profiles are fairly
well reproduced by the simulation, although for the curvature profiles, the magnitude
of the curvature across the film edge is underestimated by the simulation.
In the case of a total annealing time of 33 h, there is a large difference between
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Figure 5.5: Experimental results for the deformation of the non-coated side of a 1 mm
thick Heraeus Suprasil plate covered by a 505(4) nm thick film of silicon suboxide,
that has been removed on one half of the coated side of the sample. The sample was
annealed at 1120(1) ◦ C in ambient air in vertical orientation. For selected annealing
steps, the height profiles across the film edge (a) and along the film edge (b) are
shown. The corresponding curvature profiles are plotted in (c) and (d), respectively.
The curvature profiles after preliminary annealing at 900 ◦ C have been subtracted.
The average curvature change is plotted as a function of the total annealing time in
(e). The errorbars of the curvature values are magnified by a factor of 10 for better
visibility.
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Figure 5.6: The experimental data for a total annealing time of 9 h and of 33 h of
Fig. 5.5 compared to the results of a linear elastic finite element simulation without
gravity.
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the experimental height profiles and the simulation results (Fig. 5.6c). As can be
seen from Fig. 5.6d, this is mostly the result of an underestimated curvature in the
direction across the film edge in the coated region (> 10 mm) and an overestimated
curvature in direction along the film edge. I could not reproduce the experimental
results after 33 h of annealing by a linear elastic simulation including gravity. This
is presumably because of the undefined boundary conditions in the experiment.
Nevertheless, the experiments in vertical orientation demonstrate the large influence
of the sample orientation during annealing.

5.1.3

Annealing in different atmospheres

In the preceding sections, I demonstrated a viscous deformation of plates of fused
silica covered with a film of SiOx for annealing at 1120 ◦ C. Because the results
indicate that the deformation is mostly caused by the film stress, a better understanding of the sample behavior requires a better understanding of the film stress.
Although it is reasonable to assume that oxidation of a silicon suboxide film leads
to a compressively stressed film of silicon dioxide, other origins could contribute to
the overall film stress. Possible additional sources for stresses are differences in the
thermal expansion of film and substrate materials [160], the phase separation of the
film into silicon nanoparticles inside a matrix of SiOx with x ≈ 2 and crystallization
of the nanoparticles [161, 162].
For a better separation of these contributions, I studied the viscous deformation
of two identical samples in oxygen and nitrogen flow, respectively. Each of the two
samples consisted of a 1 mm thick substrate of Heraeus Suprasil with a diameter
of 25 mm covered on one side by a continuous film of SiOx . I determined the film
thickness of the samples by tactile profilometry to be 513(9) nm and 505(4) nm,
respectively.
I annealed the samples at 1060(10) ◦ C in horizontal orientation in oxygen and
nitrogen flow, respectively. After each annealing step, I measured the height profiles of the non-coated side and the reflection spectra of the coated sample side to
determine the overall curvature change and the thickness of the silicon dioxide layer
formed by oxidation, respectively. These values are plotted in Fig. 5.7 in dependence
on the total annealing time.
The thickness of the silicon dioxide layer is plotted in Fig. 5.7a. For oxidation in
oxygen atmosphere, the SiOx film is fully oxidized after 10 h total annealing time,
resulting in a measured silicon dioxide film thickness of 710(30) nm (determined by
tactile profilometry). In case of annealing in nitrogen flow, oxidation was observed,
as well, but proceeded much slower than in oxygen. Presumably, oxidation was
caused by residual oxidizing species. After 10 h of annealing, a film thickness of
62(3) nm was reached. For the same time steps, the curvature change is shown
in Fig. 5.7b. It is significantly larger for annealing in oxygen atmosphere, which
indicates that the growth stress of the silicon dioxide film contributes to the sample
deformation. However, while after 5 h of annealing the oxide thickness lies about
one order of magnitude apart, the curvature change differs only by about a factor
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Figure 5.7: Results for the deformation of two identical samples during annealing
in horizontal orientation at 1060(10)◦ C in oxygen and nitrogen atmosphere, respectively. (a) The thickness of the silicon dioxide layer formed by oxidation as a function
of the total annealing time. For oxidation in flowing oxygen, the film was already
completely oxidized after 10 h of annealing. Therefore, the final oxide thickness
was determined by step height measurement via tactile profilometry. The data for
annealing in nitrogen was fitted by a square root dependence. (b) The curvature
difference with respect to the curvature after pre-annealing at 900 ◦ C as a function
of the total annealing time. For estimation of the viscosity and integrated stress,
two linear fits were applied to the data. The errorbars of the curvature values are
magnified by a factor of 10 for better visibility.
of two in between the two samples.
The data for annealing in nitrogen is in good agreement with a linear function,
as is demonstrated by a linear fit to the data in Fig. 5.7b. Under the assumption
of a constant integrated stress in case of annealing in nitrogen, I estimated its
magnitude the same way as in section 5.1.1 for annealing in air. First, I fitted the
curvature decrease for annealing in oxygen after oxidation was complete by a linear
function (Fig. 5.7b) to obtain a value for the substrate viscosity. The resulting
slope of msag = −4.01 · 10−3 m−1 /h agrees well with the slope of −3.90 · 10−3 m−1 /h
obtained by a linear viscoelastic FE simulation, like the one in section 4.2.1, for a
bulk modulus of K = 43 GPa, a shear modulus of G = 42.5 GPa, which both were
extracted from Fig. 11 of [159] for a temperature of 1300 K (1027 ◦ C), and a viscosity
of ηs = 1.0 · 1012 Pa · s. The obtained viscosity ηs for annealing at 1060(10) ◦ C is
larger than the viscosity value of 2.2 · 1011 Pa · s obtained in Sec. 5.1.1 for annealing
at 1120(1) ◦ C, which can be explained by the different annealing temperatures. The
linear fit to the curvature values in case of annealing in nitrogen in Fig. 5.7b resulted
in a slope of mox = 59.0(3) · 10−3 m h−1 . Under the assumption that the obtained
viscosity value is constant and the same for annealing in oxygen and nitrogen flow,
the integrated film stress for annealing in nitrogen flow is estimated via Eq. (5.1) by
combination of the measured slopes msag and mox , the estimated viscosity ηs and
the measured sample thickness ts = 1.084(2) mm:
N ≈ −21 N/m.

(5.2)

If the film stress is generated by oxidation, the average stress inside the oxide layer
σf after 5 h of annealing can be estimated via dividing the above obtained value of
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N by the measured oxide thickness xSiO2 (5 h) = 62(3) nm:
σf (5 h) =

N
≈ −340 MPa.
xSiO2 (5 h)

(5.3)

curvature difference (m 1)

It is interesting to see under which conditions (initial growth stress σf and relaxation time τf of the oxide layer) the curvature evolution for annealing in nitrogen
flow in Fig. 5.7b can be reproduced by the viscoelastic Stoney equation including
oxidation (4.19) I derived in Sec. 4.1.1. To answer this question, I first fitted the
oxide thickness in dependence
on the annealing time (Fig. 5.7a) by a square root
p
dependence xSiO2 = Bdg · t on time t. For the parabolic rate constant, I obtained
a value of Bdg = 320 nm2 /h. Then, I corrected the curvature evolution for annealing
in nitrogen flow in Fig. 5.7b by the above determined rate of gravitational sag msag
and fitted it by Eq. (4.19). For the fit of Eq. (4.19), I used the above determined
values of Bdg , K, G, ηs and ts and varied the initial growth stress σf and the relaxation time of the SiO2 layer τf . I obtained values of σf = −910(40) MPa and
τf = 7.9(5) h. They are discussed in Sec. 5.3.1. The resulting graph is plotted in
Fig. 5.8 together with the experimental data after correction of the gravitational
influence.
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Figure 5.8: The curvature data of Fig. 5.7b for annealing in nitrogen corrected by
the rate of curvature change due to gravity. I fitted the data by the viscoelastic
Stoney equation with parabolic oxidation (4.19) by variation of the initial growth
stress σf and the relaxation time τf (see text). The errorbars are enhanced by a
factor of 10 for better visibility.

To further elucidate the origin of the film stress, I annealed samples of four
different SiOx thicknesses, roughly between 200 and 700 nm, in nitrogen atmosphere
the same way as described above. The resulting curvature after 5 h and 10 h of
annealing is plotted in Fig. 5.9a in dependence on the film thickness. For a better
comparison, I corrected the curvature by the slightly varying substrate thickness
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according to the viscoelastic Stoney Eq. (4.7). In Fig. 5.9a, it can be observed
that the SiOx film thickness has no significant influence on the absolute value of the
curvature. Thus, the film stress is generated at the oxide-SiOx or the SiOx -substrate
interface.
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Figure 5.9: The corrected curvature in dependence on (a) the thickness of the SiOx
film for four samples after annealing in nitrogen flow and (b) on the thickness of the
SiO2 oxide layer for six samples after annealing in nitrogen, argon or oxygen flow at
a temperature of 1060(10) ◦ C. The curvature has been corrected by the substrate
thickness ts by multiplication of t2s . The data is plotted for a total annealing duration
of 5 and 10 h. Please note, that the measurement uncertainties of the thicknesses
and of the corrected curvature values have been multiplied by a factor of 10 for
better visibility of the errorbars.

For further evaluation, the curvature is plotted in Fig. 5.9b in dependence on the
oxide thickness for samples of different film thickness annealed in nitrogen, oxygen
and argon flow. For annealing for 5 h, the curvature increases with increasing oxide
thickness. This demonstrates the influence of the oxidation process on the film stress.
However, there is a non-linear dependence of the curvature on the oxide thickness
for annealing for 5 h. This trend cannot be explained by the viscoelastic Stoney Eq.
(4.19) for the case of parabolic oxidation and exponential relaxation because from
Eq. (4.19) a linear dependence of the curvature on the oxide thickness would be
expected if a similar value of τf for annealing in nitrogen, argon and oxygen flow
is assumed. The linear dependence of the curvature on the oxide thickness p
in Eq.
(4.19) can seen from the observation that the curvature depends linearly on Bdg ,
which is proportional to the oxide thickness. Therefore, the assumptions of Eq.
(4.19) are too simple for a good description of the experimental results.

5.1.4

Annealing of line patterns

In Sec. 5.1.1, I found that the viscous deformation of the fused silica substrates due
to a patterned SiOx film is qualitatively similar to the case of an elastic deformation. Therefore, in analogy to the elastic case [38], the space of achievable viscous
deformations should be significantly larger if not only equibiaxial but also antibiaxial plane stress components can be generated by patterning of the SiOx film. It has
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been demonstrated that in the case of a stressed elastic film on an elastic substrate,
a highly anisotropic deformation of the substrate, and therefore an antibiaxial plane
stress component, can be induced by patterning the film into fine lines [19, 20].
This behavior has been analytically described [3], and I derived an extension of this
theory in Sec. 4.1.3 for the case of a simple linear viscoelastic substrate. The derived
Eq. (4.45) suggests that the curvature ratio ks /kp , of average curvatures ks and kp
in directions across and along the lines, respectively, is smaller for a viscoelastic
substrate than for an elastic substrate, which is in agreement with the observations
mentioned in [90] and unpublished results of Lukas Janos Richter (IFNano) for the
same sample system studied here. In the present work, I studied the deformation
of fused silica substrates due to a SiOx film patterned into fine lines in detail for
horizontal orientation of the samples during annealing at 1120(1) ◦ C in air or at
1060(10) ◦ C in flowing nitrogen.

Annealing at 1120 ◦ C in air
Substrates of Heraeus suprasil with a diameter of 25 mm and a thickness of 1 mm
were coated with a SiOx film of about 500 nm thickness2 . Subsequently, I structured
the films via backside ablation into a line pattern with a duty cycle of 0.5 and periods
of 200, 100 and 20 µm, respectively. The optical setup used for ablation was based
on projection of a slit mask via a pair of cylinder lenses3 , similarly to the setup in
Fig. 2.1 without the field lens. I annealed the three samples with a structured film
and a sample from the same deposition charge with a continuous film in time steps
of 3 h in ambient air at a temperature of 1120(1) ◦ C in horizontal sample orientation
(cf. Fig. 2.9a).
From the transmission spectra of the sample with the continuous film (not
shown), it can be deduced that oxidation of the SiOx film was complete after 9 h of
total annealing time. Fig. 5.10 shows an SEM image of the line pattern with 20 µm
period after 12 h of annealing. The lines have steep edges and continuously span the
whole width of the sample.
The average curvatures of the samples in dependence on the annealing time
are plotted in Fig. 5.11 in direction along the lines of the structured film (a) and
across the lines (b). The curvatures of the samples with structured films are smaller
than half the curvature of the sample with continuous film. By Eqs. (4.42), (4.43),
derived for the viscoelastic case from the theory of Wikström et al., and a duty
cycle of 0.5 roughly half the value would be expected. Additionally, the curvatures
split up with increasing annealing time and become arranged according to the line
period. That is, for large annealing times the curvature increases with increasing
line period. In accordance to the experiments described above, the curvature along
the lines decreases at large times, presumably after oxidation is complete. The same
can be observed across the lines for the sample with a 200 µm line period, but not
for the two samples with smaller period. Interestingly, the annealing time, at which
2

Deposition done by Lukas Janos Richter (IFNano).
The setup was build by Jörg Meinertz (IFNano). The purpose of the lens pair is to reduce
spherical aberrations [163, Sec. 6.10]
3
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2 µm

Figure 5.10: An SEM image of a SiO2 line pattern with a period of 20 µm on
fused silica. The pattern was produced by laser ablation of an about 500 nm thick
SiOx film and subsequent annealing in air at 1120(1) ◦ C for 12 h in total. The view
is inclined by 80◦ to the surface normal. The image has been taken by Jürgen
Ihlemann (IFNano).
the turning point of the curvature evolution in direction along the lines is reached,
increases with increasing line period.
As a measure of the anisotropic deformation of the samples, I calculated the
curvature ratio ks /kp , which is plotted against the annealing time in Fig. 5.12.
For the annealing times studied, it is always smaller than one but increases with
increasing annealing time to reach a value larger than 0.9 after the last annealing
step at 12 h of oxidation. Nevertheless, at small annealing times of 3 and 6 h the
curvature ratio is spread over a region of about 0.3 to 0.85 and increases with
increasing line period as would be expected from the elastic and linear viscoelastic
Wikström theory (Sec. 4.1.3). The increase in curvature ratio with time could be
partially explained by the decrease of effective aspect ratio of the lines due to the
on going oxidation. That is, that the stress distribution inside the line cross section
changes. This will further be discussed in Sec. 5.3.3.
I noted that the curvature profiles of the samples gain a concave shape along
the lines and a slightly convex shape across the lines with increasing annealing
time. As an example, the curvature profiles after annealing for 12 h in total are
plotted in Fig. 5.13. The non-uniform curvature profiles might be explained by
gravitational sag. From Fig. 5.12 it can be seen that the curvature is still bigger
along the lines than across the lines after 9 h of annealing. Thus, during annealing
the sample presumably rests on the two opposite edges that are ’connected’ by the
lines. Therefore, gravitational sag will lead to a convex shape of the curvature
profiles across the lines (cf. Sec. 4.2.2). The concave shape of the curvature profiles
in direction along the lines could be caused by a non-perfect point bearing of the
sample. According to the simulations in Sec. 4.2.1, a concave curvature profile
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Figure 5.11: The average curvature in dependence on the total annealing time for a
sample with a continuous film (right axis) and three samples with structured films
(left axis). In case of the latter, the films are patterned in lines with the period
specified in the legend. The curvature was measured along the lines (a) and across
the lines (b). Annealing was done in horizontal orientation in air at 1120(1) ◦ C. The
errorbars of the curvatures have been ten times magnified for better visibility.
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Figure 5.12: The curvature ratio ks /kp plotted against the total annealing time
for three samples with different line periods. Annealing was done in horizontal
orientation of the sample in air at 1120(1) ◦ C. The errorbars of the curvature ratio
have been ten times magnified for better visibility.
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would evolve in case of a bearing at the whole rim. Maybe, the actual boundary
conditions in the experiment are an intermediate state between bearing at two points
and bearing at the whole rim. Possibly, the gravitational effect also contributes to
the increase in curvature ratio with increasing annealing time observed in Fig. 5.12,
as it matches the curvatures in both directions to each other.
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Figure 5.13: The curvature profiles along (a) and across (b) the lines for three
samples with different line periods after annealing for 12 h in total. Annealing was
done at 1120(1) ◦ C in air in a horizontal sample orientation.

Between the annealing steps, I also measured height profiles across the lines
on the coated surfaces of the samples via tactile profilometry. Fig. 5.14 shows the
measured profiles for the sample with a period of 100 µm and the sample with a
period of 200 µm. The height of the lines increased with increasing annealing time
until a total annealing time of 9 h was reached, as would be expected for oxidation
of SiOx [154]. Interestingly, the cross section of the lines was smoothed during
annealing. That is, the samples with 20 (not shown) and 100 µm period developed
a round convex top, while the sample with 200 µm period developed two smooth
peaks. Also interesting, the ablated surface between the lines became convex and
developed deep dips close to the edges of the lines.
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Figure 5.14: Height profiles of the line structures with 100 (a) and 200 µm (b)
period after ablation and after annealing for 9 h in total in air at 1120(1) ◦ C. The
measurement direction is across the lines.
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To comprehend the experimentally observed deformation of the lines, I conducted
a linear elastic FE simulation. In the simulation, I considered a volume segment
of length of the line period, 10 µm depth and 5 µm thickness of the substrate (Fig.
5.15a). I assumed the line to have a width of half the period and to span the whole
depth of the substrate segment. Periodic boundary conditions were applied on all
four sides of the segment under consideration. Further, I assumed a compressive
lateral stress of the hypothetical value of −20 GPa for the line, and I assumed the
elastic material properties of fused silica at room temperature for film and substrate.
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Figure 5.15: The result of a linear elastic FE simulation for the deformation of a film
line by a lateral compressive film stress of the hypothetical value of −20 GPa. (a) The
geometry for a 10 µm line period. (b)-(d) The height profile before deformation, the
deformed height profile and the height profile of the film-substrate interface across
the line are shown for line periods of 100, 20 and 10 µm. The material properties of
fused silica at room temperature were used.

Fig. 5.15b shows the height profiles of the surface and the film-substrate interface
after deformation for a line period of 100 µm. The dips at the lower corners of the
line in Fig. 5.14 can be reproduced. In the simulation, two peaks appear at the upper
edges of the line, that remotely resemble the smooth peaks in Fig. 5.14b on top of
the line. The similarity becomes clear if the line width is reduced, as in Figs. 5.15c
and 5.15d. The peaks move together and eventually merge, as in the simulation for
a line width of 5 µm. This behavior could explain the single maximum observed in
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the experiment for line periods of 100 (Fig. 5.14a) and 20 µm. Please note that in
Fig. 5.15 the top of the lines and the line-substrate interface deform the same way.
Therefore, according to this explanation, the experimentally observed deformation
of the lines, separate from the height increase, is a consequence of the deformation
of the underlying substrate due to the film stress.

Annealing at 1060(10) ◦ C in nitrogen flow
In the preceding subsection, I demonstrated that annealing of samples with a line
structured SiOx film leads to the desired anisotropic deformation of the samples.
However, the samples show a complex behavior with annealing time, that could be
caused by gravitational force and fast oxidation. To reduce the potential influence of
oxidation, I repeated the experiment with the annealing conditions of section 5.1.3,
namely slow oxidation in nitrogen flow at a temperature of 1060(10) ◦ C. Additionally, I increased the film thickness from about 500 nm to about 1100 nm. Thereby,
the oxidation rate in relation to the overall film thickness was further decreased and
the anisotropic behavior should be enhanced due to an increased aspect ratio. In
Sec. 5.1.3, I also demonstrated that the integrated film stress is larger for annealing in nitrogen flow at 1060(10) ◦ C than for annealing in air at 1120(1) ◦ C (cf. Sec.
5.1.1), which are the conditions of the preceding subsection. Therefore, annealing in
nitrogen flow at 1060(10) ◦ C should lead to a relatively smaller influence of gravity
on the deformation. I used a similar optical setup as in the preceding subsection
for structuring of the SiOx film. However, instead of the lens pair, I used a single
cylindrical lens. To compensate for a smaller output pulse energy of a different laser
(LPX-Pro instead of LPX 300), I also introduced a spherical field lens (cf. Fig. 2.1).
As a consequence, two lines had to be stitched together for spanning the whole width
of the sample.
For reference, I annealed a sample with a continuous (non-structured) film the
same way as three samples with structured films, and I measured the SiO2 oxide
thickness in between the annealing steps. It increased with increasing total annealing time (not shown) and after 34 h a thickness of 129(3) nm was reached. If a
thickness ratio of tSiO2 /tSiOx = 1.35 [154] is assumed for the thickness of a SiOx film
before (tSiOx ) and after (tSiO2 ) oxidation, the thickness of the SiOx film should have
decreased to about 1000 nm and the thickness of the bilayer film system (SiO2 and
SiOx ) should have increased by about 30 nm after 34 h of annealing. Thus, only a
small relative change of the aspect ratio of the line structures is expected.
The average curvatures along and across the lines are plotted in Fig. 5.16 in
dependence on the total annealing time. As for annealing in air, the curvatures
of the samples with structured films are much smaller than for the sample with a
continuous film. If the curvatures are divided by the ones for the continuous film, a
value of 0.2 is approached along the lines. Across the lines, the curvatures diverge
with increasing annealing time. In contrast to the results for annealing in air, no
turning point is observed at which the slope of the curvature-time curve becomes
negative. This is because of the much slower oxidation process, that prevents the
complete oxidation on relevant time scales.
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Figure 5.16: The average curvature in dependence on the total annealing time for
a sample with a continuous film (right scale) and three samples with structured
films (left scale). In case of the latter, the films are patterned in lines with the
period given in the legend. The curvature was measured along the lines (a) and
across the lines (b). Annealing was done in horizontal orientation in nitrogen flow
at 1060(10) ◦ C. The errorbars of the curvatures have been ten times magnified for
better visibility.

Fig. 5.17 shows the calculated curvature ratio ks /kp for the same measurement
values in dependence on the annealing time. As expected, for the sample with a
continuous film, the curvature ratio approaches ks /kp ≈ 1 with increasing annealing
time. The curvature ratios of the samples with 100 and 200 µm period seem to level
off with increasing annealing time, while after 34 h of annealing the curvature ratio
of the sample with 20 µm line period still decreases. The behavior of the latter is
a result of the fact that the curvature along the lines increases with annealing time
while the curvature across the lines stays constant (cf. Fig. 5.16). Thus, if this
trend continues, eventually the curvature ratio of this sample will be zero. However,
with increasing annealing time the non-uniformity of the curvature profiles increased
(Fig. 5.19). Since this behavior hinders the interpretation of the calculated average
curvature values, the experiment was stopped after 34 h of total annealing time.
In Fig. 5.17, the curvature ratio increases with increasing line period at a fixed
annealing time for annealing times larger than or equal to 14 h. I calculated the
aspect ratio of the line structures by dividing the thickness of the films before structuring, measured by tactile profilometry, by the width of the ridges directly after
structuring, measured by optical microscopy. In Fig. 5.18, the behavior of the curvature ratios of Fig. 5.17 in dependence on the aspect ratio of the lines after annealing
for 34 h is compared to the theoretical behavior for the case of an elastic substrate
with a Poisson’s ratio of νs = 0.165 of fused silica at room temperature and to
the derived theory for a simple linear viscoelastic substrate (Eq. 4.45). In both
cases, I assumed the Possoin’s ratio of the elastic film to be νf = 0.17 of a SiO film
[164]. This value can only serve as a rough estimate because in [164] the films were
prepared differently than mine and in my case the sample was annealed at high
temperature. Thus, the films presumably underwent a phase separation, and, at
least for the viscoelastic equation, the Poisson’s ratio at the annealing temperature
should be used if it were known. Nevertheless, from Fig. 5.18 it can be seen that the
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Figure 5.17: The curvature ratio ks /kp plotted against the total annealing time
for one sample with a continuous film and three samples with different line periods.
Annealing was done in horizontal sample orientation in nitrogen flow at 1060(10) ◦ C.

simple linear viscoelastic theory is a better match to the experimental data than the
elastic one. Additionally, if it is assumed that the curvature ratio of the sample with
highest aspect ratio would further decrease to zero with increasing annealing time,
as has been explained above, both theories would overestimate the experimentally
obtained values.
The curvature profiles of the same data are plotted in Fig. 5.19 after annealing
for 34 h in total. As was already noted in Fig. 5.13 for annealing in air, a concave
shape evolved in direction along the lines and a convex shape evolved in direction
across the lines. The convex shape in direction across the lines (Fig. 5.19b) is more
pronounced for smaller periods.
To verify that the deformations of the samples are as one would expect from
the height profiles in two orthogonal directions, I measured height maps of the noncoated side by tactile profilometry. In Fig. 5.20, the height maps of the sample with
a continuous film (a) and of the sample with the 20 µm line period (b) are shown for
a total annealing time of 34 h. For the continuous film, a spherical deformation is
observed. The height map for the structured film is oriented such that the ordinate
(the measurement direction) is pointing in direction across the lines. The deflection
of the surface is larger along the lines than across them, which is in agreement with
the measured average curvatures in Fig. 5.16. There are no higher order deformations. Thus, the deformation is as expected from the two height profiles measured
in orthogonal directions. It needs to be mentioned, that, in contrast to annealing
in air at 1120(1) ◦ C (cf. Fig. 5.14), I did not observe any large deformations on a
small lateral scale in the height profiles of the structured surface after annealing.
The described results for deformation by line patterned films confirm that small
values of the curvature ratio ks /kp can be reached by a line pattern. They also
demonstrate that the dependence of the curvature ratio on the aspect ratio of the
lines is similar to the elastic case and thermal stresses. However, they also show a
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Figure 5.18: The curvature ratio ks /kp of Fig. 5.17 after 34 h of annealing plotted
against the aspect ratio of the lines before annealing. Annealing was done in horizontal sample orientation in nitrogen flow at 1060(10) ◦ C. The errorbars of the
curvature ratio have been ten times magnified for better visibility. For comparison,
the theory of Wikström et al. [3] for an elastic substrate and the extended theory
for a viscoelastic substrate are plotted, as well. The stated values of the Poisson’s
ratios νf = 0.17 and νs = 0.165 of film and substrate, respectively, were used.
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Figure 5.19: The curvature profiles along (a) and across (b) the lines for different
line periods after 34 h of annealing in nitrogen flow.
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Figure 5.20: Height maps of the non-coated surfaces of the samples with (a) continuous SiOx film and (b) a line structure with a period of 20 µm. The samples were
annealed for 34 h at 1060(10) ◦ C in nitrogen flow.
complex behavior of the curvature ratio with time. This is especially true for the
case of a fast oxidation of the film and a significant gravitational influence.

5.2

Additional results

Section 5.1 dealt with the viscous deformation of fused silica plates at very high
temperatures of 1120 and 1060 ◦ C. I performed additional experiments at lower
temperatures, at which an elastic deformation of the substrate can be observed and
the oxidation proceeds at a much slower rate. The results contribute to a better
understanding of the SiOx -fused silica system.
For analysis of the elastic deformation of the substrate, I reduced the substrate
thickness by a factor of 4 by use of fused silica cover glasses with a thickness of about
250 µm. The cover glasses were coated with silicon suboxide, as described in section
2.2. The film stress at room temperature after coating, as measured by deformation
of the samples, was tensile with a magnitude of 50 − 110 MPa. Because I measured
the deformation of the non-coated sample side, a negative curvature corresponds to
a tensile (positive) film stress, and a positive curvature corresponds to a compressive
(negative) film stress (Fig. 5.21).

5.2.1

Stress change of silicon suboxide films due to annealing

To study the changes inside the SiOx films during a temperature raise, I measured
the change in transmittance and curvature at room temperature of GE124 cover
glasses covered with continuous films of SiOx due to annealing in flowing nitrogen
for different annealing temperatures. Fig. 5.22a shows a typical behavior in dependence on the annealing temperature. I annealed a sample with a film thickness
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σf, N < 0 (compressive)

ﬁlm σf, N > 0 (tensile)
substrate

k > 0 (concave)

k < 0 (convex)

Figure 5.21: For a better understanding of the results of Sec. 5.2, the sample deformation due to a tensile (left) or compressive film stress σf (right) is sketched.
The usual convention is to denote a tensile film stress by a positive sign and a compressive film stress by a negative sign. The same holds for the integrated stress N .
Because in Sec. 5.2 the deformation of the non-coated sample side is considered,
a tensile film stress corresponds to a negative curvature k and a compressive film
stress corresponds to a positive curvature.
of 360(20) nm at increasing temperatures for 6 h at each temperature. The overall
transmission increases at small temperatures up to about 250 ◦ C, and for annealing
at 700 ◦ C it sharply drops. This trend continuous until the transmission increases
again at a temperature of 900 ◦ C.
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Figure 5.22: Experimental results for a GE124 cover glass covered with 360(20) nm
of SiOx . The sample was annealed in nitrogen flow at increasing temperatures for
6 h at each temperature. (a) The transmission spectra of the sample after annealing
at the stated temperature. (b) The film stress measured at room temperature after
the corresponding annealing step. An entirely elastic deformation was assumed.
However, for annealing at 800 ◦ C and above, viscous flow might have contributed to
the measured curvature.

A similar behavior is observed in Fig. 5.22b for the average film stress at room
temperature, which I calculated by the Stoney Eq. (1.1) from the curvature difference with respect to the non-coated sample. After deposition, the film stress is
tensile with a value of 92(7) MPa. Between 100 and 400 ◦ C it increases (becomes
more tensile) to a value of 330(30) MPa and decreases for annealing at higher temperatures. For annealing at temperatures of 800 ◦ C and above, a contribution of
viscous flow cannot be excluded.
These results demonstrate that at least two different processes happen during
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annealing of SiOx films. The first process dominates at temperatures below 400 ◦ C
and the second process dominates above 400 ◦ C. The underlying mechanisms will
be discussed in Sec. 5.3.1.

5.2.2

Stresses induced by laser ablation of silicon suboxide
films

Backside ablation
For the experiments described in Sec. 5.1, I structured SiOx films via backside ablation with an ArF excimer laser, and I demonstrated in Ch. 3 that laser ablation
induces a quasi-permanent stress inside the glass surface. Therefore, I studied if such
a stress can also be observed in backside ablation. For this, I used three samples of
GE124 cover glasses covered with approximately 310, 650 and 1400 nm thick SiOx
films. Before and after backside ablation of the films, I measured the curvatures on
the non-coated side and calculated the integrated film stress.
Fig. 5.23 shows an example for the curvature profiles after film deposition and
after removing the whole film by laser ablation with a homogenized laser spot of
approximately quadratic cross section and an edge length of about 1.15 mm. After
deposition, the 650 nm thick film exhibits a tensile stress of about 90 MPa and an
integrated stress of 60(2) N/m. One half of the sample surface (left in Fig. 5.23)
was decoated with a fluence of about 500 mJ/cm2 , while the other half (right in Fig.
5.23) was decoated with a fluence of about 2 J/cm2 . In both cases, the curvature
increased, but is still clearly below the zero line, that indicates the non-deformed
state of the substrate. Thus, even after decoating, some tensile near-surface stress
is left. The corresponding integrated stress is roughly about 20 N/m. Additionally,
the curvature is smaller (more negative) for ablation with a higher fluence. If the
stress would be the result of a thin residual film of SiOx after ablation, one would
expect that the curvature is larger (more positive) at the higher fluence because
more material should have been ablated. Plus, for another sample with smaller
film thickness, hence larger initial curvature, even no increase of the curvature after
decoating at high fluence was observed. This shows, that the stress is not caused by
residual SiOx but is generated by the ablation process.
The curvature of the decoated samples can further be increased by annealing in
air at 900 ◦ C for tens of hours or by ultrasonic treatment in a KOH based detergent.
I observed no curvature change for irradiation of a pristine (non-coated) substrate.
Therefore, the generated stress is definitely caused by ablation of the SiOx .

Front side ablation
To observe the stress change in SiOx films by excimer laser ablation in front side
orientation, a GE124 cover glass was coated with a film of 428(9) nm thickness, and
one half of the film was irradiated in front side orientation with a homogenized laser
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Figure 5.23: Curvature profiles of a sample with about 650 nm of SiOx on a GE124
cover glass. The sample was coated and subsequently fully decoated by backside
ablation at two different fluences. A negative curvature corresponds to a tensile film
stress.

spot at a fluence of about 1.8 J/cm2 and one pulse per position. Fig. 5.24 shows
the result of the experiment. The average curvature is −45.6(7) · 10−3 m−1 after
deposition, which corresponds to a tensile integrated stress of 43(2) N/m. In the
irradiated area, the curvature decreases to a value of about −125 · 10−3 m−1 , which
corresponds roughly to an integrated stress of 117 N/m (if non-local mechanical
effects are neglected). After total decoating of the film in backside orientation at
450 mJ/cm2 , no indication of the prior irradiation step is left (not shown). Thus, by
the first irradiation step at 1.8 J/cm2 , an additional tensile stress has been generated
inside the film or a compressively stressed layer has been removed. In Fig. 5.24b the
transmission spectra of the sample after deposition and of the irradiated area are
shown. By irradiation, the transmission decreased, although at the applied fluence,
ablation of about 150 nm in depth is to be expected [84], which should lead to an
overall increase of transmission.
In Fig. 5.22, a simultaneous decrease of the transmission and increase of integrated stress of an SiOx film was demonstrated for annealing of the sample. To
check if a similar process is activated by the irradiation, I first annealed a similar
sample to the one of Fig. 5.24 at 900 ◦ C in nitrogen flow for 4.5 h and subsequently
irradiated it analogously. This time, an increase of the curvature (less negative) and
correspondingly a decrease of the integrated stress (less positive) was observed after
irradiation. Presumably, the annealing step already induced the processes responsible for the curvature change in Fig. 5.24. Thus, the above described generation of
a tensile stress component by front side irradiation is presumably caused by short
time annealing of the film.
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Figure 5.24: Experimental results for a GE124 cover glass covered with 428(9) nm
of SiOx . After coating, one half of the coated side was irradiated in front side
orientation with a homogenized laser spot at 1.8 J/cm2 and one pulse per position.
(a) The curvature profiles of the sample in direction across the boundary between
pristine and irradiated film. (b) The transmission spectra of the sample before
irradiation and inside the irradiated area.

5.2.3

Oxidation kinetics

It has been argued that the oxidation of SiOx films proceeds by transversal propagation of a distinct interface between the oxide (SiO2 ) and the film (SiOx ) [153, 157,
158]. However, a homogeneous oxidation over the film thickness was also reported
for certain deposition conditions [156]. Therefore, I studied the oxidation of the
SiOx films used in this work in detail.
An example for the transmission and reflection of the coated side of a fused silica substrate coated with a SiOx film after annealing in air is shown in Fig. 5.25.
Here, the film thickness was 500(8) nm before annealing. Annealing was performed
in air at a temperature of 1120(1) ◦ C for a duration of 3 h and led to the evolution
of interference peaks in the UV spectral region. A comparison with the transmission spectrum shows that the SiOx film is still highly absorbing in the UV region.
Thus, the evolved peaks are an indication of a transparent film on top of the SiOx
film. Assuming a bilayer system of a SiO2 film on a SiO film, I determined the
film thicknesses to be 347 and 231 nm, respectively, via a fit to the experimental
reflectance spectrum. The existence of the interference peaks in the UV spectral
region is a proof for a distinct interface during oxidation. I obtained similar results
for oxidation in air at 900 ◦ C, oxidation in flowing oxygen at 800, 900 and 1060 ◦ C
and for oxidation in flowing nitrogen at 1060 ◦ C. The latter was presumably caused
by traces of oxidizing species.
To further evaluate the oxidation kinetics of SiOx films, I measured the oxide
thickness in dependence on total annealing time for annealing in oxygen flow at a
temperature of 920(20) ◦ C for a sample of about 850 nm of SiOx on a 1 mm thick
substrate of Heraeus Suprasil. For comparison, I simultaneously annealed a silicon
sample with a polished surface.
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Figure 5.25: The transmittance and reflectance of a sample with 500(8) nm SiOx on
a 1 mm thick fused silica substrate after oxidation in air at 1120(1) ◦ C for 3 h. The
reflectance was measured on the coated side of the sample. For determination of the
thickness of the SiO2 and the SiOx film, the reflectance spectrum has been fitted by
variation of the corresponding layer thicknesses.
Fig. 5.26 shows the results of the experiment. Oxidation of the SiOx film proceeds
much faster than oxidation of the silicon sample. For a quantitative analysis, the
data was fitted by the model of Deal and Grove [2]
Adg
x(t) =
2

"s

#
4Bdg (t + t0 )
1+
−1
A2dg

(5.4)

for the oxide thickness x in dependence on oxidation time t. The parameters Adg and
Bdg depend on reaction rates, the diffusion properties of the oxide and the oxidation
state of the material before oxidation. The parameter t0 corresponds to the initial
oxide thickness and can be used to compensate for any oxidation behavior that is
not covered by the model at small oxidation times. For oxidation of silicon in dry
oxygen atmosphere, such a behavior has been intensively discussed [2, 148, 165–168].
Therefore, in order to not restrict the parameter t0 by the fitting procedure, the first
measurement point at time t = 0 was ignored in the fitting routine.
Tab. 5.1 summarizes the fit results and compares them to the original data
of Deal and Grove for oxidation of silicon at 920 ◦ C in a dry oxygen atmosphere.
The results for the parameters Adg and Bdg agree well between the silicon sample
and the literature values. However, they differ by the parameter t0 . This difference
corresponds to a difference in film thickness of roughly 10−20 nm. Nevertheless, the
overall good agreement for the oxidation of silicon excludes any major experimental
errors. For the oxidation of the SiOx film, the small values p
for the parameters Adg
and t0 indicate a simple parabolic oxidation behavior x(t) = Bdg · t with Bdg being
twice to third times as large than in the case of silicon.
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Figure 5.26: The oxide thickness as a function of the annealing time in oxygen
atmosphere at 920(20) ◦ C for a SiOx film and a polished silicon sample. The results
of both samples have been fitted by the Deal-Grove model (5.4) excluding the first
measurement point at zero oxidation time.

Table 5.1: The results of a Deal-Grove fit for a SiOx film and a silicon sample
compared to the results of Deal and Grove (third line) from [2]. Oxidation was
performed in oxygen flow at 920(20) ◦ C.
sample
Adg in µm
SiOx film
0.00(4)
silicon
0.20(1)
silicon[2]
0.235
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Bdg in µm2 /h t0 in h
0.013(1)
0.3(3)
0.0043(1)
0.44(8)
0.0049
1.4
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5.2.4

Deformation of vitreous silica cover glasses during oxidation at 900 ◦ C

To learn more about the stresses that occur during oxidation of SiOx films, I annealed
GE124 cover glasses covered with SiOx films at 900 ◦ C in ambient air and in flowing
oxygen and studied their curvature evolution by measurement at room temperature.
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Fig. 5.27a shows the curvature evolution of a sample covered with 360(20) nm of
SiOx for annealing in flowing oxygen. After deposition, I pre-annealed the sample
in flowing nitrogen to stabilize the film. Therefore, in Fig. 5.27a, the curvature
starts at the value measured after annealing for 6 h at 900 ◦ C. The curvature follows
a square-root-like dependence until, at a total oxidation time of 60 h, a value of
about 0.23 m−1 is reached. For longer oxidation times, it relaxes to a value of
about 0.15 m−1 . From the transmission spectra of the sample (not shown), it can be
deduced that oxidation was complete after 76 h of annealing. Hence, the breaking
point in curvature evolution is reached when oxidation is complete.
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Figure 5.27: Experimental results for a GE124 cover glass covered with 360(20) nm
of SiOx . After coating, the sample was annealed at 900 ◦ C in nitrogen flow and
subsequently in oxygen flow at the same temperature. Here, only the curvature
evolution for annealing in oxygen is considered. In (a) the curvature difference with
respect to the pristine substrate is plotted in dependence on the total oxidation
time. In (b) the same curvature values (up to 60 h) are plotted in dependence on
the oxide thickness. The data points, excluding the one at zero thickness, have been
fitted by a linear function.
By analysis of the transmission spectra and measurement of the film thickness
after complete oxidation, I estimated the oxide thickness at every time step4 . In
Fig. 5.27b, the curvature is plotted in dependence on this estimate. The data is well
described by a linear function if the initial curvature value is excluded, as can be
seen by the linear fit in Fig. 5.27b.
Due to the many different effects (elasticity, delayed elasticity [118, pp. 45-46],
viscosity, thermal expansion) that could play a role, the interpretation of the results
4

The reflectometer for measuring the film thickness was bought after I performed these experiments.
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in Fig. 5.27 is difficult. However, presumably the decrease in curvature after oxidation is complete (Fig. 5.27a) can be attributed to relaxation of the stress in the
grown oxide layer and an elastic deformation of the substrate, or to delayed elasticity of the substrate. Either way, the fact that the curvature does not reduce to zero
could be caused by a non-instantaneous (viscous or delayed elastic) contribution to
the deformation of the substrate.

cuvature difference (m 1)

To check for a non-instantaneous deformation of the substrate, I analogously
oxidized similar samples for such a duration that a thin layer of SiOx remained.
Subsequently, I removed at least one half of the film via back side ablation and
etched the samples in a KOH based detergent (Borer Chemie Deconex 15 PF-x)
to reduce the influence of the stresses induced by the ablation process (cf. Sec.
5.2.2). An example for oxidation of a 380(30) nm thick SiOx film for 30 h is shown
in Fig. 5.28. After ablation of half of the film area, the curvature remains positive
in the ablated region. Thus, the substrate deformation is composed of an elastic
(instantaneous) and a non-instantaneous component.
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Figure 5.28: The curvature profiles of a GE124 cover glass coated with 380(30) nm
of SiOx . After deposition, the sample was annealed in nitrogen and subsequently in
oxygen for 30 h at 900 ◦ C. Via backside ablation, the film was removed on one half
of the sample surface and the sample cleaned in a KOH based detergent.
I measured a thickness of the grown SiO2 layer after the oxidation step of
439(3) nm. Assuming a thickness increase by oxidation of 1.3, a layer of about
10 − 70 nm of SiOx remained. Neglecting the mechanical influence of this layer, an
average compressive film stress at room temperature of roughly −160 MPa can be
estimated for the SiO2 layer by the Stoney equation and the curvature change by
film ablation. I achieved a similar estimate of roughly −150 MPa for the sample of
Fig. 5.27 by considering the curvature change after complete oxidation of the film in
Fig. 5.27a. In this case the film thickness after oxidation was 469(3) nm. The similarity between the curvature decrease in Fig. 5.27a by annealing and the curvature
decrease in Fig. 5.28 by laser ablation indicates that the curvature decrease in Fig.
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5.27a is caused by relaxation of the stress inside the oxide layer. If the same thermal
expansion coefficient for the SiO2 oxide layer and the SiO2 substrate is assumed, the
results further indicate that oxidation of the SiOx film causes a compressive stress
inside the grown oxide layer that is smaller (higher absolute value) than −150 MPa.

5.3

Discussion

In Secs. 5.1 and 5.2, I presented results on the mostly viscous and viscoelastic
deformation, respectively, of silica plates by continuous and structured films of SiOx
deposited on one side of the plates. For annealing at 1120 ◦ C in air and at 1060 ◦ C
in flowing oxygen or nitrogen, a large deformation of 1 mm thick plates is observed,
with amplitudes of up to more than 100 µm and curvatures of up to more than
1 m−1 . In Sec. 5.2, I presented additional results on the behavior of fused quartz
cover glasses as substrates and on the behavior of SiOx for annealing at temperatures
below 920 ◦ C. In the following these results are discussed.

5.3.1

The origin of the film stress

From the experimental results presented in Sec. 5.1, it is clear that the viscous deformation of the fused silica plates is related to an overall compressive stress generated
by the deposited SiOx film. More troubling is the question of the origin of the film
stress and its temporal behavior. Generally, a film stress can be decomposed into
an external contribution, by forces acting on the film-substrate system, a thermal
contribution and an intrinsic contribution [4]. In the present case, the external
contribution can be neglected.
Regarding the thermal contribution, in [169] the linear thermal expansion coefficient of SiOx films with x ≈ 1 deposited by PECVD was measured to be about
9 · 10−6 K−1 in the range of 30 to 100 ◦ C. This is more than a magnitude larger than
the linear thermal expansion coefficient of fused silica of about 0.5 · 10−6 K−1 [100,
Tab. 2.13]. Thus, at least for a not too large temperature increase, a compressive
thermal stress contribution should exist in the SiOx film. Thermal expansion is a
’bulk’ property, and therefore the integrated stress should depend on the film thickness. However, annealing of samples with different film thickness (Fig. 5.9a) shows
that at 1060(10) ◦ C there is no significant dependence of the sample curvature on
the film thickness. Therefore, no thermal contribution to the film stress is observed
at this temperature and presumably also at 1120 ◦ C. The same argument holds for
potential stresses generated by the phase separation of the film: The stress should
be generated inside the ’bulk’ of the film, and therefore the integrated stress should
depend on the film thickness.
It is tempting to explain the absence of stresses inside the SiOx film, away from
the interfaces, for annealing at 1060(10) ◦ C by relaxation of the stress inside the SiOx
film. Unfortunately, to the best of my knowledge, the viscosity of silicon suboxide has
not been measured, yet. For a simple estimate of the maximum possible viscosity,
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we note that after annealing at such temperatures the film is decomposed into silicon
nanoclusters inside a SiOx matrix with x . 2, and that the clusters are already to
a large extent crystallized [170, 171]. Thus, one might argue that the film can be
considered as a suspension of hard silicon spheres inside a Newtonian SiO2 liquid,
and therefore its relative viscosity ηr = η/η0 with respect to the viscosity of the
liquid η0 can be estimated by the Roscoe equation [172]
ηr = (1 − ceff )−2.5 ,

(5.5)

with an effective volume concentration ceff = cSi /cp [173] calculated from the volume
concentration cSi of the silicon clusters and some percolation threshold cp . With a
value of cSi = 0.31 for an average stoichiometry of silicon monoxide (x = 1) and
cp = 0.38 [174] as the percolation threshold for transport of photoexcited carriers, a
value of ηr = 69 is obtained. From this value, the relaxation time of the SiOx film
can be estimated by use of Eq. (4.24) for the relaxation time of a thin film:
τSiOx ≈ 3 · 69

η0
.
G0

(5.6)

The instantaneous shear modulus G0 of the film is approximated by G0 ≈ 30 GPa
for fused silica (cf. Tab. A.1). For the viscosity η0 of the SiO2 matrix, the viscosity
of bulk fused silica might be inserted. Unfortunately, the viscosity of fused silica depends on the impurity concentration: For the substrate material of Heraeus Suprasil,
I obtained a value of 1·1012 Pa·s at 1060(10) ◦ C in Sec. 5.1.3. However, for pure fused
silica, a value of 3 · 1014 Pa · s would be expected at a temperature of 1060 ◦ C [100,
Eq. (12) on p. 14]. Applying this range of viscosity values in Eq. (5.6), a relaxation
time τSiOx of 1.9 h to 23 d is obtained. According to this simple estimation, stresses
inside the SiOx film would not rapidly decline. However, a size-dependent melting
temperature of silicon nanocrystals was observed [175]. According to Fig. 3 in [175],
at a temperature of 1060 ◦ C, silicon nanocrystals up to a radius of about 7 nm are
molten already. Therefore, the above assumption of a suspension of solid silicon
nanocrystals is wrong, and a much lower viscosity should be expected. Plus, even if
the nanocrystals do not melt at the application temperature, in [176] a rapid stress
relaxation inside silicon nanocrystals was observed. From Fig. 3(b) of [176] a stress
decay time (defined by a stress decrease of 1 GPa) of smaller 3 s can be estimated
by extrapolation to a temperature of 1060 ◦ C. These observations support the assumption of a rapid stress relaxation inside the decomposed SiOx at temperatures of
1060 ◦ C and above, and could explain the fact that the film stress does not depend
on the film thickness.
Because thermal expansion has been experimentally ruled out for causing the
film stress, the only possibility left is an intrinsic stress. Further, the independence
of the curvature on the film thickness, that is demonstrated in Fig. 5.9a, suggests
that the stress is located at an interface. The most obvious explanation for such a
stress is the oxidation of the SiOx film to SiO2 [146, 154, 177, 178].
By reflection measurements, I found that oxidation proceeds from the surface
(Sec. 5.2.3), leading to the formation of a SiO2 /SiOx bilayer system (Fig. 5.29).
Additionally, I studied the oxidation kinetics at a temperature of 920(20) ◦ C in
flowing oxygen. A simple parabolic/diffusion limited behavior with Adg = 0, with
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Adg being the parameter A in the Deal-Grove model [2], is observed. Diffusion
limited oxidation was implied in many works on SiOx films [146, 153, 154, 156–158].
The value I obtained for the parabolic rate constant Bdg is twice to third as large
than for oxidation of silicon (Tab. 5.1). This can be explained by Bdg ∝ 1/n1 [2]
with n1 being the number density of oxidant molecules incorporated into the oxide
layer during oxidation. Thus, for x ≈ 1 (SiOx ≈ SiO), n1 is half the value for
oxidation of SiOx compared to oxidation of silicon and therefore twice the value for
Bdg would be expected. The picture is complicated by phase separation of the SiOx ,
that results in a geometrically different oxidation behavior, and the influence of the
oxide stress on the diffusion of the oxidizing species [178].

oxidizing ambient

z

SiO2 (oxide layer)
SiOx

Si

|σf|

SiO2 (substrate)

Figure 5.29: Scheme of the assumed cross section of a sample after annealing in
oxidizing ambient for a specific duration. At elevated temperatures, the SiOx film
decomposes into silicon nanoclusters inside a matrix of high (x . 2) oxygen concentration [170, 171]. Oxidation proceeds from the surface by forming a compressively
stressed SiO2 layer. The growth stress σf relaxes with time and therefore is most
compressive at the SiO2 /SiOx interface.
For oxidation at about 900 ◦ C in air, I estimated a maximum (minimum in absolute values) compressive oxide stress of about −150 MPa of the about 450 nm thick
oxide layer (Sec. 5.2.4). And for annealing for 5 h in nitrogen flow at 1060(10) ◦ C, I
obtained a value of roughly −340 MPa in Sec. 5.1.3 under the assumption that the
film stress was generated by oxidation and substrate viscosity was constant. Due
to relaxation, the obtained stress values are presumably bigger (smaller in absolute values) than the value of the instantaneous growth stress [179], which is the
stress that is generated directly after oxidation at the SiO2 /SiOx interface. For the
instantaneous growth stress for oxidation of silicon, values of −460(50) MPa and
−450 MPa have been reported [150, 180]. In [146], a compressive stress of about
−500 MPa was reported for deposition of SiOx at small rate and high gas pressure,
and subsequent exposure to the ambient atmosphere. Thus, the estimated values of
−150 MPa and −340 MPa are of the same order of magnitude as would be expected
from the literature.
For oxidation in air at 1120(1)◦ C and in nitrogen flow at 1060(10) ◦ C, I observed
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an approximately linear curvature evolution with time, which indicates, according to
the viscoelastic Stoney Eq. (4.7), an approximately constant integrated stress if the
substrate viscosity is assumed to be constant during oxidation. As I demonstrated
for annealing in nitrogen (Sec. 5.1.3, Fig. 5.8), such a behavior can also be reproduced
by the viscoelastic Stoney equation with parabolic oxidation (4.19) if large values of
the relaxation time τf of the SiO2 layer and of the initial growth stress σf of this layer
are assumed. Compared to the value of τs = ηs /Gs ≈ 30 s (with ηs = 1012 Pa · s and
Gs = 33 GPa) for the relaxation time of the substrate for annealing at 1060(10) ◦ C,
the value of τf = 7.9(5) h, which I obtained in Sec. 5.1.3 by fitting Eq. (4.19), seems
unrealistic large. However, the viscosity of fused silica is extremely dependent on
the hydroxyl concentration [100, pp. 14-15], and for the relaxation of a thin film,
the geometry needs to be considered, which is reflected by Eq. (4.24) [151, 152].
For annealing at 1050 ◦ C of dry grown SiO2 on silicon, a relaxation time of 6 − 20 h
was reported, which agreed reasonable well to an estimate by literature values of 5 h
[179]. Therefore, a relaxation time of τf = 7.9(5) h is actually a realistic value. By
the same fit of Eq. (4.19) in Sec. 5.1.3, I also obtained a value of σf = −910(40) MPa
for the initial growth stress. Its absolute value is clearly larger than expected (see
above), but still of the same order of magnitude. Therefore, considering the simple
assumptions I made in the derivation of Eq. (4.19), the fit to the data for annealing
in nitrogen flow at 1060(10) ◦ C resulted in surprisingly realistic results.
However, Eq. (4.19) cannot explain the small difference in curvature after annealing for 5 h in oxygen flow to annealing in nitrogen flow at 1060(10) ◦ C (Fig. 5.7b)
when compared to the large difference in oxide thickness (Fig. 5.7a). Further, if the
same value of σf for the initial growth stress is assumed for annealing at 1120 ◦ C, the
value for τf is corrected to τf = 1.7 h by the ratio of experimentally determined substrate viscosities at 1120 and 1060 ◦ C (2.2 · 1011 Pa · s and 1 · 1012 Pa · s, respectively),
and the value for Bdg from the fit in Fig. 5.1b is used, Eq. (4.19) overestimates the
curvature values in Fig. 5.1f for oxidation at 1120 ◦ C by more than a magnitude.
A tolerable description of the data in Fig. 5.1f can only be obtained by Eq. (4.19)
if an initial growth stress is assumed that is more than a magnitude smaller than
the value of σf = −910(40) MPa. These two shortcomings of Eq. (4.19) indicate
an oversimplification in the derivation. In [179], it was argued for the oxidation of
silicon that the relaxation of the growth stress can be separated into a fast relaxation to an intermediate level and a slow relaxation to the fully relaxed state, where
the slow relaxation process is supposed to correspond to the linear viscous flow of
bulk fused silica. The fast relaxation process is not considered in Eq. (4.19). But,
for oxidation of SiOx at 900 ◦ C, I observed a fast relaxation of the film stress (Fig.
5.27a) that could be a hint to a two step relaxation process. Further, in contrast to
oxidation of a flat silicon surface, oxidation of phase-separated SiOx involves the oxidation of approximately spherical silicon nanoparticles, which leads to a profoundly
different stress distribution inside the material [178], which was not considered in
the derivation of Eq. (4.19). At last, I assumed a very simple viscoelastic behavior in
the derivations in Sec. 4.1. I assumed a Maxwell element, which results in only one
relaxation time, for the deviatoric relaxation and did not consider delayed elasticity,
dilatational relaxation and structural relaxation during annealing (cf. [118]).
As structural relaxation (cf. [118, Part 2]) can have a large influence on the
viscosity (cf. [134, Sec. 6.7]), according to the viscoelastic Stoney Eq. (4.7), it can
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also influence the curvature evolution of the samples. It is convenient to describe the
thermal history of a glass, and therefore in some respects its structure, by the fictive
temperature Tf , which states the temperature at which a glass needs to be quenched
to reach specific properties in the solid state (cf. [118, Ch. 9]). The substrates I used
have been received with an unknown fictive temperature Tf 0 . During annealing at
T1 = 1060 ◦ C or T2 = 1120 ◦ C, the fictive temperature Tf must have changed towards
Tf 1,2 = T1,2 (T1,2 means T1 or T2 ). Simultaneously, the viscosity η(T1,2 , Tf ), which
depends on current temperature T1,2 and fictive temperature Tf (cf. [118, Sec. 11]),
presumably changed as well from η(T1,2 , Tf 0 ) towards η(T1,2 , Tf 1,2 ) = η(T1,2 , T1,2 )
(cf. [134, Sec. 6.7]). The time scale on which this change in fictive temperature
happened can be roughly estimated by the structural relaxation time τp , which in
general is related to the fictive temperature as well (cf. [118, Ch. 11]). According to
the data of [181] presented in [118, p. 143], for T1,2 ≈ Tf 0 ,
τp = a · τs

(5.7)

with a being a dimensionless value in the range of 4 to 20 and τs = η/G0 being
the Maxwell relaxation time, which depends on viscosity η and instantaneous shear
modulus G0 . If the obtained viscosity values η(T1 ) = 1 · 1012 Pa · s (Sec. 5.1.1) and
η(T2 ) = 2.2·1011 Pa·s (Sec. 5.1.3) and G0 = 33 GPa (Tab. A.1) are used in Eq. (5.7),
structural relaxation times of τp = 27 s to τp = 10 min are obtained. However, in
this estimate for the structural relaxation time τp , the change in viscosity η during
structural relaxation was not considered and T1,2 ≈ Tf 0 was assumed. Another
estimation for the structural relaxation time can be obtained from measurements of
the fictive temperature of a type-III vitreous silica, like Heraeus suprasil [98] I used
in this thesis, via small angle x-ray scattering. In [182], the fictive temperature was
measured during temperature cycles and isothermal annealing. It was found that, in
the range of measurement uncertainty, the structural relaxation time is independent
on the fictive temperature and can be described by
τp (T ) = a1 exp (a2 /T )

(5.8)

with a1 = 10−12.9 s and a2 ≈ 48.5 · 103 K for the first heating curve of an asreceived sample. Eq. (5.8) leads to structural relaxation times of τp (T1 ) = 13 min
and τp (T2 ) = 3 min, which are similar to the above estimated values. These values
for the structural relaxation time are a strong indication that in my experiments for
annealing at T1 and T2 , structural relaxation happened during the first annealing
step and did not affect the viscosity on subsequent annealing steps. This is in agreement with my observations of a linear curvature decrease after complete oxidation
(Figs. 5.1f and 5.7b), which indicates a constant viscosity, and justifies my assumption of a constant viscosity already during oxidation. However, for a better control
of viscosity during the viscous deformation, the substrates should be stabilized, i.
e. the fictive temperature set to the final value by annealing at the corresponding
temperature, before deposition of the SiOx film.
In principle, delayed elasticity (cf. [118, Part 1]), a non-instantaneous but recoverable strain, also contributed to the sample deformation. However, the delayed
elastic strain is of similar value as the instantaneous elastic strain (cf. [118, Sec.
4.2]), and the values of the instantaneous elastic strain are negligible small. This
can be seen from the unrealistically large values of the hypothetical film stress I
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obtained by describing the sample deformation by an elastic model in Secs. 5.1.1
and 5.1.2. Thus, in my experiments, the influence of delayed elasticity is negligible
small as well.
Although no contribution of thermal expansion, phase separation or crystallization of the silicon nanoparticles is observed at 1060 ◦ C, these processes presumably
contribute at lower temperatures. Indeed, in Fig. 5.22b, it is demonstrated that
during annealing of a SiOx film at increasing temperature, the film stress at room
temperature varies. Although the absolute value of the stress could be a superposition of intrinsic and thermal contribution, the stress variation shows that due to
annealing, the material properties are altered. This interpretation is verified by the
simultaneous change of the transmission spectra in Fig. 5.22a. A similiar behavior as
in Fig. 5.22 was observed in [183] for SiOx films of different oxygen content deposited
by magnetron sputtering. The transmission of the films increased for annealing up
to a temperature of 400 − 500 ◦ C and decreased for annealing at higher temperatures. The film thickness exhibited a similiar behavior, which agrees well with the
stress-temperature curve of Fig. 5.22b. Please note that according to [151], counterintuitively, the film thickness increases if the film stress becomes more tensile. In
[183], the behavior below 400 ◦ C is explained by stress relaxation and healing effects
inside the freshly deposited film. In contrast, the behavior above 400 ◦ C to about
800 ◦ C is explained by the phase separation inside the SiOx material. Therefore, my
data indicate that the phase separation leads to a change in thermal expansion or
even to an intrinsic film stress at temperatures of 400 ◦ C and above. I found that
front side ablation has a similar effect on the film stress at room temperature and
on the transmission of the film as annealing. Indeed, in [184] it was reported that
KrF excimer irradiation (248 nm, 20 ns) of SiOx films causes the phase separation
as well.
In Sec. 5.2.2, I demonstrated that backside ablation of a SiOx on a fused silica
substrate leads to a tensile stress inside the uncovered substrate surface. Further,
the magnitude of the generated integrated stress increases with increasing fluence.
It is known that for ablation above the fluence threshold for film removal, at about
300 mJ/cm2 , some material of the underlying surface is removed as well [87, 88].
In [88], this is explained by plasma mediated etching for fluences above the plasma
ignition threshold, which lies roughly at 1 J/cm2 . However, even for fluences below
this threshold, ablation of the fused silica substrate can be observed [87]. In light of
the here measured stress generation at the surface and the stress generation by the
TGM discussed for irradiation of Schott D263M in Sec. 3.2.1, it seems plausible that
the ablation for fluences below the plasma ignition threshold is caused by thermal
loading. In [68], a stressed surface layer with a thickness of about 275 nm and a
stress of about 80 MPa was reported for direct ablation of fused silica with an F2
laser. These values lead to an integrated stress of 22 N/m, which is quite close
to the value of ≈ 20 N/m I estimated in Sec. 5.2.2 from my experiments. The
good agreement is another argument for a thermal stress generated via backside
ablation and additionally gives a rough estimate for the thickness of the laser affected
zone of roughly 250 nm. Nevertheless, the stresses generated by patterning of the
SiOx presumably do not contribute to the curvature evolution of the samples at
1060(10) ◦ C and above because of fast stress relaxation.
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In summary, my results indicate that at 1060 ◦ C, and presumably at 1120 ◦ C
as well, the film stress is located at an interface. The absence of a stress in the
’bulk’ of the film could be explained by a fast relaxation of stresses inside the SiOx .
Presumably, the film stress is generated by oxidation, which proceeds from the
surface by diffusion of oxidizing species and causes a compressive stress on the order
of a few −100 MPa inside the freshly grown SiO2 . As oxidation proceeds, the stress
inside the older SiO2 material relaxes. Surprisingly, an approximately constant
integrated film stress is observed, which could be related to a complex coupling of
oxidation and growth stress inside the grown SiO2 layer. For a better understanding,
further studies are necessary.

5.3.2

Deformation and gravity

Basically, the qualitative viscous deformation of the 1 mm thick fused silica plates
studied in Sec. 5.1 is similar to the one for purely elastic behavior of film and substrate. This is demonstrated by comparison with the results of linear elastic simulations in Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.6, C.2 and C.4 for macroscopically (lateral dimension >
substrate thickness) structured films. And even for the case of a microscopically (lateral dimension < substrate thickness) line structured film, the qualitative behavior
is similar as expected for the elastic case, which is experimentally demonstrated in
Fig. 5.18. The similarity between viscous and elastic deformation can be understood
in light of the correspondence principle [40, Sec. 9.3.3] or quasi-elastic approach [118,
pp. 295-298] for obtaining an approximate solution for a viscoelastic problem from
the elastic solution by replacing an elastic modulus with a viscoelastic modulus.
Because in linear elasticity the uniaxial strain  = σ/E is given as the ratio of stress
σ to Young’s modulus E, from a mathematical point of view, it does not matter for
the resulting deformation if the value of the Young’s modulus or the value of the
stress is changed. In the correspondence principle or the quasi-elastic approach, the
Young’s modulus is changed, which makes sense from a physical point of view, but
in the simulations in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, I just applied an unrealistically large
value of stress, because it was the more convenient approach.
Only at more precise observation, differences between the elastic deformation
(without gravity) and the measured deformation can be observed. One of these
differences is the non-uniformity of the curvature profiles, which becomes more pronounced with increasing annealing time. For annealing in horizontal orientation of
samples with continuous or macroscopically structured films, this additional deformation appears in both measurement directions. Therefore, it is presumed to be
isotropic. In contrast, for microscopically line structured films, a concave curvature
profile develops in direction along the lines and a convex curvature profile develops
in direction across the lines (Figs. 5.13 and 5.19).
This behavior fits qualitatively well to the simulated curvature profiles of Sec. 4.2,
which are generated by gravity. In case of a macroscopic film structure, the overall
displacement of the sample is isotropic so that a round plate-like substrate contacts
the underlay at the lower rim. In the simulation in Sec. 4.2.1, such a set of boundary
conditions indeed leads to the concave shape of the curvature profile observed in the
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experiment. This is also demonstrated by the direct comparison of the measured
profiles for a structured film with the results of a linear elastic deformation in Fig.
5.4. In case of a microscopically line structured film, however, an overall anisotropic
displacement is observed so that the number of contact points to the underlay is
ideally reduced to two. Such a set of boundary conditions is approximated in the
simulation in Sec. 4.2.2. By this simulation, a convex shape of the curvature profiles
across the lines and a roughly uniform curvature along the lines are predicted. If the
actual set of boundary conditions is an intermediate state between bearing at the
whole rim and bearing at two points, maybe a concave shape develops in direction
along the lines, like it is observed in the experiments (Figs. 5.13a and 5.19a).
Interestingly, for a macroscopically structured film and vertical orientation during annealing, a concave shaped curvature profile can only be observed in direction
parallel to the underlay (Figs. 5.5d and C.3d). Unfortunately, in the experiment, the
boundary conditions were badly defined. Therefore, it was not possible to estimate
the expected deformation of the sample. Further, it should be noted that in case
of an elastic substrate deformation, a non-uniform curvature is expected for large
displacements [1]. I cannot exclude that this effect also contributes to the observed
non-uniformity of the curvature profiles. However, at this point, I also do not see
the necessity to include such an effect into the explanation of the experimental data.
So far, I argued that the form of the curvature profiles is influenced by gravitational sag. Further evidence for the influence of gravity can be found by considering
the values of the average curvatures. For annealing at 1120 ◦ C in horizontal sample
orientation, the average curvature increases during oxidation and it decreases after
oxidation is complete (Figs. 5.1f and 5.2e). Again, the decrease of the curvature
can be qualitatively explained by the simulations of Sec. 4.2. Please note that also
the increase in curvature in direction across the lines, predicted by the simulation
in Fig. 4.10b, can be observed in the experiment for small line periods in Fig. 5.11b.
If gravity is responsible for the decrease of curvature, there should be a different behavior in the case of vertical orientation. Indeed, for the samples annealed in vertical
orientation (Figs. 5.5e and C.3e), it can be observed that the curvature decreases in
one direction and increases in the other direction after oxidation is complete.
A quantitative analysis further confirms the gravitational influence. From Fig.
5.1f, it can be seen that for a continuous film after annealing for 5 h at 1120(1) ◦ C
in air, a curvature of about 0.8 m−1 is reached. If half of the film is removed in a
macroscopic pattern, half the value should be reached. Indeed, in Figs. 5.2e and
C.1e, after 5 h, a curvature of approximately 0.4 m−1 is observed. Thus, presumably
viscosity is similar for all three experiments, and therefore the rate of curvature
decrease after complete oxidation should be roughly the same for all three samples
if geometrical influences are neglected. Indeed, for the samples of Figs. 5.1f, 5.2e
and C.1e, a curvature decrease of −0.019, −0.014 and −0.017 (m · h)−1 , respectively,
is measured by linear fits to the data. Although the films are differently patterned,
these values agree well. This is another argument for the influence of gravity.
Although there is convincing evidence on the major influence of gravity on the
sample deformation, there is some discrepancy considering the quantitative curvature evolution in the case of vertical orientation. In Fig. 5.5e, for annealing in
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vertical orientation of a sample with half of the film removed, after 5 h of annealing,
a curvature of about 0.8 m−1 is reached. Surprisingly, this is approximately double
the value for annealing of a similar sample in horizontal orientation (cf. 5.2e). This
difference cannot be explained by the absence of the influence of gravity in vertical
orientation because from the above paragraph, for 5 h of annealing, only a curvature
decrease of 0.075 m−1 is expected. Because of the badly defined boundary conditions in vertical annealing, improved experiments are necessary to understand this
discrepancy.
In summary, gravity seems to have a large effect on the samples in that it influences the average curvature values and leads to a non-uniformity of the curvature
profiles. However, for a more precise analysis of the gravitational influence, a better
control of the mechanical boundary conditions would be necessary. Precisely defined
boundary conditions are especially important if an antibiaxial plane-stress component is generated by the film structure or the sample is not oriented horizontally.

5.3.3

Line structured films

For the same sample system (SiOx on Suprasil) studied here and annealing in air
at 1000 and 1100 ◦ C, an overall anisotropic deformation in the case of line structured films is described in [90]. This anisotropy is also observed in section 5.1.4
for annealing in air and in nitrogen flow at 1120 and 1060 ◦ C, respectively. It is
demonstrated that the curvature ratio ks /kp increases with increasing line period at
constant height. This result is in agreement with the case of elastic deformation,
for which it was shown that the aspect ratio of the lines determines the resulting
curvature ratio [3, 19, 20].
For annealing in nitrogen flow at 1060 ◦ C, the evolution of the curvature ratio
with annealing time is plotted in Fig. 5.17. As is proposed by the viscoelastic version
of the theory of Wikström et al. I derived in Sec. 4.1.3, the curvature ratio shows
an asymptotic behavior. According to the derived Eq. (4.44), the curvature ratio
should decrease with time (Fig. 4.6a). While this is the case for the samples with 20
and 200 µm line period, the inverse behavior is observed for the sample with 100 µm
line period (Fig. 5.17). Another discrepancy can be found when the time scale, on
which the curvature ratio changes, is considered. In the experiment (Fig. 5.17), it
is on the order of tens of hours, which corresponds to more than 103 · τs , if the
estimated value of ηs = 1 · 1012 Pa · s for the substrate viscosity (Sec. 5.1.3) is used
for calculation of the relaxation time τs . However, the theory predicts a time scale
on the order of a few tens of τs , as can be seen from Fig. 4.6a. These differences
between experiment and theory could indicate a shortcoming of the theory with
regard to the viscoelastic behavior of the substrate.
In Fig. 5.18, the curvature ratio after annealing for 34 h is compared to the
expected curvature ratio in the elastic case and the expected final curvature ratio
for the derived viscoelastic equation (4.45). The experimental curvature ratio does
not agree with one of those theories, but a similar behavior is observed. In addition
to the above mentioned shortcomings of the theory, ignorance of the right parameter
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values for the theoretical calculation could be one reason for the disagreement, as
was already discussed in section 5.1.4. Another reason could be the distribution of
the stress inside the cross section of the line segments. In the theory of Wikström
et al., thermal stresses, and therefore a roughly homogeneous distribution of the
stress before film patterning in direction normal to the surface, are assumed [3].
The same holds for other studies [19, 20, 185] of similar setups. However, in the
current case, the stress is presumably caused by oxidation (cf. section 5.3.1), and
therefore the prestressed area inside the line cross section might be thin. Plus, in
case of fast oxidation, the position of this layer will change with time. Preliminary
results of a linear elastic FE simulation indicate that these two aspects can have a
large effect on the volume averaged stresses inside the line structure, which in turn
has an effect on the curvature ratio. The simulations suggest that the curvature
ratio will be overestimated by the theory of Wikström et al. if only the top part of
the line is prestressed in the experiment. This result might explain why in Fig. 5.18
the experimental observed curvature ratio is overestimated both by the elastic and
the linear viscoelastic estimate. Further, the simulations suggest that the curvature
ratio increases if a thin stripe of prestressed material is moved from the top of the
line segment to the bottom at the interface to the substrate. This effect could be
another contribution to the evolution of the curvature ratios with time in Fig. 5.12
for annealing in air at 1120 ◦ C. In case of oxidation of the line structured SiOx films,
the height of the lines increases significantly (cf. Fig. 5.14). This effect could also
contribute to the curvature ratio by increasing the aspect ratio of the lines.
Further, there is the gravitational influence, as was already discussed in the
preceding section. As is shown in Fig. 4.10b by a linear viscoelastic simulation,
gravitational deformation presumably leads to a decrease of curvature in direction
along the lines and to an increase of curvature in direction across the lines. Therefore, the curvature ratio will be increased by gravity. This effect will be especially
pronounced after oxidation is complete and could be another reason for the increase
of curvature ratio with time in Fig. 5.12 for annealing in air. Additionally, the
non-uniformity of the curvature profiles, that is induced by gravity, complicates the
interpretation of the average curvature values.
Besides the curvature evolution of the substrate, I found that for oxidation in air
at 1120 ◦ C, the cross section of the line structures is changed. Because of oxidation, a
height increase would be expected. However, in Fig. 5.14 also a rounding of the edges
and a convex deformation of the decoated region can be observed. By comparison
to the results of a linear elastic FE simulation, I concluded that the rounding and
the deformation of the uncovered surface are caused by the stress in the lines and
the corresponding deformation of the substrate surface. The deformation of the
substrate surface can possibly be verified by only partial oxidation of the lines and
subsequent removal by backside ablation. In [186], a deformation of the underlying
fused silica substrate surface was observed for laser annealing of the SiOx on top.
This could be a similar stress effect.
In summary, for annealing in nitrogen flow, a similar behavior of the final curvature ratio on the aspect ratio as predicted by the linear elastic and the linear
viscoelastic theory is observed. This shows that the deformation can be understood
by the stress distribution inside the cross section of the lines and is a step towards
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the quantitative description of the sample system. However, for a better description,
many different effects, like the stress distribution due to oxidation, the influence of
gravity and the precise viscoelastic behavior of the substrate material need to be
considered or their influence need to diminished by improved experiments.

5.3.4

Application of the viscous deformation

The patent [90] describes a process for forming of plates by deposition of a film of a
substoichiometric oxide, generation of a compressive film stress by oxidation of the
film and plastic or viscous deformation of the plate during annealing. At this point,
I would like to discuss the difficulties in such a process for deformation of silicate
glass plates and the steps to overcome them.
In analogy to the experimental part of this work, I assume that the problem
consists of a plate of a silicate glass that is covered by a thin film. The film shall
exhibit a certain stress at a given process temperature. Let us further assume that
the process is fully deterministic, and all parameters are known. Then, from a
certain film structure, it is possible to calculate the expected deformation. The
other way round, namely calculating the necessary film pattern to reach a given
deformation, can have more than one solution [38]. One solution might be found by
numerically iterating the film pattern or by fragmentation of the desired deformation
into a combination of an appropriate set of basis deformations, for each of which
the necessary plane-stress field is known. The latter method has been successfully
used in the elastic case [34, 36, 41]. The space of accessible deformations will be
determined by the properties of the film and the patterning method. For example, in
correspondence to the elastic deformation, if also antibiaxial plane stress components
can be generated, the space of accessible deformations is larger than in case of only
equibiaxial plane stress components [38].
In practice, gravity can influence the deformation, as was observed in the experimental part of this work. This influence could be reduced by different approaches
or it could be included in the process. Presumably, increasing the processing viscosity at constant integrated film stress is not an option because deformation by
film stress and gravity scale the same way with viscosity. However, one approach to
reduce the relative gravitational influence is to increase the integrated film stress.
For the case of the system studied in this work, this might be achieved by lowering
the annealing temperature to increase the viscosity of the film. Please also note that
the values for integrated stress of the film of N1 ≈ −13 N/m and N2 ≈ −21 N/m I
estimated in Secs. 5.1.1 and 5.1.3, respectively, are rather moderate. This can be
seen by calculation of the average film stress via σf = N/tf with a film thickness of
tf ≈ 500 nm. Thus, average stresses of σ1 ≈ −26 MPa for N1 and σ2 ≈ −42 MPa
for N2 are obtained, of which the absolute values would be considered to be small
in coating community [5]. Presumably, by a different film material, absolute stress
values in the range of a few 100 MPa could be obtained. Therefore, at the same film
thickness, the relative influence of gravity could be reduced by one magnitude. The
challenge is to identify a film material that fulfills all requirements for application.
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Another approach to reduce the influence of gravity, is to choose a proper sample
orientation. A simple embodiment was already tested in this work by vertical orientation. However, finding appropriate boundary conditions could be difficult, and the
residual gravitational deformation would be more difficult to predict, if necessary,
than in the case of horizontal orientation. A sample holder for vertical orientation
without elastic deformation of thin wafers is described in [28]. It would be a considerable task to design a similar holder for high temperature processes. To reduce
the gravitational influence during gas bearing slumping (see below) of Schott D263
glass, it was suggested to glue tungsten wires to the sample and to hang it vertically
oriented inside the oven [94]. This could indeed lead to a simple set of boundary
conditions.
A third approach to reduce the influence of gravity could be to choose a soft
underlay in horizontal sample orientation that, like a mattress, supports even the
deformed plate at every point of its lower side. The success of such an approach
is reported in [9] for avoidance of the elastic deformation of a flat mirror substrate
during form measurement. The authors used a polymer foam as underlay material.
Unfortunately, to find a suitable material that is stable at high temperatures and
copes with the large deformations in the viscous case is a challenge. I performed
experiments with fused silica wool as the underlay material with little success. Another material for the underlay could be a glass with a lower viscosity than the one
of the sample. In that case, elemental diffusion and adhesion would presumably
cause problems. Floating the sample on a constant gas stream is in my opponion
also no adequate solution. In [39, 94], gas bearing slumping, in which the sample
floats on a nitrogen stream, was studied with the result of considerable unintentional
deformation of the sample. In gas bearing slumping there is still a mold applied. In
our moldless process the unintentional deformations could become even worse.
If the gravitational influence cannot be reduced to a tolerable level, it needs to
be included in the process. Unfortunately, the gravitational deformation depends
on the boundary conditions and they, in turn, might depend on the deformation of
the sample, which complicates prediction of the deformation a lot if an anisotropic
curvature change, like in the case of a line structure, is generated. To avoid the
connection between deformation and boundary conditions, a three point bearing
should be used. However, this will also lead to a complex gravitational deformation. It could be difficult or even impossible (depending on the sample system) to
compensate for such a deformation by a patterned film.
I my opinion, the most promising approach would be a compensation of the
gravitational influence by turning the sample upside down after such an annealing
duration that in the end a flat sample would be obtained if it were not for the
film. For this, a three-point bearing and the possibility of reproducible positioning
are needed. I expect that gravity would still lead to an irreversible deformation of
the sample surface at the contact points. Therefore, the contact should happen at
positions, e. g. close to the rim, where these deformations do not restrict the later
application of the deformed part.
Besides gravity, precision is of course limited by the underlying statistical variation and measurement uncertainty in the parameter values. While the measurement
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uncertainty can, in certain cases, be avoided by direct calibration of the deformation in dependence on time, the statistical variations directly affect the precision
of the process. Because viscosity depends extremely nonlinear on temperature, the
temporal variation, the spatial variation and the reproducibility of the processing
temperature are important parameters. To give an example: Eq. (12) in [100, p. 14]
states the viscosity of water-free vitreous silica in the temperature range of 1000 to
1400 ◦ C. This equation is plotted in Fig. 5.30 for a small temperature range around
the annealing point at 1012 Pa · s. Already a change of 1 K in temperature leads to a
change of viscosity in the range of a few percent. This deviation would be directly
transferred to the sample curvature according to the viscoelastic Stoney Eq. (4.7).

1192

Figure 5.30: Viscosity in dependence on temperature for water-free vitreous silica
according to Eq. (12) of [100, p. 14].
Considering the above discussed effects, I believe that roughly a precision of the
method in the range of 1 % of the target curvature could be reached with effort for
a single cycle process (film patterning and subsequent annealing). To increase the
precision, an iterative approach or in-situ monitoring (and also in-situ patterning)
were already suggested in [90]. The iterative approach is time consuming and demands a good solution for repositioning the sample for irradiation and possibly also
for annealing. The in-situ approach is challenging from a technological point of view
because a special setup, combining oven, optical form measurement and possibly optical setup for laser ablation, needs to be realized. Either way, as a last processing
step, figure correction by elastic deformation could be applied.
Usually, freeform optics are produced by cutting, grinding, polishing or moulding
[91]. One of the advantages of the deformation by a stressed film is that polishing
can be performed on the flat surface before deformation. Another advantage is that
it is more flexible than moulding because no mould needs to be produced first. Further, the patterning of the film can be achieved fast via laser ablation. And the
annealing process, that would possibly take a considerable amount of time, can be
parallelized and easily automated. However, to reach a precision of a few 10 nm,
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as it can be achieved by grinding and polishing [91], could be difficult if surface
height variations in the range of tens of micrometers are targeted. Additionally,
while a process that is based on mechanical material removal can be easily applied
to different glass compositions, application of the viscous deformation process on
different glasses would presumably require a lot of effort. This is because of the
complex behavior of film and substrate during annealing. For the film, a lot of processes can influence the stress evolution. For the case of SiOx , they are discussed in
section 5.3.1. And for the substrate, the viscoelastic properties need to be known or
calibrated. Unfortunately, for a precise description of the viscoelastic deformation
also delayed elasticity and dilatational relaxation should be considered [118, Ch.
3]. Additionally, during annealing the fictive temperature and therefore the properties of the glass are changed [118, Ch. 9]. Relaxation processes in the glass are
also influenced by diffusion of water inside the glass matrix [187–189], so that the
environment during annealing would need to be considered.
In summary, this thesis is a first step towards an application of the viscoelastic
deformation by a non-continuous film for forming of glass plates. However, the
realization of such a process is a difficult task. Presumably, the major issue would
be the precision in the final deformation, which, to my understanding, can only
be improved by considerable effort. However, further efforts could not only yield
a useful process for forming of substrates but would also contribute to a better
understanding of the underlying mechanisms.

5.3.5

Outlook

Because the viscous deformation of glass plates by a continuous or patterned film is,
to the best of my knowledge, mostly unexplored, there are a lot of open questions
that should be addressed. Two of those questions are related to Eqs. (4.35) and
(4.45) I derived in section 4.1. Eq. (4.35) states that if the film stress is not constantly
renewed during viscous deformation, a rather small curvature limit exists. It would
be fascinating to study to what extent this prediction can be reproduced in the
experiment. For the final curvature ratio in case of a line patterned film, I derived Eq.
(4.45). Also for this equation, it would be interesting to see how well it corresponds
to a well defined experiment and how the theory can be improved.
In the elastic case, for large substrate deflections, a non-uniform curvature and
a bifurcation of the curvature in orthogonal directions are observed [1, 13, 15, 16].
A relevant question is if, and under which conditions, such effects can be observed
in the case of viscous flow of the substrate. Further, it could be argued that the
concave sample surface would develop some waviness at large curvatures due to the
compressive stress inside the surface-near material. I would like to study if such an
effect can be observed in the experiment.
Unfortunately, tactile form measurement, as applied in this work, is a slow process. Therefore, in possibly following projects, an optical measurement technique,
like measurement of the reflected wavefront [190] or pattern projection [1], should
be realized and applied. For measurement of the deformation dynamics, the ther134
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mal film stress, or the stress change during annealing, an in-situ measurement setup
for the sample curvature could be used. Such a system can be simply realized by
measurement of the direction of two or more laser beams reflected at the sample
surface inside the oven [13, 191].
My experimental results also indicate a complex behavior of the stress in a SiOx
film during annealing. It was argued that there is a large influence of the stresses
inside the material on the phase separation mechanism [161, 171, 192]. Further,
oxidation could be used to control the size of the silicon nanoparticles [178]. Therefore, the idea arose that the stress distribution inside a patterned and subsequently
annealed SiOx film could be used to study these effects and even to control the
technologically highly relevant optical behavior of the silicon nanoparticles on a
small scale. For such experiments, laser ablation is a well suited tool because of the
straight and steep film edges that can be easily produced in backside ablation and
because of the possibility for blister formation by local debonding of the film [193].
The latter leads to a lateral film stress variation [194, 195] that could also be used
for such experiments.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In excimer laser structuring of silicate glass surfaces and thin dielectric films on
silicate glasses, a stress is generated by irradiation or a film stress is modified.
These stresses can effect the form of the substrates and could be used for adjusting
the topography of a functional surface. In the present work, I studied two different
but related systems by similar experimental methods. In both cases, I applied an
ArF excimer laser with a wavelength of 193 nm and a pulse duration of about 20 ns
for irradiation, and measured the surface topography by tactile profilometry. For
a better understanding of the experimental results, I performed simulations by the
FEM.
I demonstrated the generation of long-term thermal stresses inside the borosilicate glass Schott D263M by irradiation. To the best of my knowledge, this is the
second detailed study on the stress generation during excimer laser irradiation of
silicate glasses and the first study that makes use of these stresses for a practical
application. My results confirm and complement on the observations reported in
[68] for irradiation of fused silica with an F2 laser. For stress generation, I used a
mask projection setup that resulted in a flat-top beam profile at the image plane.
For a large laser spot, an equibiaxial component of tensile plane stress is generated.
The step-like dependence of the integrated stress on the fluence, a measurement not
shown in [68], can be explained by the thermal stresses that evolve during cooling
of the irradiated area. A stress of 400 MPa is reached inside the laser affected zone,
which extends up to about 650 nm into the material. I measured the temporal evolution of this stress, which was not considered in [68], and found that the stress
decreases over time. If the surface is patterned into a line structure, an antibiaxial
plane stress component is generated, which can be understood in analogy to the
case of a line patterned thin film [19]. To the best of my knowledge, this is the
first time that this mechanism is reported for laser structuring of a surface and irradiation induced stresses. The ability to generate equibiaxial and antibiaxial stress
components on large areas could be useful in figure correction of glass substrates.
For equibiaxial stress components only, I successfully made a proof-of-principle for
figure correction of cover glasses of D263M. However, for long-term corrections, the
stability of the generated stress needs to be improved.
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Annealing of a glass sample after deposition of a thin film can lead to a viscous
deformation of the sample due to the film stress. This is the case for the system I
studied, of a thin film of silicon suboxide on a plate of fused silica annealed at 1120
or 1060 ◦ C. During annealing, the curvature of the non-coated side increases until
oxidation of the film is complete. This way, much larger displacements than by an
entirely elastic deformation can be reached. For patterned films, the deformation is
analogous to the case of an elastic deformation, which I demonstrated by comparison
to the results of a linear elastic FE simulation. This also holds for a film patterned
in thin lines, for which an overall anisotropic deformation is observed. From a
theoretical consideration, I predict that the curvature ratio ks /kp of the curvatures
in direction across and along the line is smaller than in the elastic case. Indeed,
the derived linear viscoelastic theory is a better match to the data than the elastic
equation. Unfortunately, comparison of theory and experiment is hampered by the
influence of gravity and the stress distribution inside the film during annealing.
Although the film stress is presumably caused by oxidation of the silicon suboxide
film, an approximately linear curvature evolution with annealing time is observed.
My results demonstrate that complex deformations of the fused silica plate can be
generated, and the analogous behavior of the elastic and the viscous deformation
facilitates the prediction of the viscous deformation for a specific film pattern, which
could be useful in applying the process for forming of glass plates. However, for
applying the process, the gravitational influence and precision are major issues that
need to be addressed.
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Appendix A
Material properties and constants
Table A.1: Some constants and material properties used in this work.
Name
Symbol
Value
Gravitational acceleration
g
9.80665 m s−2
Young’s modulus of fused silica at
E
72.9 GPa
◦
25 C
Poisson’s ratio of fused silica at
ν
0.165
◦
25 C
Mass density of fused silica
ρm
2.20 g cm−3
Bulk modulus of fused silica at
K
≈ 42.5 GPa
1300 K
Sheer modulus of fused silica at
G
≈ 33 GPa
1300 and at 1400 K
Bulk modulus of fused silica at
K
≈ 43 GPa
1400 K
Linear thermal expansion coeffiα
≈ 0.5 · 10−6 K−1
cient of vitreous silica
Glass transition temperature of
Tg
≈ 1150 ◦ C
vitreous silica
Young’s modulus of Schott
E
72.9 GPa
D263M
Poisson’s ratio of Schott D263M
ν
0.208
Linear thermal expansion coefα
7.2 · 10−6 K−1
ficient of Schott D263M (20 −
300 ◦ C)
Transformation temperature of
Tg
557 ◦ C
Schott D263M
Mass density of Schott D263M
ρm
2.51 g/cm3
Thermal conductivity of Schott
λc
1.06 W/(m · K)
◦
D263T eco at 90 C
Mean specific heat capacity of
cp
0.8 J/(g · K)
◦
Schott D263 bio at 20 to 100 C
Poisson’s ratio of SiO film
ν
0.17
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Source
[108, p. 1062]
[100, p. 16]
[100, p. 16]
[100, p. 18]
[159, Fig. 11]
[159, Fig. 11]
[159, Fig. 11]
[100, Tab. 2.13]
[95, p. 16]
[128]
[128]
[128]

[128]
[128]
[196]
[197]
[164]

Appendix B
Evaluation of L[I(v)] in Eq. (4.16)
In section 4.1.1, the value of the integral
Z ∞
exp(−pv)I(v)dv
L[I(v)] =
0

Z ∞
Z v·τs
1
exp(s/τf ) √ ds dv
=
exp [−(p + τs /τf )v]
s
0
0
√
π · τs
=√
p(p + τs /τf )

(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)

is used in Eq. (4.17). In the present section, I demonstrate the above equality.
By partial integration of Eq. (B.2)
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1
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(B.4)

(B.5)

=S2

is obtained.
First, I show that S1 = 0: The upper limit of S1 is
 
  Z v·τs
τs
1
exp(s/τf )
√
S1,∞ = lim −
exp − p +
v
ds
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√
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where L’Hospital’s rule was used in the third row. The lower limit of S1 is
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0
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where partial integration was used in the third row. Thus, S1 = S1,∞ − S1,0 = 0.
Second, S2 is calculated by noticing that
Z ∞
√
τs
exp(−pv)
√
S2 =
dv
p + τs /τf 0
v


√
τs
1
L √
=
p + τs /τf
v
√
1
1
= π · τs √
.
p p + τs /τf

(B.14)
(B.15)
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In the last step, I used a conversion table [108, p. 1120] for the Laplace transformation.
All together, it follows that
L[I(v)] = S2 =
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Appendix C
Annealing in air at 1120 ◦C with a
macroscopic line pattern
C.1

Horizontal sample orientation

In section 5.1.1, I presented the results for the viscous deformation of a fused silica
plate in horizontal orientation. The deformation is caused by a SiOx film that has
been removed on one half of the coated surface via laser ablation. In the current
section, I show similar results for a different film structure.
The sample consisted of a cylindrical Heraeus Suprasil fused silica plate of
1078 µm thickness and a diameter of 25 mm, of which one side was covered by a SiOx
film with a thickness of 650(10) nm after deposition. Via backside ablation with the
light of an ArF excimer laser, I structured the film into a stripe pattern with a period
of about 4 mm and a duty cycle of 0.5 (Fig. C.1f). The roughly quadratic laser spot
was formed by a homogenizer setup (cf. Fig. 2.2) and exhibited an edge length of
about 1 mm. To achieve the stripe pattern, the spot was stitched with overlap and
one pulse per position was applied. The fluence was about 500 mJ/cm2 . After patterning, the sample was first annealed in nitrogen flow at 900 ◦ C and subsequently
for different durations in air at 1120(1) ◦ C in horizontal orientation (cf. Fig. 2.9a).
The height profiles of the non-coated sample surface are plotted in Figs. C.1a
and C.1b for direction across and along the lines, respectively, for different total
annealing times. The overall deflection is roughly the same in both directions.
However, in direction across the lines, at the position of the residual film stripes, a
local concave deformation is observed, while in direction along the lines, the height
profiles exhibit an approximately parabolic shape.
The difference between both directions becomes more pronounced in the curvature profiles in Figs. C.1c and C.1d for directions across and along the lines,
respectively. The curvature profiles after the preliminary annealing step at 900 ◦ C
have been subtracted. Across the lines, at the position of the residual stripes, the
curvature becomes positive, while in the decoated regions it becomes negative. Ad143
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Figure C.1: Experimental results for a fused silica plate covered by a stripe pattern
of 650(10) nm thick SiOx and annealing at 1120(1) ◦ C in air in horizontal sample
orientation. (a,b) The height profiles in directions across and along the stripes. (c,d)
The corresponding curvature profiles. (e) The average curvature values calculated
from the curvature profiles. (f) A schematic of the sample with the non-coated side
facing the reader.
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Figure C.2: Comparison of the curvature profiles after 33 h of annealing for the
sample of Fig. C.1 with the results of a linear elastic FE simulation excluding and
including gravity.

Fig. C.1e shows the average values of the curvature profiles in between 2.5 and
17.5 mm in dependence on the total annealing time. Up to 9 h of total annealing time, the average curvature increases approximately linearly. After 17 h, after
oxidation is complete, it decreases again.
For reproduction of the experimental results after 33 h of annealing, I performed
a linear elastic FE simulation with and without the influence of gravity. A substrate thickness of ts = 1078 µm and a film thickness of tf = 651 nm were used in
the simulation. For the simulation excluding gravitational effects, the hypothetical
film stress was estimated by Eq. (3.1) via the experimentally determined average
curvature to a value of −61.54 GPa. For the simulation including gravity, I manually
varied film stress and mass density for apparently best fit to the experimental data.
This resulted in a hypothetical film stress of −92 GPa and a hypothetical density of
20 kg/cm3 .
A comparison of the curvature profiles for 33 h of annealing with the simulation
results is shown in Fig. C.2. The simulation excluding gravity cannot describe
the underlying concave shape of the curvature profiles in both directions. Plus, it
underestimates the amplitude of the curvature profiles in direction across the lines
(Fig. C.2a). In contrast, concave curvature profiles and amplitude are well described
by the simulation including gravity.
The results presented in this section are in good agreement with the ones of
section 5.1.1 for a half decoated sample. Therefore, they confirm the observations
described therein.
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C.2

Vertical orientation

I also annealed a sample with a similar film pattern as in the preceding section
(Fig. C.1f) in vertical orientation (cf. Fig. 2.9b). This time, the thickness of the
film was 499(4) nm and the thickness of the substrate 1.083 mm. The SiOx film was
structured in backside ablation with a 200 · 200 µm2 laser spot, which was achieved
via mask projection (cf. Fig. 2.1) at a fluence of about 500 mJ/cm2 and one pulse
per position. The spot was scanned with an overlap of 10 µm.
The height profiles after selected total annealing times are plotted in Figs. C.3a
and C.3b across and along the lines, respectively. They are comparable to the ones
in Fig. C.1 for horizontal annealing. A difference can be observed in the curvature
profiles in direction across the lines in Fig. C.3c. Here, no evolution of an underlying
concave shape can be observed. The largest differences to annealing in horizontal
orientation are observed in Fig. C.3e for the time dependence of the average curvatures. They split after 9 h of annealing and thereupon the curvature across the
lines increases while the curvature along the lines decreases. A similar behavior was
already observed in Fig. 5.5e for vertical annealing of a sample with a different film
pattern.
Fig. C.4 shows a comparison of the experimental results after 33 h of annealing
with the results of a linear elastic FE simulation excluding gravity. From the average
curvatures, a hypothetical film stress of −116.796 GPa was calculated and assumed in
the simulation. The concave shape of the experimental curvature profile in direction
along the lines cannot be reproduced by the simulation. And in direction across the
lines, the maxima of the curvature profiles are underestimated.
The obtained results are in agreement with the ones I presented in section 5.1.2
for a sample with a half decoated SiOx film, that was treated analogously. Therefore,
they confirm these results.
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Figure C.3: Experimental results for a fused silica plate covered by a stripe pattern
of 499(4) nm thick SiOx and annealing at 1120(1) ◦ C in air in vertical orientation.
(a,b) The height profiles in directions across and along the stripes. (c,d) The corresponding curvature profiles. (e) The average curvature values calculated from the
curvature profiles.
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